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Notes from the Editor
The Annual this year is somewhat reduced from last year’s bumper edition, due to financial considerations.
Over the years members have been urged to submit logs or ditties, and have responded magnificently.
Unfortunately for the 2009 Annual, this has created a somewhat embarrassing situation for the editor, as for
the first time in my experience I have received more material than could be accommodated in this rather
slenderer Annual, and I have had to strictly apply the deadline for submission. Some logs of high quality and
great interest have been omitted and some members have gallantly replaced them by Ditties. I encourage all
contributors, whether published in the Annual or not, to send their accounts to John Clementson for inclusion
in the website archive.



Honorary Secretary’s Report

Once again the New Year began with the Election
Committee Meeting in early January and this year 19 new

members were elected, many of whom we were happy to meet
at the w~rious functions during the year. This brought the total
number of members to 548. It was subsequently decided that up
to 10 new members would be elected in 2009.

The AGM was held in the Royal St George Yacht Club on
6th February with a total of 89 attending and a further 80
apologies. Four new members were elected to the Comrnittee,
Len Curtin (South), Robert Fowler (East) Michael Brogan (W)
and Peter Fernie (W).

Presenting his report, the Hon. Treasurer said that it was
decided to re-state the October 201)7 accounts to include the
annual costs of �16,376. The resuh of this is that the deficit for
2007 is now �35,492.

Income for 11 months ending September 2008 is t~33,613:
expenditure at �60,964 - includes provision for the 2008
members Annual at �21,568 and results m a deficit of t~27,341.
Total net assets as at 30 September 2008 are �172,01 I.

The annual dinner took place at the Connemara Coast Hotel
in Furbo, just west of Galway city and was organised by David
Whitehead and his team from the West. There was a buffet
dinner on the Friday evening and of course the New Members
reception followed by the Formal dinner on Saturday evening.
Unfortunately, the weather on Saturday was dreadful, with rain,
mist and strong winds, but that did not deter one group from
going for a walk in the Burren and another from taking the high
speed ferry to Inis Oirr where most of the group went tbr a walk
around the island before retiring to Tigh Ruairf for a pint and a
very welcome soup and sandwiches.

In general the weather appeared to be better than in has been
the last few year and the first rally of the season was the
North/East rally to Quoile on the weekend of the 23rd/24th
May, where 24 boats and 80 members arrived for the meet,
including an impressive number from Dublin and thereabout.
The weather was superb and the Commodore hosted a drinks
party on board Peter Bullick’s El Torro, followed by an
excellent BBQ and sing song, which continued into the "wee"
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hours. The following day a number of hardy members went
over to Delamont Park, just across the bay, for a walk in lovely
sunshine, before returning tbr yet another great buffet lunch
accompanied by some solo jazz. The East Region also had
another attempt at a Raft up off Ireland’s eye on the weekend of
8th/9th August but once again the weather conspired against us
with strong winds. This, however, did not dampen the spirits of
the 76 people on l7 boats who rafted up in Malahide Marina in
bright sunshine and had a great BBQ in MYC. The Northern
Region also had a second rally in late September (again in great
weather) where eight boats and around thirty members and
guests met up in Rathlin Island.

The Southern area also held two rallies this year, the first
taking place on the weekend of 8th/9th August starting off with
a raft-up in Dunboy Bay near Castletownbare in exceptionally
good weather, before heading over to Lawrence Cove on Bere
Island for dinner in the Cattapilla Cafr. Ten boats and one
Caravan, including 56 people took part. The South also had an
end of season raft-up, in perfect, sunny conditions on Saturday
26th September with eight boats rafted together at the northeast
corner of Great Island, just above to East Ferry.

Of course the premier cruise this year was to the Azores,
where about 17 boats took part in the joint ICC/RCC rally. I
feel sure there will be various accounts of this cruise among the
logs in the Annual so I will leave any further details to those
who were lucky enough to attend. For those of us unable to get
to the Azores there was a very pleasant rally in Rathmullan,
with Dinner at the Rathmullan House Hotel on Saturday 18th
July. About 20 boats took part with representatives f¥om nearly
all areas including a number from Scotland and the West of
Ireland. The weather was mixed with some lovely sunny days
but also quite a lot of wind and rain.

The final committee meeting of the year took place this year
on 31st October in Haulbowline in Co Cork where we were
made very welcome by the Navel Services. After lunch we
were shown around the Base followed by a trip around Cork
Harbour in one of their launches. That evening we were joined
by 90 local members for Dinner in the Officers Mess and had
yet another delightful evening.

Grainne FitzGerald
Honorary Secretary

OBITUARY

K, CA/CONDON

I t is with great sadness that we write of the death of Cal
Condon in June this year. Sailing is a great way to make and

forge long-lasting friendships and that is what Cal has done.
Originally from the coastal town of Youghal, Co. Cork, his

first interest in boats developed as a youngster. He trained as a
doctor and specialised in Plastic Surgery, taking his first
appointment in England, and from there he came to Tralee. He
was always interested in the outdoors, through fishing,
shooting and golfing. His interest in sailing began in Tralee
when he lived there. In 1971 he moved to Cork as Consultant
Plastic Surgeon and ran the Accident and Emergency and
Plastic Surgery departments.

He bought his first cruiser Boomerang in 1976, and later
bought Mashona in 1981, and took part in the racing at the

Royal Cork Yacht Club, where he was elected Rear Admiral
in 1979. He cruised extensively on the Cork and Kerry
Coasts. He joined David Nicholson as crew on Black Shadow,
on his transatlantic journey where his skills with the sextant
became evident.

He was a warm, compassionate man, always intensely
interested in everyone; young people especially looked up to
him, and he became always a father figure to them. It is
remarkable how he managed to keep up his busy career and
his many outside interests.

We have lost a good friend, and our thoughts are with his
wife Peggy and his three sons Justin, Michael and Cal.

David Nicholson

OBITUARY

SEAMUS SALMON

I n March we lost our western member Seamus Salmon who
passed away after a short illness. Those of us who had the

pleasure of knowing Seamus were shocked at his untimely
passing in the prime of life. He worked in finance and his
business dealings were characterised by honesty and a sense
of fair play. I have never heard an unkind word spoken about
him.

Seamus grew up far from the sea, but once introduced to
sailing, it became his passion. He never did anything by
halves. His motto was "it’s better to burn out than rust out".
He liked to do his socialising on Thursday nights so that his
mind was totally clear for the weekend sailing.

His first boat, a 28ft bilge keel yacht, was soon making
coastal passages every weekend. However, it was quickly
outgrown and with destinations further afield in mind, he pur-
chased, Saoirse, a Beneteau 375, in France. I was persuaded

to join him for its delivery trip home. This turned out to be a
trying experience, with heavy headwinds all the way. The
failure of the lower shrouds and a seasick crew had no effect
on his good humour. Seamus calmly lit another cigarette,
devised a temporary repair and carried on.

In 2006 he took a year off to sail to the Caribbean and
back. He was awarded the ICC Atlantic Trophy and the Aran
Islands Trophy for the cruise. It was a wonderful trip and
many of his friends including his wife-to-be, Claire, joined
him to enjoy the delights of the islands. He subsequently
wrote an entertaining account of the cruise in the 2007 annual
entitled "A Beer Drinkers Guide to the Caribbean".

He leaves behind his loving wife Claire and baby daughter
Rebecca.

His kind and generous spirit will be fondly remembered on
the west coast.                          Jarlath Cunnane



Challenge Cup Awards

Paddy Barry

W ith so many Challenge Cup Awards it would seem that the
Adjudicators job should be an easy one. Not so. in some

cases, yes of course; individual cruises of great merit, well and
entertainingly written stand out. One could almost say "Alone
It Stands", like Munsters" defeat of the All-Blacks in 1978.

But for the greater part there will be several Logs in close
competition for a particular award. Happily there is some over-
lap in the categories, so allowing for an equitable distribution.

Members of The Bench, who have to make judgements all
the time, are ideally placed as Adjudicators: Civil Engineers,
like myself, very much less so. So, as engineers are wont to do,
I prepared a spread sheet, headed by a marks listing for The
Quality of The Cruise and The Quality of The Log, with further
marks for ancillaries such as difficulties overcome, light crew
strength, small boat and of course, personal preference (see list
of Cups on inside back cover).

The ATLANTIC TROPHY this year was very much in the realm of
those who sailed from Ireland to the Azores, this requiring a
direct passage of over 1,000 miles each way. The 700 odd miles
or so from Galicia possibly gave boats a harder time of it, but
two passages home stand out, that of Nick Musgrave of Cork
who with big boat and big crew had a happy cruise, and that of
Frank Ranalow of Kilrush in his Oyster 38. Frank gets it.

The FORTNIGHT CUP must reflect the necessity for tight
planning and good sailing. Ten busy days from the Clyde,
through the Crinan, Luing, Sound of Mull to Sleat and back by
a westerly route give this to Patrick Dorgan.
The ROUND ]IRELAND NAVIGATION CuP requires a special
emphasis on navigational and pilotage content and is not
awarded.
The ROCKABILL TROPHY is for a cruise involving an
exceptional teat of navigation or seamanship. Such should not
normally be required in ones own ’backyard’, but yes,
demanding events occur even in ones home waters. Such was
encountered in the tidal race of the Rhinns of Orsay in a small
boat by one of our most senior members, who kept his cool and
got his boat and crew safely to shore. Well done Wallace Clark,
and may you, as an example to all of us, Keep On Sailing.

CLUB AWARDS
T~ FAST~T AW~ for a life~ ofout~tandi~ g achievement
~ sea~ Awar~ t0 ~ KING.
TI~ Jont~ B ~Y CUP, for an outstanding contribution to
Irish Sailing. Awarded to JOHN KILLEEN.
Tm~ DONE¢~ ~ TRO~, aw~led by the Eastern
committee, for his ~bmicm tO~ a~d Irish Lights
0vet 2! yem’s. Awarded to TERRY J~SON.

eommillee to TREVOR LUSTY.
WA~ ~ Ct~, awarded by the Southern

e~ to .t~: ~ and PADDY O’S~IVAN.
Tm~ GULL S,~vmt, f~ the Irish boat best placed over’aft m the
Fas~net r"~. Awarded to ~
DU~S Drr~ S~: Awarded ~ DIANA GLE#.DIIILL.

The WYBRANTS CUP for the best cruise in Scottish waters,
should reflect not only the tribulations of tidal headlands but an
acquaintance with the pleasures of the shore, notably the "run
of the still’. The recipient of this award was particularly
distinguished in this regard. For achieving their cruise in a
relatively light displacement boat, a racing Sigma 33 and
describing the cruise so entertainingly, this goes to Richard
Lovegrove.

The WILD GOOSE CuP is awarded for a log of literary merit.
For 41 years from 1963 to 2004, without a break, our Annual
was adorned by the writing of our doyen of yachting
journalists. We missed you for the last few years and are
delighted to see you back: only you could describe a 100 mile
cruise so entertainingly. This award goes to Winkie Nixon.

The MARIE TROPHY is for the best cruise in a yacht under 30
feet. John Banim did some wonderful cruising for a couple of
months in Greek waters, but his boat, at 32 feet, renders him
ineligible for this. However we have a worthy recipient, who in
his 28 foot Shipman, overcame repeated bad weather to make
hard earned progress in sailing his boat back from Brittany.
Well done Bill Rea.

The PERRY GREER BOWL is for the best first ICC log. There
were two contenders for this, Declan Connolly from Kinvara
who joined the club last year and had spent a year afloat with
his young family in his Laurence Giles 38 and David Tucker of
Kinsale in his Sigma 41, who has been a member since 2000.

Both sailed this year the same waters of South Biscay and by a
very narrow head indeed this award goes to Declan Connolly.

The GLENGARRIFF TROPHY is for the best cruise in Irish
waters. The logs of Peter Williams and Ivan Sutton were
considered for this. But for his overcoming of the adversity of
ill health and short preparation time, and nonetheless making
an excellent 4 week cruise from Galway to the ICC Rally in
Rathmullan and onwards to Troon, I award this to David
Whitehead.

The FINGAL CuP is awarded, at the discretion of the
adjudicator, for the log which appealed to him most.

Gaff Sails, creaking blocks, wooden hulls and the sound of the
fiddle are my ’thing’, so this award goes to Micheal Brogan.

The STRANGFORD CuP is for an alternate best cruise. Les
Auchinloss sailed the USA west coast, northwards from San
Diego and then cruised the waters of Canadian British
Columbia.

Donal Walsh had overwintered his boat south of Stockholm. He
sailed the Baltic clockwise (not always a good idea, as one,
goes from the near perfection of things Scandinavian to the still
Soviet remnants of the Baltic States). During his 21/z months
cruise he competently overcame technical hiccups, some pretty
poor weather, nonetheless enjoying it all and to Donal goes the
Strangford Cup.

The FAULRNER CuP. This is the Clubs Premier Award. There is
absolutely no contest for this. It goes to Trevor Lusty. In his
16-metre ketch, gradually gaining confidence, he went

southwards and westwards crossing the line and, over a year
and with nine thousand miles under his keel, sailed to Rio. Well
sailed and well described.

vi



Index of Cruising Grounds
Reference numbers: The first two di~ts of the reference number refer to the year of publication while the latter digits
refer to the log number in the Table of Contents of that year’s annual: eg 89.11 - Annual of 1989, Log no. 11
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90.10,90.20,91.19,91.13,92.05,92.11,93.02,93.13,93.15,94.11,
02.19,04.22,05.03,07.20,08.33, 08.27, 09.06. 09.07,09.14, 09.23,

00.10,01.20,04.15, 06.09, 06.35,06.41,08.11,08.2,08.38,09.13,

92.21,91.06,92.07,92.17,92.23, 92.25,93.12,93.19, 93.22,94.20,
96.21,97.10, 98.13, 01.15, 01.09,02.10,02.16, 02.32, 02.13,04.04,
06.24,06.25,06.34,06.43,07.06,07.19,07.32,09.27,09.28,09.32
94.03,95.08,96.14,97.12,97.18,98.10,99.15,05.20,06.23,08.26

09.17

94,25,94.17,95.11,96 28,97.02,97.05,01.08,04.06,07.24

01.13,05.23
02.02,02.18,04.05,05.09,05.15,05.28,05.35.06.05,06.14,09.02,

94.12,97.14,97.23,
97.01,97.17,99.03,
95.24,96(06,96.08,
02.04,02.12,02.21,
09.18
93.14,93.17,00.03,
92.02,94.07,94.09,

92.18,93.14,94.25,
95,16,96.11,97.03,
06.21,07.05,07.10,
93.08,93.09,94.07,
06.02,06.11, 06.19,

05.14,05.22,06.17,
97.09,01.05,08.22
99.11
94.23,99.20,05.08,

90.08,90.13,92.20,

90.17,91.10,96.27,

89.14,89.16,90.15,
94.22,95.06,96.03,
07.09,07.11,07.17,
92.08,93.07
92.15,92.21,93.05,
02.13,05.32,06.27,

94.03,96.02,04.03
95.07,95.12,00.12,

01.06,02.24,03.23,05.34
00.21,02.01,05.19,06.20,08.10
96.10,96.04,96.18,99.04,99.08,99.14,00.06,00.10,00.17,
02.08,04.11,04.21, 04.26, 05.30,06.42,07.25,08.23

04.19, 06.30, 09.15
96.01,96.13, 97.20, 01.24,06.10, 06.19, 06.28, 06.39.08.19,

94.16,95.03,98.01,98.16, 04.13,05.10,07.14,07.21,08.18

98.06, 00.09,01.10, 01.07,02.05, 02.31, 02.33,04.14, 04.03,
07.26,07.27,07.28,08.04, 08.40, 08.29, 09.03, 09.08,09.22
94.15,96.05,97.06,99.07,01.02, 05.05, 05.13,05.18,
06.36,06.38,06.40,07.02, 07.23,07.31,08.29,08.39, 09.10

07.07,08.17,09.09

06.01,06.31

96.09,96.12,96.22,96.26,96.17,00.10,00.25,02.27,05.02,

96.16

90.21,91.14, 91.16,91.20,91.09,91.17,92.19,92.24,93.11,
96.19, 97.09, 97.15,97.16,97.19,97.24,98.09,98.14,98.17,
08.05

93.13,93.16,93.19,95.10,95.22,96.24,97.07,97.2l,
06.37,07.15,07.29,08.35, 09.19, 09.33

01.18,01.22,07.18, 08.08
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954 R. E Campbell

958 E Cudmore
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1941 A.W. Mooney
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1948 M.A. Sullivan

1950 J.B. Hollwey

1953 R.P. Campbell
1954 B.C. Maguire

1956 E Cudmore
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1963 C. Riordan
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1967 J.D. Faulkner

1969 D.N. Doyle

1971 R.H. O’Hanlon 1971 R.J. Fielding 2004 J. Nixon &

1972 P.J. Bunting 1973 H. Cudmore G. McMahon

1974 G.B. Leonard 1975 J.M. Wolfe 2005 D.Tucker &

1976 J.M. Wolfe 1976 A.D. Macllwaine G.McMahon

1977 A.D. Macllwaine 1977 J.M. Wolte 2006 D.Tucker &

1978 P.J. Bunting 1978 G. Kenefick D.Whitehead

1980 G. Kenefick 1980 M. McKee 2007 C. Magennis &

D. Whitehead1982 C.J. FitzGerald 1981 J. Gore-Grimes
2008 C. Hilliard &1984 L. McGonagle 1983 L. McGonagle

B. Kenny1986 J. Gore-Grimes 1984 M. McKee
1987 H. E Kennedy 1986 H. E Kennedy Honorary Treasurers
1989 D.H.B. FitzGerald 1987 M.R. Sullivan & 1929 W. MacBride
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1950 K. McFerran Jarlath Cunnane 1948 T.J. Hanan
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1953 B.C. Maguire P. Ronaldson 1965 A. Dunn

1954 F. Cudmore 1999 P. O’Sullivan & 1977 P.J.D. Mullins

1956 H.W.S. Clark J.C. Bruen 1981 B. Hegarty
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Irish Yachting Two Hundred Years Ago

Wallace Clark

Editor’s Note: Though the Annual is primarily designed to
give members the opportunity to describe their cruises in the
year of publication, from time to time articles are submitted
which may be of general or historical interest to the Club.

Wallace Clark, one of our most senior members, is trying to
trace the history of the Gaff Sloop Rambler in which his
relation Robert Harvey made a voyage from Malin Head to
Mull and Fingal’s Cave, Staffa, in 1814. Fifteen pages of
Robert Harvey’s log of this voyage survive and have been
edited by Wallace. Part of the log appeared in an ICC journal
about 1960. Renewed interest in a log of such rare age has led
to the prospect of a book based on it, including Ros Harvey’s
wonderful pastel illustrations.

Wallace is very keen to trace where Rambler was built, more
details of her crew, and what happened to her after the Harvey
period. He has checked the Royal Irish Institute, the National
Archives, and Irish Lights records without any luck If any
member can provide clues or further guidelines, Wallace will
be most grateful. (As Wallace says: "Any positive information
will be settled for in Port!")
Known details are:
Rambler: ca. 30 tons
Rig: Gaff Sloop with topsail
Draft: ca. eight feet
Owners in 1814: Robert Harvey of Malin Hall

Robin Young of Culdaff House
Afterguard: Ralph Young, Culdaff

Tidewaiter, Customs Officer
Robert Harvey Jr, aged 7

Crew: Skipper Jack, probably Doherty, from Malin
Head; Mate, Gilbert, possibly Brown of Inch
Island; Cook, Ned

Wallace writes:
Almost a hundred and fifty years ago my kinsman Robert
Harvey of Malin Hall left Trawbreaga Bay in his thirty ton
sloop Rambler for a cruise to the Western Isles. Yacht cruising
in those days was almost unknown in the north of Ireland.
Robert’s log which survives in my possession confirms this and
makes a full-blooded contrast with accounts of our adventures
in the same waters today.

The subsequent log of a Hebrides voyage surviving in
Edinburgh National Library is dated 1845. The Library has
only seven for the whole 19th century. The earliest Irish cruise
of which I have seen an account is around 1900.

On the dining room table of Goorey Lodge, Malin, over
which Robert’s portrait casts a roguish eye, are marks made by
his nephew Gardiner Harvey when he danced on it as a boy to
celebrate the victory of Waterloo. That was only a few months
after the Rambler’s cruise.

There must have been a good many heel marks on the cabin
sole of the Rambler too, for Robert and his cousins, Robin and
Ralph Young danced, sang, wenched and wined with an

exuberance many a twentieth century crew man of half their
age would envy. The superlatives Robert used, to describe the
scenery and his enjoyment of the good cheer, pipes and reels,
punch and porter, makes one realise what fun they had. His
words make me wish I could recall more voyages, before
auxiliary engines, mobile phones, and Marinas were invented.

The rest of the Rambler’s company consisted of Skipper
Jack from a Glengad seafaring family, Ned as Cook, and
Gilbert Brown probably from the famous wildfowling family of
Inch Island, Lough Swilly, as Mate and Bagpiper. Along with
them was Robert Harvey Junior aged seven. What an adventure
it must have been for him, perhaps the biggest one in the Log of
his life. Although he survived the other members of the crew by
more than forty years, he became a country parson and seems
to have made no other yacht cruises.

No-one living around at Malin today has any recollection of
a yacht based in Trawbreaga (locally known as Strabreagy
Bay), except of my own for a few seasons in the fifties. There
in Nagor’s hole, a snug swell-free anchorage, the Rambler was
moored - perhaps for only a short time. The Bar is forbidding
enough to keep most yachts off. Open to the west, it breaks
short and very steep in any sort of onshore wind - as I know to
my cost, having been nearly wrecked there when going out
against the Flood tide about 1955.

The Rambler’s log (as copied from the pencilled notebook).

(Spellings as in the original which has unfortunately been
destroyed; Clark’s interjections in italics).

Journal of a Voyage commenced 20th July 1814 from
Nialin, for the western isles of Scotland, and elsewhere, in
30 ton sloop Rambler

Left Strawbreagy with wind at southwest, had a severe touch
on the Bar, but did not make any water by it. Cleared Malin
Head at about noon, and steered a nor-east course all day with a
fine breeze for Isle of Mull. Lay-to a little during the night. At
day fall could not see any land. Ralph and Robert both a little
sick.

Early 21st: saw land to the eastern. Steered for it, thinking
we were up with Mull. Rounded a headland, and ran up inside.
Ralph and Robert better, ate breakfast, having spewed a litter of
pups all night. Went on shore, found ourselves in Colonsa
(Colonsay). Landed at Scalasaig. Walked on towards Mr
McNeils. Except his improvements the Isles rather barren. Sent
the Ramblers round, and walked to a beautiful bay Kiloran
where she lay to.

Sailed again nor-east, and made Mull in a thick log and rain.
Not sure of the land, but hail’d a fishing boat that told us. Night
coming on but they would not give a pilot under a pound. Gave
them a dram, and tune on the pipes and dismissed them.

No wind, stood out with the sweeps. Went to bed, wind
sprang up, I sprang up and after various opinions, hardly seeing
land, brought them by chart into the beautiful Lock Buy (Buie)



and anchored at l0 at night in Laggan Bay, near a pretty seat
called Castle Moy.

22rid July: At 9 this morning sailed with a light breeze that
only just brought us out of the Lough. We were then quite
becalmed, and only ,just doubled Ruinafin (the east point ~?f
Loch Spelve), intending to run round Mull by easter’d to Staffa,
but logg’d without wind until 5 on Monday, when we got a very
light breeze that brought us up with Loch Spelve or Loch Don
which we just entered to look in. It is very pretty. We were then
obliged to tow along shore, and come-to in the Bay of
McAllister. (Now Duart Bay. just west of the castle ~/" that
name). Ralph, Robert and I walked overland to it, while the
men tow’d. We saw the old Castle Duart, and brought two roots
of beautiful Crowtbot with us. Came on board, and got a fine
breeze up the Sound of Mull.

Tobermory and West Mull

Came into Tobermory about 3 o’clock. We were asked in to tea
by a Mr. McLachlin who was very civil, walk’d about with us,
show’d us a beautiful lake, and gave us some information
relative to seeing Staffa.

24rid July: ! don’t think we are ever doomed to see Staffa,
for this morning at 9 o’clock we left Tobermory, and two other
pleasure boats along with us. We pegged on all round Mull, and
put in here, Camsallagh Bay (Loch Cuan) for the night.

We then got our fire lighted up, but the mutton chops that
Ned got ready seemed too few for three hungry fellows, so 1
took the knife, and Robin the hatchet, and if we are not full
enough of chops just now, the devil’s a witch. A boat crew have
just come on board. They can’t speak anything but what I can
just follow in very broad Erse. We have asked them for eggs, as
ours are finished, and they have only promised they will bring
us "’hags" in the morning, but whether they may be fresh
enough for our delicate stomachs, time will tell.

26th July Tuesday morning, 7 o’clock, Devil a bit nearer
Staffa than ever, nor any attempt to be made today at all.
However, we shall have something pleasant substituted in place
of it. I have gone on shore, and am just returning with a famous
Scotch piper playing in the little boat. We have taken our tents
on shore, and will dine there.

We have just returned from Mr. Campbell’s at Tirsanish
(Treshnish, near Ensav the southwest point of Mull) where we
spent a very pleasant evening, some reels danced to the Scotch
pipes, and very civilly treated. On coming away we got a great
quantity of fresh butter, fine milk, and a quarter of the very
nicest small fat mutton. Young Robert has got hold of a letter,
sent out by boat, of Miss Kitty Campbell’s that covered the
butter porringer: if it is as pleasant to him as her lips were when
we were coming away, it must be pretty comfortable. He kissed
the whole family, and only lor his father and Ralph would have
(right or wrong) brought one of the girls to Malin in the
Rambler.

Rambler at Staffa and lona

28th July: This morning we sailed round all Lough Tua (Tuath
today), waiting for the tide to take us to Staffa we were near on
a very handsome gentleman’s seat, the house not unlike Fort
Stewart (Lough Swilly), and some pretty planting in the rear of
it. We made an attempt to pass through a short cut inside the
Island of Ulva to get advantage of the wind, but were nearly
dished, took the ground, and oblig’d to haul off, and get out.
About three o’clock we really did reach Staffa, and went on
shore, and then rowed round it in the little boat. Entered
Fingall’s cave, the most wonderful, the most awful, the most
tremendous, and the most extraordinary natural curiosity I ever
saw, well worth all the loss of time we underwent to accom-
plish it. I stayed for an hour on the Island, and shot a seapye.

Robin Harvey went a second time, and took Robert into the
cave, and old Jack who had never seen it. From thence we got a
fine breeze and sail’d for the Island of St. Columkil (now Iona),
beside which we arrived after dark, and are at anchor just off
where the Kings were buried.

29th July: This morning was calm so that till two o’clock in
the afternoon we did not go on shore. We then saw the ruins of
the famous old church (now the Abbey), beside which so many
royalties were buried. The man who attended us said there were
28 Scotch Kings, eight Norwegian, four Irish and one French
buried there.

About 4 o’clock in the evening we set sail to get out of the
harbour but with an adverse wind, and steered for Mull. The
weather was hazy and there were several small islands ahead of
us, (These were the Torran Rocks where David Balfour was
wrecked in "Kidnapped"), which seemed dangerous to attempt
getting between. We had nearly fixed upon returning to our
anchorage off this place, when a jybe broke the gaff. We were
very much in the dark, so we were obliged to put to sea, and
after a very squally and severe night, we anchored on our old
ground off St Columkil, where we have remained the whole of
this day, in consequence of the squally weather, and getting our
sails and masts repaired. Jack could not get any tobacco for his
Irish money, so you may guess in what humour he is in.

31st July: Sunday: This morning about 3 o’clock we sail’d
from the island intending to get into the Sound of Mull, but the
wind ceased altogether and we anchored during the adverse tide
off the entrance and remained till 3 o’clock in the evening.

Oban

1st August: About 12 o’clock came up to the beautiful harbour
and town called Oban, Argyleshire. A most beautiful day, and a
very fine first of August. We immediately went on shore, where
we dined and spent the whole day. There is a very comfortable
Inn, and they gave us uncommon fine cold ham and cold lamb,
good ale and porter. In the evening we walked out about a mile
to see a very pretty place, the residence of a Major O’Donal. In
scrambling through the plantations Robin lost his gloves out of
his pocket, but they were not picked up. I remember once in the
rabbit Warren at Culdaff, he left them behind him, but that was
accounted for by a muffed cat being a bad mouser.

Miss Bond was a much more affable lady however than
these wild Scotch girls seem to be.

This is a very cheerful, and pretty regular built town, all the
houses two stories high, very civil and industrious people. We
have purchased gunpowder, rope, porter, sealing-wax, comfits,
blacking liquid, gloves, turf and bread besides many other
small eatable matters, such as mutton and potatoes, also
pen-knives. Ralph was on shore last night until 9 o’clock,
looking for potatoes, said he got some kind of promise from a
woman on the hill, the man seem’d against it, but this morning
he’s off again to try what the woman will produce. As he has a
winning way I shan’t interfere. This is a great fishing place, and
there were some herring taken last night, but before we could
get any of them they were all salted. This day has been most
terrible rain, and though very much on shore we could scarcely
leave the house. All kinds of supplies were purchased that
appeared to be wanting, even Robert got a new westcoat and
trousers made.

3rd August: The potatoes Ralph went for last night have
been got and very much approved of, but the girl who brought
them to the boat said, in her own language, as far as we could
judge by her Erse, she would not venture on board herself for
double the value of them, but I doubted her very much.
However, I am to be sent for more to-morrow, and I’ll try what
can be done. She’s not very desirable, but anything for variety.

(I refrain from giving any clue to the lady’s address lest our



younger members might trace her descendants and do
themselves a lot of damage trying to beat Robert’s record).

Easdale
4th August: We set sail about eight o’clock in company with
two other sloops, and the Rambler with her gaff topsail drawing
well beat them every one hollow and brought to in this harbour,
Easdale, famous for a remarkable slate quary, about five in the
evening. The evening continues very severe and incessant rain,
not withstanding which we have been very cheerful and lively,
and I must say that Robert is no small addition to the party.
Though confined to a narrow Mess-room we are not without
our comforts, songs, punch, porter and bagpipes, and many
jokes from old Jack and Gilbert, and common eating of mutton
chops, and new potatoes, a great quantity of which were laid on
before we set sail this morning from Oban. I think we all look
forward with pleasure however, to our old land. Wind and
weather permitting, we hope to see it very soon, but nothing is
certain for us Sailors. So we never frets about trifles. The two
sloops that were behind us are just arrived here after drudging
at sea three hours against the tide and their sails reefed one half
at least. So much for beating to windward in style.

(This shows Rambler to have been built on yacht lines with
enough canvas to make her a sail fast)

All our warps are fast to one ring so if one vessel goes
during the night, all must go, but we can’t go far, as the slates
on either side must stop us. If anything occurs during the night
it shall be recorded truly.

5th August, Friday: About 11 o’clock went on shore and
saw the slate works, which are very extensive, and forty feet
below the level of the sea, which requires several large fixed
pumps worked by horses, to drain off the water from the men at
work, and keep the quarries dry. We spent a pleasant day, and
had some reels, and a famous Scotch piper in the evening. After
tea we took our departure, and were escorted to the boat by all
the party with great kindness and attention.

Weatherbound, Lowlandman bay, Jura and Port
Ellen, Islay
6th August, Saturday: This morning we weighed anchor at 7
o’clock in the morning from Eysdale, and had a very
favourable wind for several leagues, till we reached the Small
Isles of Jura, where we were obliged to bring to, in
consequence of heavy squalls off the land, and anchored about
12 o’clock at noon. I went on shore to see the seat of Mr
Campbell, the Laird of Jura, to whom we had an introduction,
but found it was six miles distant from this anchorage, and not
knowing how soon we were to be under sail again, I returned
very hungry, and in great tune for the fresh herrings on board.
We finished with some salmon, boiled potatoes and butter and a
glass of Noyau, the latter of which we have pretty frequently
concluded with some days past. We are just lying under the
Paps of Jura, but the evening so hazy, that we are unable to see
their tops, which seems almost in the clouds.

9th August, Sunday morning: About 9 o’clock we set sail
for Ireland in a favourable gale, and got along Isla almost to the
most southerly point, but the wind became quite slack, and
changed to the southeast, so that having no hope of reaching
any part of the northern coast, we thought it better to put into
this harbour, Loughdomish, (now Port Ellen) where we found
four sloops, one bound for Derry, and three laden with stone,
bound for the Batteries in Lough Swilly. We are all waiting for
a northerly blast, which we hope soon to get. Ralph went on
shore after dinner, and walked a mile on the road towards
Bowmore, where there is a Custom House. and great trade it is.
We met with Dan’l Bane from Rathlin here, and we were on

board his sloop. We may regret our delay, but there are twenty
sail before and behind us, all in as anxious awaiting as we are.
Ralph shot two puffins in the Sound this day; could not get a
shot at a gannet since we left home, though we saw many of
them.

12th August: Our third day in this island and a more dreary,
wet, stormy-looking one we have not had since we got to
Scotland. I have just been advising Robin to go on shore, and
endeavour to get a beef cow to buy, for there seems to be no
chance of our getting home till this summer weather goes away
- and possibly the winter may bring us a north or east wind
which is all we look for. Even the packet from Greenock to
Loughindall could not reach the latter place in the gale, and put
in here a little after us, full of passangers to go overland to
Bowmore. Jack has taken the men on shore, and Robin has
given him a guinea note, and I understand as long as that lasts,
we need not expect to see any of the party. Jack says he’s sure if
he was right drunk, the wind would change directly. I was
dancing the Highland Fling a while ago in the Cabbin, but
forgetting it’s height I knocked my head against the ceiling, and
if it had not been pretty thick part of my brains would have
been lost.

13th August: In the evening we cheered our spirits at getting
a young Scotch piper, on board, and Robin has, with the
assistance of the men, nearly persuaded him to come to Mallin
and remain with him. He has played reels till he has nearly
deafened us in the Cabbin, and Robert has danced himself sick.
Robin this day cut up a sheep and with his own hands made a
great Haggis. If we had time and no fears for our safety, we
should have great sport at the Fair at Bowmore which is to
commence on Thursday.

Cambelltown
15th August: We set sail with a northwest wind for Mallin; but
when we got to the headland of Isla, we saw it was impossible
to make the coast of Ireland, and so determined upon coming to
this harbour. It is now nine o’clock and we shan’t go on shore
till morning. Danl. McGuigan went to Rathlin, and took our
letter this morning, so I hope we shall be heard of soon, if not
seen. Our piper nearly killed himself laughing at the idea of the
place where Jack and Ned were perched in their necessary
business.

16th August: This morning after breakfast went on shore to
see the Ladies, and all the other pretty thing in the town. It is
beautifully situated and the harbour crowded with all kinds of
vessels, particularly of small kind, used for the herring fishing,
quantities of which were being brought in every morning.

Here the log comes to an end except for a scribble about a call,
at Rathlin. Perhaps pages are lost, more likely the end was
never written. In the hurly-burly of the return home, specially if
it is a late one like theirs, it is often an insuperable effort to find
time to record the last day’s sailing. We may at any rate imagine
them buying more ’spuds’, an eventual fair wind, and a fast
passage home in the lee of cliffs of the north coast of Ireland,
with a call perhaps for a tide at Rathlin Island, where Robert’s
in-laws were the Gage lairds.

Then there would be the arrival at Malin and long explana-
tions as to the reasons for their lateness.

We have no record of any other cruises by the Rambler.
Robert died six years later and she would have been sold or
maybe be passed into the hands of the Gages of Rathlin who
were relations.

Shopkeepers in Iona would still look askance at Irish money
as they did at Jacks’, but I doubt if many modem yachtsmen
would have the skill, let alone the nerve, to solve a shortage of



inutton as effectively as the Ramblers. French fishermen still, I
suppose, poach sheep on the islands but no hmger risk hanging
as penalty, as must have been the case in 1814.

Today’s yachtsmen would certainly not be tempted to shoot
puffins and gannets, so perhaps we gain a point there, but you
would look a long time in Port Ellen now to see twenty sail
awaiting a fair wind to Ireland, or be able to send a letter direct
to Rathlin.

One of the thin,,s we have lost is the okl inler-island and

cross-channel boat traffic, and with it have gone many ties of
family and friendship between Ireland and the Islands. Fifty
years ago an old Portnahaven man told me: "’Half Islay used to
go to the Old Laminas Fair in Ballycastle, Donegal Horses
would have filled the streets at fair in Bowmore".

But changes such as these wouldn’t have worried Robert. He
and his cousins were the timeless characters who enjoyed
themselves by getting the best out of the facilities available in
any age.

Dick Lovegrove writes of ’Bertie’ and Sybil
in Burgundy: Cruising on the River Saone

Heather had opted not to go to Scotland with

,Rul~ert, so by the end of Au,,ust she was in need
o1" a holiday and particularly some sun. We made a
late bookin~ throu<,h Emerald Star in Carrick on
Shannon and Monday 21st September found us
flying to Lyons. We had hired a Peugeot 206, so you
can imagine our chagrin when the gM at the desk
asked us if we would mind upgrading to a BMW.
That is how we came to meet "’Bertie the black
Beamer".

The next five days were spent slowly driving 300
kilometres northwards, through the wine-lands of
Burgundy, supping and stuffing as we went, until we
reached the tiny village of Corre on the River Saone
where we were introduced to Svbil. Svbil is a Cirrus-
class motor-cruiser, nine metres in length, who was to be our
very comfortable home for the next seven days. Our deal was
to deliver her 177 kilomelres south oll a one-way charter to St
Jean de Losne, and I can only describe the journey as
entrancing. The days dawned lnisty and a little chilly, but by
early afternoon the temperature was 24°C. The river was
placid and easy to navigate, with tile atitomalic locks in the
canalised sections providing interest, and the tunnels
providing novelty. The traffic was light, but was enough to
keep us on our toes. The scenery was a little bit "’samey", but
by that 1 mean that it was all beautiful, with deciduous
woodland, ,just beginning 1o show autumnal colours,
alternating with fine farmland. Most nights we stopped at
villages or small towns, and tised the bicycles we had hired

Scay sur Saone.

Mantoche.

with Svbil to go to the shops or a restaurant, but occasionally
we just tied to the bank, wherever we were and enjoyed the
total silence. Whether on board or ashore, we ate and drank
well. It was blissful, and when we reached our destination,
there was "Bertie’, delivered by the charter company, and
ready to take us for a night in the old town of Beaune, before
transporting us back to the airport at Lyons.

But I wouldn’t want you to think that there was no excite-
ment. By arrangement, on our second day with Svbil we met
up with friends from Dublin, who were en-route to their
apartment in the south. We had a very jolly lunch together
and when they left to continue their journey, it was time for

Heather and I to have supper, over a bottle of the vin du
pays, at the restaurant of the small marina where we
were berthed. By the time we had finished it was still
only 21.00, we were not ready I\)r our bunks and we
thought that some exercise wot.ld do us good. On the
road outside the marina it was pitch black. No street
lighting, no light from the village we were walking to,
and no light pollution from any other source. Like many
chaps of my age, 1 sufl"er fl’om those twin afflictions of
"’frequency" and "’urgency", but when I felt the call, 1
thought "’No problem, what would a Frenchman do’?"
and headed for where I thought the side of the road was.
Suddenly, I was flying through the air, arms stretched out
before me in a manner reminiscent of Batman. Then 1
was totally submerged in muddy water and then I broke
the surface, coughing and spluttering and trying to
remove the pond weed from my hair. Showered and with
dry clothes, I returned with a torch to find that in the

total darkness I had fallen in to an ancient village lavoir
having tripped on the stone rim. You can’t be too careful
m France!



’A Cross Wee Spot’
Our voyage in Robert Harvey’s 1 81 4 wake

Wallace Clark

ACross Wee Spot’ was the description about 1950 of the tide
rips off Malin Head by my friend Denis Monigal who

lived by the pier at Bunnagee in Culdaff Bay. He never had a
boat with an engine but fished long lines all year round on
far-off banks. Returning to harbour under oars they always
raced, as the first boat in got the best price for its fish.

At 17.00 on Monday May 25 2009, Ros Harvey and I were
out of sight of land twenty-five miles north of Malin Head, well
inshore of the groove cut so long ago by Rambler’s keel. With
us in my 32 foot ketch Agivey was our trusty shipmate Graham
Kane, supported by his son-in-law Ashley to provide youth and
muscle.

A couple of miles ahead of us was the white triangle of the
new sails of the twenty-nine foot Polish built Nanette. She
looked as white and slim as the wing of an albatross and floated
light on the water as a gull. Des Moran ICC had brought her
north from Sligo to join us and make the trip to Staffa in
company. We all hoped that by following Robert Harvey’s track
we might sympathise with the pleasures and frustrations felt by
his six-man crew. And maybe find some traces of Rambler’s
later career.

This first leg of the voyage was planned to take us from
Portmore, close to Malin Head, 30 miles north to Portnahaven
at the southwest corner of Islay. It had been a dull passage so
far, with fitful winds, patchy visibility and a low silver-grey
swell rolling in from the west. Not a boat or ship to be seen. A
single cargo ship is about all you ever see nowadays on this
passage.

In Robert’s day there would have been many open boats
fishing with lines or nets, brigs and schooners on coastal
passage, or smuggling cutters running inshore to land French
brandy or American ’ baccy’. Maybe a glimpse of a majestic
full-rigged ship, eastward bound for the Clyde. The new
lighthouse on Inistrahull, first lit in 1812, would have been a
novelty to be admired.

We had lost sight of the Irish coast by 13.00. Last thing we
had seen had been the twin humps and bare wallsteads of
Inistrahull. In 1814 it would have been the home of a dozen
families, fishing out of its natural harbour, the second best in all
Irish island ports. The ’Hullers’ were described to me by Dennis
Monigal of Culdaff as "wild men with long shaggy hair and
waist-length beards". They survived on the island until 1927.
The ’Hull’ nowadays has a fascinating wild life, including red
deer, nesting fulmars, eider duck and a resident heron. My
favourite are the pairs of dainty wheatears, flicking their white
rumps and pinkish breasts from stone to stone along the shore.

We would have loved to stop there but this was not the
occasion. The Area Shipping Forecast at 05.20 had been
favourable - south 3 to 4, later veering west 4 to 5. A breakfast
time visit by Graham to the meteorologist at Malin Radio
Station, two hundred yards from our starting point, had
indicated nothing more than tbrce 2 locally for the next twelve
hours but force 6 to follow. That gave the good reason to get
across before it blew up. It was 17.30 before we got our landfall
- a dim glimpse, six miles ahead, of Orsay Island and its tall

THE ROCKABILL TROPHY

FOR A CRUISE WHICH INVOLVES AN
EXCEPTIONAL FEAT OF NAVIGATION
AND/OR SEAMANSHIP

white lighthouse off the south entrance to Portnahaven, bearing
020 Magnetic.

What looked like flashes of white indicated breakers along
the shore but no more than one might expect. We had planned
to be entering at 18.30 when the tide should be slack. A
convivial send-off party at Portmore, Malin, had delayed our
start a full hour, so now we would be arriving as the tidal
stream started to run east to fill up the Irish Sea. But this should
not yet be at full strength, which can reach an awesome eight
knots. Des in Nanette was a couple of miles ahead and would,
we hoped, soon be snug in harbour.

Portnahaven is T-shaped; it is hard to think of another
harbour like it. A rocky creek runs into the southwest tip of
Islay, with trim white houses tiered on either side and behind
them a battered caravanserai. Off the creek are a pair of biggish
islands, high Orsay and low Mhic Connich, accompanied by
smaller Eilean a Mhuilleach and Sgeir na Gall. Together they
give partial shelter to a channel with navigable entrances at
either end.

At 18.00 the swell was running nine feet high and becoming
shorter. We were losing sight of Nanette in the troughs.
Confident in Graham on the wheel I went below to make some
tea. "Better come up, Wallace, a lot of white water near by"
Graham called. Suddenly with barely a warning, at 19.30 we
were closely surrounded by a pattern-less array of green-faced
pinnacle waves. They were like lions standing upright and
shaking their white manes with fury to create cresting finials
above our heads. It seemed a little later we were encircled by
galloping white horses ten foot high. Each oncoming wave
advanced as a thirty foot half circle, arms curled to enclose us.
Between it and the back of the wave which had just passed was
a deep trough. Our position by Sat-Nay was two and a half miles
south-southeast of Orsay. This is just where (as I observed
afterwards) our well worn Admiralty chart ’Island of lslay’
(revised to 1963) marks ’GREAT OVERFALLS’, a rarely used
warning which proved that day to be only too accurate!

Their Lordships, in the 1853 period when the chart was first
engraved, were given to understatement and often marked
badly broken tidal water as ’Ripples’. Now we were getting the
full treatment.

The sea was a continuum of tumbling white peaks above and
lacy white patterns on the face of the waves all round us. Deep
hollows stretched below. A seafarer’s nightmare. Graham at
once eased engine speed to 800 rpm, enough fbr minimum
steerage way. Agivey seemed to know what she was about as
she heaved and swayed in a series of mad corkscrews, easing
her bow down wave faces that seemed almost perpendicular
and executing quick rolls to port or starboard before rising in
apparent slow motion to point her bows at the sky. There the
brave wee ship would teeter with half her length out of the
water over the top of a wave before careening downwards into
the next trough while crests curved over her stern. We were
indeed entering just what I had planned to avoid - the over’falls
of An Coire (’The Cauldron’) - which runs famously off the
Rhinns of Islay. It is a strip of white tumultuous water up to half
a mile in width and at periods four miles in length.



Agivey’s wide flared bow and three foot topsides, tall in
relation to her length, gave much reserve buoyancy. Time after
time she avoided taking heavy water on deck. But for how
long’? The tidal stream could be expected to increase in strength
during the next hour. If we then shipped a green one or two into
the cockpit, it might be hard to keep her afloat. I started the
electric bilge pumps aft of the engine and under the main cabin,
just in case. Life -jackets would be of limited help. The jabble
around us would have dashed such quantities of heavy spray
into a swimmer’s face as to make breathing impossible.

While Graham fought her through I surveyed the surface for
a way to less dangerous water. The breakers I’d seen on
previous visits to Port-ha haven had been smaller and much
closer to Orsay. Ros hanging on tight to the after cabin-top, and
roped to the mizzen mast step showed no sign of nerves,
whatever she may have felt. But it was tough tbr Ashley on his
very first cruising passage. He had done useful spells of
steering earlier and now looked a bit alarmed, as he had every
reason to be, but remaining ready to help.

I have a vivid mental picture of the full length of the inside
of the twelve foot Blue Boat which we were towing, making a
ninety degree nose-dive down the face of a wave close astern.
Moments later both its short painters snapped and she
disappeared - a relief for if she had crashed into us dangerous
damage could have resulted. Ros had a final glimpse of our
dinghy perched on a wave top before it slid into the next deep
sea hole astern. All the time I was worrying as to how the diesel
teed to the engine could survive the hull’s quite exceptional
antics in every vertical and horizontal plane. But the good old
BMC engine was fed by a new stainless-steel tank our late
shipmate Willie Mcllvenna had made and installed close beside
it. That engine never missed a beat! Graham kept our head
facing northwest so far as possible to stem the tide, while
taking each opportunity of edging east towards the land where
waves were smaller. Without this sideways movement we could
be trapped in the maelstrom for hours. No one spoke. I said to
myself, "Flick this for a game of sailors".

The atmosphere was tense as Agivey gallantly rode wave
after wave, out of one abyss and into another. For a full half-
hour we seemed to maintain our bearing on Orsay. We’ve all
been through a lot of tide rips - mine would include the
’Corrievreckan’, usually near slack, twice tossed around in the
’Grey Dogs’ two miles further north, many times in the ’Seven
Tides’ of Rathlin Sound, occasionally in ’The Merry Men of
Mey’ off Orkney, several times in the fierce six knot ebb out of
Strangford Lough and The Raz de Sein in Brittany. But I never
experienced anything a quarter as bad this. I wonder what dear
old Dennis Monigal would have called it.

"What has all this got to do", you may well ask, "with
Rambler’s 19th century voyage"? "Part of the research", I say.
It shows the sort of trouble a boat, particularly one without an
engine, can get into among the islands. And how wise Robert
Harvey was to keep well out to the west when rounding Islay.

Thankfully we edged across grey-bearded waves to the south
point of Orsay Island. The swell rolled in slow heaves up to the
very feet of gulls on a ledge. As we passed they squawked " Hi
Hi Hi’, in hideous chorus. The sea made a roar against the
island that shook my heart but it expended its force on the rock
barrier before foaming back in milky streaks to mingle with the
green current below.

A good moment came when we saw Des securely anchored
off the Harbour Creek. He reported a rough time in the tide but
no damage.

The Portnahaven fishermen were as usual most helpful.
Young Andy came out with a friend in a small inflatable, and
politely advised Des to move further inshore: "where he lay in
the Sound the tide would be soon running at five knots", they

said, and Nanette would probably drag. They helped him shift
closer, just inside the north edge of the entrance to the creek,
then told us that we were welcome to stay on the mooring.

Beside us was a cheerful-looking angling boat called Free
Spirit and a big red motor-fishing vessel with Colon More on
her high stem. Poole, painted below as her Port of Registry,
was comforting as I’d got to know all Poole Harbour’s islets
when based there minesweeping in 1945. Her skipper Ken
Woodrow came alongside later and gave us much good advice.
"Weather’s broken for a couple of days. You’ll be snug here in
the meantime". "That tide rip? It’s caused by a thousand foot
underwater cliff, stretching seven miles out beyond the islands.
Dangerous place but a "’good ’un for crabs and crayfish."

In answer to my queries about the correct approach he
explained: "Coming in at the time you did, you’d have had to
go five miles east, near the middle of Lock Indaal, to pass
round it. I’ll pilot you to the north entrance at 06.30 on
Thursday morning." Sic transit Gloria Monday !

Listening to his matter-of-fact talk made me realise that
anyone fishing out of this wave-beaten, tide-ridden harbour
must be very brave, as well as very clever, to keep out of
trouble. Yacht navigators don’t generally bother much about
deep chart readings but now having a look I could see how the
depths south-southwest of Orsay increase east of the twenty
fathom line to fifty fathoms within a quarter of a mile. That’s
the cliff Ken described.

Next morning we awoke to a west wind driving wet mist
over wrinkled, choppy little waves on the blue-grey surface of
the Channel. We rolled a lot at the mooring. Later l watched
waves throwing spray thirty feet in the air in the gap between
the islands, and breaking clean over Eilean McConneil. But a
bit of roiling was nothing to endure after what we’d been
through.

The rest of our 2009 trip in Robert’s wake proved uneventful
but none of the four of us on board will ever forget that half
hour in the crossest wee spot in West Highland waters,.

In describing it I have been at pains not to exaggerate. For
this reason I checked my account with my stalwart shipmates.
Graham recalled that heading 020 he first saw the white water
approaching from astern on his port quarter. This makes it seem
as if the stream of southeast-going white water was moving east
or northeast as it grew stronger.

Pilotage Note

High Water Dover was at 12.10 British summer time that day
Monday 25 May 09, two days before top springs. There was an
anomaly in that low water slack was not six and a half hours
later at 18.40 as one would have expected, but calculated from
Oban, at 19.44: nearly an hour’s difference. On a visit in June
two years earlier, arriving at 18.00 and leaving next morning 14
hours later, going out south of Orsay and turning north for
Colonsay, we experienced no severe tidal disturbance. It’s all in
the timing, but a good lookout is essential.

Quotes from Green Book: Martin Martin

’Introduction to Western Isles of Scotland’

The isles here described are but little known or considered, not
only by strangers but even by those under the same
Government. The modern fashion for knowledge of foreign
places is so prevalent that the generality of mankind bestow
little thought or time upon the places of their nativity. It is
becoming customary for those of Quality to travel young to
foreign countries. Many return with a superficial knowledge of
the names of Museums and Libraries, stately edifices, new
dishes, new dances, painted beauties and the like. The places
here mentioned offer no such entertainment.



Beowulf cruise from Kalamata to
Marmaris, 2009

Bernard Corbal ly

Kalamata to Monemvasia

M aureen and Ken Millington joined Brian Bromwich and
daughter Cathy on board Beowulf on Wednesday 6th and

cast off at 10.55 on Friday heading for Limini Bay (28 miles) -
a favourite location from last year. Just north of the crowded
beaches in Stoupa Bay, we sighted another attractive beach
with only a few people and anchored for a refreshing swim and
cockpit lunch. Apart from a small fishing boat, we had the
small jetty at Karavostasi to ourselves when we arrived at
17.05. About two hours later, a sizable fishing boat manoeuvred
in alongside between the two of us with about two inches to
spare and promptly produced a bucket of fish and two crayfish
for sale. We bought the crayfish and cooked them immediately
for a cold salad next day. A veil is drawn over the procedure
that we had to adopt in order to fit the larger crayfish into our
biggest saucepan!

Next day we motored round the point to Ormos Diron Bay
and anchored while the crew visited the spectacular Dinos
caves. On their return, we set out immediately for Porto Kagio
(25 miles). Ormos Gerolimenas Bay looked very enticing for a
swim and lunch-stop but we pressed on, passing well inside
Vk.Karavi rock islet as we enjoyed spectacular cliff scenery.
We were quite surprised to sight another yacht as we
approached Kipouin Point. As soon as we rounded Tainaro
Point, the wind suddenly increased to force 7 allowing us a
wonderful sail into Kayio Bay. A German Hallberg Rassy was
the only yacht at anchor as we dropped our anchor in the west
side of the bay to catch the morning and evening sun. We took
the dinghy ashore to enjoy a swim off the stony beach. Brian
and the skipper then sipped cool beers and gazed at the green
hills with mountain background that surrounded us, while the
rest of the crew walked round a headland to view a church that

we had sighted on the way in. We were in a delightful rural
coastal village with only three small restaurants. Delicious
crayfish salad and Maureen’s special Spanish omelettes
satisfied our appetites on board as our boat swung wildly in
katabatic winds until about 22.00.

We enjoyed quite a cold swim before weighing anchor at
08.12 on Sunday and heading for Yithion (28 miles), where we
hoped to make an afternoon expedition to Mystra Castle. The
scenery mostly consisted of rugged scrub-studded hills with a
few villages in valleys. There were no other yachts in the
harbour when we moored inside the mole with considerable
difficulty, due to a clutter of mooring buoys and only the widely
spaced bollards for holding our warps. There was a power
connection but the fresh water tap was too far away for our
hoses. The water in the bay was too polluted for enjoyable
swimming. We were too late for a Sunday bus and had to
postpone our excursion until the next morning.

On Monday morning, we caught the 07.30 bus to Sparta
(t~3.90), a taxi to Mystra Castle (£8.00) and paid £5.00 to enter
the castle. We were extremely impressed by the well-
maintained fort complex, which was spread over the slope of a
steep hill. It took us a strenuous hour to reach the fort at the top.
We were back on board at 13.30 and cast off almost
immediately. We were soon sailing briskly in a southerly force
7 and heading for Plitra (17 miles). We were lucky to be able to
drop our anchor and back our stem in between a clutter of
fishing boats that had their warps and anchor lines going all
over the place. Our anchor holding was suspect, so we rowed
out to set our fortress anchor, which lodged firmly behind a
rock. Again, we were the only yacht in the place. Local English
residents Rob and Fran came down to the jetty to welcome us.
They highly recommended Dimitries Restaurant (English-
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Beowulf in Kiparisi.

speaking owner) on the far side of the bay, where we enjoyed
an excellent dinner and celebrated Ann’s birthday with a
delicious ice-cream cake. Large purple and white jellyfish
discouraged us from swimming in the harbour area.

On Tuesday, after a fascinating swim around a 4000 years
old sunken village about 300 metres east of the jetty, we
enjoyed a late cockpit breakfast before setting forth for
Sarakinko beach (18 miles). AiTiving at about 13.52, we were
absolutely enthralled by the huge crescent-shaped, deserted,
sandy beach and decided to spend the night at anchor. Motoring
the dinghy ashore, we were surprised to see another fabuhms
beach on the other side of the sandy spit that connected Nisos
Elafonison to the mainland. This other beach was slnaller and
one could anchor a lot closer to the shore, which would have
been preferable.

The anchor was weighed at 07.35 on Wednesday to allow us
to round the/k)rmidable Maleas Peninsula before the forecasted
strong winds arrived, inevitably on our nose. We sighted a lot of
heavy freighter traffic as we passed through the Elafonison
Sound, but only had to take evasive action for one that passed
very close. The bleak shoreline of steep rock cliffs backed up
by mountain ranges was devoid of habitation except for an
occasional small village tucked into a valley. We were
impressed by snow-capped Mt. Taygetos in the distance as we
approached Monemvasia. The crew were delighted to catch a
brief glimpse of a turtle. We arrived at Leraka (37 miles) at
13.05 and moored alongside the ferry dock on the way into the
fjord. A fishing boat was moored just ahead of us and there
were piles of nets on the dock beside us. The alternative was to
anchor in the bay, as it was rocky and shallow at the village
wharf. Rob and Fran joined us for hinch on board and
recommended the nearest restatirant to us along the quay, for its
excellent fresh fish. The local white wine was very good. Our

location was lovely apart from the plastic bags and sewage
floating in the bay, which inhibited us from swimming.

We left Iraka at 07.15 on Thursday. This allowed us to reach
the most delightful unspoilt little village of Kiparissi (14 miles)
at 09.20, in plenty of time for a swim before breakfast. Rock
cliffs backed up by green hills liberally decorated by rocky
outcrops lined the coastline with only one shack and a big
house indicating the sparse habitation. The preferable north
side of the tiny jetty was occupied by a couple of small fishing
boats, so we moored to the south side and were thankful that
there was virtually no swell in the negligible wind. The
charming village of wellmaintained whitewashed buildings
appeared to be deserted, apart fron a solitary fisherman
attending his nets. We discovered tour enticing restaurants a
well as a bakery and a new, well-stocked supermarket. We
selected the nearest restaurant with a patio overlooking the bay
as our watering hole and for an excellent dinner that evening.
There was a small stony beach just beside the jetty and a large
beach about 200 metres north of the jetty. Workmen were
clearing the scrub around the ruins of a castle on the top of the
hill behind the village. Behind the castle, massive rocky
mountains were highlighted by streaks of gold-coloured rock

that glinted in the sunshine. This was most definitely a
favourite location for us all.

On the south side of Kiparissi Bay there is a tiny church with
its own quay called Ay. Georgios. We motored over to it at
07.45 on Friday and moored cautiously alongside the quay for a
swim and breakfast. It was an interesting stopover but
unfortunately in the shade of the mountains. We headed on for
Astros (31 milest at 09.20. This was considered to be a
mandatory place to visit because the author of our Greek Pilot
considered it to be his favourite location in the area. The
coastline was not quite so deserted, with several small villages
plastered to hillsides and up-market houses perched on hilltops.
We moored alongside the inside of the mole at 11.45 in
company with a Dutch yacht and the usual clutter of fishing
boats. Apart from a castle ruin on the hill behind the town, we
were not overly enthralled by the place. The restaurants along
the quayside were not enticing and the town was rather shabby
with poor housekeeping. Ann was not impressed when she
walked up to explore the castle. Even the main stony beach was
uninviting. However, there was a hosepipe on the mole and we
did locate a decent bakery that opened at 08.00. There was a
conveniently located small beach for swimming on the outside
of the route of the mole. We were happy to dine on board.

Casting off after breakfast, we began to head back south to
Leonidhion (19 miles) on Saturday morning. For the first time
this cruise, the sky was overcast to start with, but the barometer
was holding steady. The weather forecast was for northwest

force 6/7 on Monday/Tuesday, which made it advisable to be
heading back towards Monemvasia, which was the rendezvous
for our next crew change. We moored alongside the inside of
the mole just beyond two other yachts. We were in another very
nice place with a mountain background and an enticing beach
on the outside of the route of the mole. We selected a tiny
restaurant with only a few tables on a balcony and were well
pleased with our choice.

Ram was threatening as we cast off at 07.00 and headed
back to Kiparissi for breakfast.. Prominent radio masts on the
hilltop just south of Kiparissi bay make it very easy to locate.
The north side of the jetty was occupied by a small Italian
yacht, so we moored on the south side, where there was quite a
bit of swell. The swell was untenable when we returned to the
boat and we were forced to cast off immediately. We were half
way across the bay when it was noticed that Ken and Maureen
were not on board! Sornewhat shamefaced, we headed back
and observed them nonchalantly walking back across the beach



to the jetty. They had been making enquiries about apartments
to rent on a future visit by land! Motoring south in negligible
wind under a somewhat threatening cloud cover, we passed a
drifting Hallberg Rassy 46. We were pleased to discover that
that they were not in trouble. At 12.00, the wind increased to
north force 7 from almost directly astern and the sea rapidly
became very lumpy and very uncomfortable. It was marginally
more comfortable when we got under sail. As we rounded
Monemvasia Island, we were extremely impressed by the sight
of a cathedral dramatically perched high up on the top of a hill.
Arriving at the harbour at 15.59, we rafted up alongside a badly
damaged 42ft. yacht. It was lying against the concrete mole
without fenders and looked very much abandoned. The mole
was crowded and the available outside of a pontoon on the
opposite side of the harbour was exposed to considerable swell
in the prevailing wind. Although the marina is called
"Monemvasia Marina" the town is actually called " Yefira",
which led to some confusion when the replacement crew were
checking out the bus service. Monemvasia village is located on
an island just north of the marina, which is joined to the
mainland by a causeway. It was a wonderful experience to visit
this fortified old village using the dedicated bus service. The
Venetians had done a great job in rebuilding the original
Byzantine village. The winding streets are narrow and cobbled
and the well-maintained buildings are generously adorned with
cascading colourful flowers, making it a delightful place to
explore. It was a steep climb up a mostly stepped pathway, to
view the Agia Sofia Cathedral (that we had spotted on the way
in to the harbour) at the top of the hill. The panoramic views
from the top were impressive.

Fuel was delivered to us by tanker.
This first stage of our cruise along the southeast of the

Peloponnese was a really delightful experience. The weather
was perfect, which enhanced the beauty of the many unspoilt
little fishing villages that we were able to explore. We had
ample opportunities to swim and there were plenty of old
castles and forts. We saw only three other yachts sailing and we
were the only visiting yacht in most of the anchorages.
Although we were made very welcome everywhere, the area is

Beowulf in Kasos.

Robin Peilow, Bernard Corbally, Robin Clapham, Irene Wijne,
Ann Woulfe-Flanagan

not tuned in to visiting yachts and finding a berth could be a
problem. We were lucky!

Monemvasia to Agios Nikolaos
John and Pamela Aldridge joined Ann and the skipper for the
exposed passage across to Crete. This area is notorious for its
strong winds and uncomfortable seas. We experienced both
when we set forth at 06.00 in beautiful sunshine on Thursday
21 st May. It was difficult sailing in a very lumpy sea with the
wind almost directly behind us. The new crew had not yet
found their sea legs and were not enthusiastic about flying the
cruising chute. Perhaps this was just as well because we
received a gale warning at 11.45 and were soon flying along in
big seas at over 8 knots under reefed sails. Some were enjoying

the passage considerably less than others, so it was
decided to maintain maximum speed with some
steadying engine assistance. We arrived in Kissamos
harbour at 17.20 having covered the 80 miles in 1
hour 15 minutes. As we approached the harbour
quays, searching for a berth amongst ferries,
excursion boats and large fishing boats, we were
getting concerned about what to do when a police
car roared up on the quayside and we were
forcefully signalled to moor on the other side of the
harbour area alongside a deserted wharf with a
crane. The police officer was there to take our warps
and told us to bring our papers to his office on the
far side of the bay when we had settled in. He
advised us to spend two nights in Kissamos as the
forecast for Friday was not good. Everyone felt like
a rest day and was happy about this idea. Apart from
a cafe at the ferry berth and a boat yard, there was
nothing in the harbour area. The mountain backdrop
was nice. The only standpipe for water was over at
the excursion boat berth. Clean water by our boat
was fine for swimming.

A taxi (�5) brought us to Kastelli village (3
kilometres) on Friday where we spent an enjoyable
day visiting an excellent archaeological museum
with some fabulous Roman mosaics and a Venetian
fountain dated 1520. The Mythos restaurant
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opposite the museum served us an excellent pizza and mouzaka
lunch.

We set tbrth for Hania (32 miles) in beautiful sunshine at
07.05 on Saturday. It was an interesting, almost uninhabited
coastline with steep cliffs penetrated by quite a few caves and
several deep clefts. Three porpoises joined us for a while to add
to our entertainment. As we approached Hania, we had a good
view of a spectacular aerial display by stunt planes using
different coloured vapour trails to create circles, hearts and
other shapes. We avoided a fleet of fishing boats that appeared
to be manoeuvring in a very random fashion as we got close to
the outer harbour entrance. We picked up a lazy line
immediately on our right as we entered the inner harbour. A
harbour official assisted us with our lines and then instructed us
to bring our papers to the customs office. Water and electricity
were available on the quayside. Hania is a big town with an
impressive backdrop of five layers of mountains culminating in
snow-capped peaks, with suburbs extending a long way along
the coastline. The maritime museum on the north side of the
harbour was very well laid out and extremely interesting. We
were also very impressed by a small museum in a renovated
Venetian boat-building shed, where a full size replica of a
Minoan rowing ship from the 15th century BC was on display.
The Minoans are said to be the first known European
civilization. Finding the town delightful and having discovered
the superb shopping streets, the lady crew easily persuaded the
skipper to spend a second night in Hania.

We left Hania at 08.20 on Monday 25th May and headed tbr
Rethimo (32 miles). We managed a bit of sailing in a
west-northwest force 4 as we passed a lot of steep cliffs with
many caves. We rounded the long breakwater to enter the big
harbour at 13.00 and grabbed the only visible empty berth on
the north side of the first pontoon to port as we entered the
inner harbour. Water and electricity were both available. Dinner
was booked in the highly recommended Avli restaurant
(Tei:283 1058255), which provided us with a fantastic lobster
meal in a fantastic garden environment at a fantastic price. It
was a wonderful experience that could only be sustained once
on our budget! We thoroughly enjoyed a wander around the old
town after dinner. The streets were narrow with lots of flowers
everywhere and many offshoot alleyways ahnost hiding very
enticing restaurants. However the quayside was lined with
pushy restaurants and we found the shopping streets to be
boring.

There was a red-ball sunrise when we cast off at 06.20 to
make for Iraklion (38 miles). The built-up coastline with its
high-rise blocks of flats, huge hotel complexes and extensive
holiday villages was uninspiring, until we approached Dion
Point. Although there was a big development on the point the
mountain scenery was spectacular and a sandy beach was
enticing despite the umbrellas. We sighted another yacht as we
passed a big stadium on the approach to the huge Iraklion
harbour. The extremely long breakwater sheltered five massive
cruise liners. The Venetian harbour marina is right down at the
base of the main harbour just beyond an impressive old fort.
Since there were no visible visitors’ berths, we slipped into a
private berth alongside an occupied yacht, the owner of which
had assured us that we would not be disturbed for at least a day
or two. Although Iraklion is not a particularly attractive fortress
town, it does have an extremely well set up archaeological
museum and is an excellent base for an excursion to the
Knossos Minoan Palace (1800 BC). There is a regular bus
service to the palace, which is on a hill and well worth a visit.

We set forth for Agios Nikolaos (46.5 miles) at 08.15 on
Wednesday. At 09.15, we attempted to enter the new marina at
Gouves for a breakfast stop, but aborted our approach when the
depth got very shallow and the waves were quite big. It

appeared to be just a small-boat marina. The coastline was
well-developed, with lots of umbrella beaches and with a range
of mountains tbr a backdrop. By 11.00, we were sailing past a
more pleasant deserted hilly coastline with an occasional
hamlet and lots of deep gorges. We anchored in the lagoon
behind Spinalonga Island (used to be a leper colony) for a swim
and lunch stop, but a series of vicious wind gusts up to 40 knots
caused us to move on after about an hour. At 17.05, we arrived
in the excellent Agios Nikolaos marina, where we had a berth
booked for three weeks. The marina is located out of sight
round a point to the south of the main harbour, which caused us
some confusion until we checked its coordinates. We were
delighted to find free wireless access to the Internet.

Except for the first passage across to Crete, everybody
thoroughly enjoyed this leg of our cruise. Crete is certainly a
lovely island to visit with lots of dramatic mountain scenery
and numerous historic sites. However, apart from Agios
Nikolaos, it is not tuned in to providing for visiting yachts.
Suitable harbours are widely spaced and berths could be
difficult to find. Once again, we were lucky!

Agios Nikolaos to Marmaris

The skipper rejoined Beowulf in Agios Nikolaos on Saturday
20th June in company with Robin Peilow. Robin Clapham and
Irene Wijne arrived by a later flight. Ann Woulfe Flanagan was
already on board, having used the boat to entertain friends on
site for about ten days. She had organized the welding of a plate
onto the base of one of one of our stainless steel holding-tanks
that had holed due to corrosion!

Agios Nikolaos is a lovely up-market town with lots of good
restaurants. The water off the adjacent beach was rather murky,
but one can swim off the rocks in clearer water from the path
leading round to the main harbour. The marina facilities are
excellent, but there is no club house. We hired a car from
George Aretakis (Tel. 28410 22404) and drove to a nearby
unimpressive Minoan village ruin, before crossing the island to
the Liberian sea, where we swam off the beach at Ierapetra.

After getting a favourable forecast for Tuesday, we left the
marina at 06.15 and headed for Kasos Island (59 miles) and
were soon sailing briskly in a north-northwest force 4 to 5. This
was a really enjoyable passage under a clear blue sky. As we
approached Ag. Georgios Point at 15.07, the wind suddenly
veered around to the south-southeast and we experienced gusts
up to force 7. Our entry into Ormos Fri harbour was delayed
slightly, as a barge appeared to be blocking the entrance while a
series of lorries loaded it with infill for a long breakwater
extension. We squeezed in behind it and moored alongside the
empty pier. Later on, we were surrounded by fishing boats and
did get the feeling that we might be occupying somebody’s
normal berth, although nothing was said. Water was available
but no electricity.

We were absolutely delighted with our location in a com-
pletely unspoilt charming little fishing village that was almost
surrounded by impressive mountains As we enjoyed cool beers
in the elevated cafe overlooking the harbour, we watched a
stream of lorries backing up a steep ramp at the end of a short
pier in order to dump their contents into a barge that was
periodically realigned to spread the load. Fortunately, the wind
was blowing the dense cloud of dust away from our boat! On
the main wharf, there was a set-up for making the concrete
castings used to construct the breakwater. These castings were
stacked high to allow thorough drying before being transported
by a massive forklift to another barge.

After a refreshing swim from the beach beside the harbour,
we found a bakery open for fresh bread and then waited for a
suitable moment to dodge out behind the barge. All the fishing
boats had made a much earlier start. There was a scattering of
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islets off the mountain-backed rock cliffs, which made the
shoreline interesting as we approached Akti Point The wind
then freed and we were able to sail in a north-northwest force 4.
until we reached a super, sandy bay just west of Kastello Point
on Karpathos Island, where we dropped the hook for a swim
and early lunch. At 15.05, just after we had passed the
shipwreck at Lingi Point, the wind suddenly dropped to
northeast force 1 and then, five minutes later, suddenly
increased to northeast force 4 on our nose. These fickle wind
phenomena seemed to be a feature in this part of the
Mediterranean, which ruled out any complacency when sailing.
In fact the wind rarely conformed to the local forecasts either in
strength or direction. A school of dolphins entertained us for a
while as we started our approach towards Karapathos Port. A
catamaran and one other yacht were already in place as we
moored on the outside of the inner mole, and five others arrived
later. Both water and electricity were available to us. The town,
which was draped up a hillside with the inevitable prominent
church, was full of attractive buildings and sported only a few
smart restaurants along its waterfront. It was a very nice place
to visit and to wander in.

The bakery was open at 08.00, which allowed us to cast off
at 08.35. Again, the scenery was mostly of mountains behind a
rocky foreshore with only an occasional small village as we
headed for Diafani Bay (16 miles). We arrived at 11.40 to find
the small harbour chock a block with fishing boats. Fortunately,
a restaurant owner on the pier noticed our predicament and
beckoned us to drop back in astern between two fishing boats
near the ferry berth, which he persuaded to move slightly more
apart. He then offered to bring the five of us up to the historic
Olympos Village in his pickup truck for �30 return to travel al-
fresco in the back for what proved to be an exciting journey
round numerous hairpin bends up into the hills. The village
spills down the slope from a church on a bleak 600 metres high
ridge, and is largely maintained in its original medieval style,
which dates back to 1420. Quite a few of the locals also wear
the traditional colourful dress and were happy to be photo-
graphed. We spent a very enjoyable hour wandering about the
narrow pedestrian streets and were beguiled into a bit of
touristy shopping. Diafani itself is a charming but very small
local village, with only a few basic shops and about three little
restaurants. We swam off the stony beach in slightly murky
water.

The sky was liberally sprinkled with white cumulus as we
cast off at 08.25. The local forecast promised west-southwest
force 2 but we were registering west-northwest force 5 soon
after we left the harbour. We were not complaining as we sailed
at over 7 knots for about an hour. At 09.40, we were motoring
in an east-southeast force 1 wind, which quite suddenly
increased to west force 5 to 6 at 11.00 and the sea soon became
amply decorated by white horses. We were heading for the
small Halki Island (33 miles). We moored alongside the outside
of the T at the end of the new pontoon. We had arrived in a
small village called Niborio, with a very prominent church
tower. This village had plenty of style consisting of lots of well-
maintained white and pastel coloured houses, with red and
orange slatted roofs, distributed up a hillside that had three old
windmill towers on top. There appeared to be quite a lot of
renovation in progress. We learned that the island has been
declared as the island of "Peace & Friendship" for the young
people of the world. Ironically, while wandering up the hill
behind the village, we passed an army base with a lot of
artillery. We leamed that the camp was used as a holiday
training camp for troops from the mainland. We were charged
g12 for the berth, plus £3 for a card to obtain water and
electricity. Bill and Jane Curtis from Doublet joined us on
board for drinks.

Our departure from Halki at 09.10 was encouraged by a
large French yacht, moored up-wind from us, which was
obviously not using a holding tank. A west force 5 to 6 was
almost on our nose as we headed for Tilos (18 miles) in a lumpy
sea, passing a fish farm tucked into a bay. There appeared to be
virtually no habitation on the rest of this barren mountain
island. About 30 % of the mountain was decorated by rocky
outcrop, which made it picturesque. An efficient lady harbour-
master facilitated our arrival in Tilos by directing us to a berth
on the quayside with lazy lines, and then expertly assisted us
with our warps. The delightful small village was located at the
foot of a mountain, which had a collection of radio masts on the
summit, which made a good landmark for finding the place.
The crews’ priority was to find an open bar that would screen
the Irish Lions Rugby match on their TV. The exciting match
ended sadly when a penalty, conceded by O’Gara, was
converted in the last minute and thwarted our anticipation of a
great win celebration. Our arrival coincided with a festival,
where some of the locals dressed in national costume and
performed traditional dances which some of our crew joined in.
A path, to the north of the harbour, led to a nice little beach
opposite a Hotel/Apartment block. The hills behind the harbour
were scattered with chapels and the ruins of Crusader castles
which were outposts of the Knights of Malta, who ruled the
island 1309 to 1522. We were charged �11.50 for our berth,
which included water and electricity. Seven other yachts joined
us for the night.

Having found fresh bread at a bakery behind the police
station, we cast off to head for Nisos Symi (30 miles). A
favourable wind west-northwest force 5 allowed us to sail for a
couple of hours, before dropping to below force 3. Soon after
passing a large fishing boat towing a fish farm, we were visited
by dolphins, which frolicked about our bow for about five
minutes before continuing on their way. There were lots of little
islets off the north of Symi Island and several deep bays, which
looked like potentially interesting anchorages. We passed
carefully inside Nimis Island, mindful that the depth was down
to 4 metres, and headed into the deep bay just north of Nisos
Symi for a lunch stop. A strong cross-wind made it difficult to
berth in the space which the harbourmaster allocated to us in
the Simi harbour. On our second attempt, we dropped the hook
slightly upwind as directed by the harbourmaster and backed
nicely into our berth. Shortly afterwards, an English registered
Sun Odyssey 54 was directed to berth in the slot beside us. The
skipper, completely ignoring the harbourmaster’s instructions
as to where to drop his anchor, dropped it downwind of us and
reversed right across our chain, to berth with much fending
assistance. We pointed out that his chain was fight across ours
and suggested that he might make another attempt. He was
quite displeased by our suggestion and muttered that we could
sort it out later! At about 09.00 the following morning, we
informed him that we planned to leave at 11.00 and would need
to sort the anchors then. At about 11.10, we located him in a
nearby Intemet cafg and were told that he would come when he
had finished what he was doing. When he arrived about ten
minutes later, he appeared to be deliberately provocative by
dawdling about as he cast off and moved his yacht out and back
across our chain. His generally boorish behaviour made us glad
to be leaving this big harbour, which was full of yachts as well
as quite a few super-yachts.

We motored about 3 miles down the coast to anchor in sand
behind Ay Marina Island. This is a highly recommended,
protected anchorage, with a lovely beach and an enticing
tavern. At 12.30, we moved about 3.5 miles further down the
coast to Nandou Bay for a swim and lunch stop, passing
beautiful multicoloured steep-sided mountain scenery, which
was artistically dotted with pine trees. The owner of the local
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Robin Chapham and Robin Peilow relaxing in Mirtos, Crete.

tavern gesticulated forcefully that we must not interfere with
his view of the bay when we anchored. Although this was also a
lovely anchorage, we moved a further 2.3 miles along the coast
to Marathuda Bay and anchored in sand to spend the night
opposite the only tavern in the place.

We weighed anchor at 07.20 and motored towards Rhodes
(22 miles). An Irish friend, Hendrick Heckman, who was
already moored in Mandraki Harbour, texted us to let us know
that the harbour was already packed and several boats were
circulating in search of a berth, He advised us to contact an
agent to find a berth for our yacht. We contacted Bluebonnet
Maritime (Tel. 22410-78780) and were assured that they would
find us something, and to make contact on channel 77 on our
arrival at the harbour. On making contact, we were told to wait
while they made a search. About twenty minutes later as we
gilled-about in the harbour, they asked us to moor alongside in
a commercial excursion boat berth on the town quay, where we
would be able to remain until 17.00. They would certainly find
us a proper berth before then. At 16.00, a harbour authority
official told us that we could not stay where we were and nmst
anchor for the night off a beach, in company with several other
yachts, outside the main harbour. If we came back in at about
10.00 the next day, he would hope to find us a berth. While we
were securely anchored outside, Robin C called the agent to see
if there was anything that he could do for us. Later that evening
after our dinner, he called us to come back to the quayside berth
as the excursion boat was going to be away for the night. A
Turkish yacht, which was tucked in between other smaller
excursion boats close by, was due to leave early the next
morning and we could take his place. As soon as we were back
on the quayside, we arranged with the Turkish yacht to move
into his slot at about 05.00 the next morning. As there were
other yachts moving about in the harbour, we were very slick at
anchoring and falling back into that vacated berth.

When we approached the Harbour Authority office at about
10.00 on Wednesday, we were given forms to clear at the

Customs office, right over on the far side of the main harbour
where the cruise ships berthed (about 30.minutes walk) and to
bring the forms back to them for final clearance. A customs
official told us that it was too early for them to clear us out of
Greece for the following morning, but to come back at about
18.00. The skipper, with Ann and Robin R spent the rest of the

day exploring the most impressive
old fortress town and visiting a
museum, while Robin C and Irene
hired a car and drove across the
island to Lindos. Robin was back in
time to drive us back to clear our
customs papers and to drop us off at
the port authority office. It was at
this stage that we ran into real
trouble. Our papers were not in
order. Why had we not got an
official stamp from our last port of
call, Symi. The keen young officer
that was dealing with us, was not
impressed when 1 explained that we
had been given to understand that it
was only necessary to register every
four weeks. This was not the case -
we should have registered in Symi.
The argument became repetitive and
frustrating and we were beginning
to think that we would have to
return to Symi, when his lady boss

appeared and took a more pragmatic point of view of our
predicament. Having explained to us how naughty we were, she
gave us our clearance with a severe warning that if we return to
the Greek Islands, we must register our presence in every port
that we visit! This is because our length is over 13 metres.

We were relieved to be able to recover our anchor without
problems at 07.30 the next morning and head for Marinaris (27
miles). We experienced a fabulous sail for about two hours in a
west force 6 to 7 until the wind veered to northwest force 2 at
09.40 and we resorted to motoring. It was a very different scene
/’or us when we entered Marmaris Limani and found the place
crowded with yachts and excursion boats. We contacted Netsel
Marina on Channel 6 and were met by a launch which guided
us to an excellent berth in L34, which was very close to the
swimming pool and the excellent facilities. The marina office
put us in touch with an agent, who handled our visas (£15 each)
and all the boat paperwork necessary (17100), to obtain our
Transit Log, which is valid for a year in Turkish waters.

We enjoyed a lot of good sailing throughout this leg of our
cruise and visited many delightfully rural small harbours and
anchorages as well as several large towns. Tilos was ranked
as the unanimous clear favourite amongst the small villages
that we visited and Ay Marina was certainly our favourite
anchorage. This is definitely a wonderful part of the
Mediterranean to cruise and we were surprised to see so few
yachts at sea. This may be due to most yachts passing through
the Corinth canal and cruising the more northern islands.
Beowulf Cruise from Kalamata to Marmaris 2009.

Yacht: Hallberg Rassy 42
Skipper: Bernard Corbally

Crew: Kalamata to Monemvasia

Monemvasia to
Agios Nicolaos

Agios Nicolaos

Ann Woulfe Flanagan
Ken Millington
Maureen Millington
Brian Bromwich
Cathy Bromwich
John Aldridge
Pamela Aldridge
Ann Woulfe Flanagan

Robin Clapham
Irene Wijne
Robin Peilow
Ann Woulfe Flanagan
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Molh’hawk’s Shadow follows her
namesake from Cork to Antigua 60
years later

David Nicholson

I n late summer 2008, I joined my son Eddie who was taking
his new yacht, Mollihawk’s Shadow, a Najad 440 to Spain en-

route to Las Palmas to join the ARC. We had a rough passage to
Vivero, on the north coast of Spain and thence to Camarinas,
where a crew change saw Eddie returning home and Leo
Conway (ICC)joining the ship. Immediately we set sail for
Pabro de Caraminal where we had arranged to meet Pablo and
enjoy the cuisine in his Restaurant "O Lagar". As it was
basically a delivery trip to Lagos, we made haste southwards
with several overnights ashore, to pick up David O’Morchoe
(ICC) and say goodbye to Leo.

Some months later Eddie and three friends sailed on from
Lagos to Lanzarote. The highlight of that trip was several days
spent in Morocco with a visit inland to Marrakech.

In early November Eddie and I completed the journey to Las
Pahnas where we joined the fleet assembling for the ARC.
Most of the 220 boats taking part had already arrived and the
marina was literally buzzing with action. The Yachting World
office was a hive of activity dispensing information on all
topics. We spent a busy few days preparing the boat for the start
and also attending parties while waiting for the transatlantic
crew to arrive. Then provisioning the trip became a full time
job. Somehow space was found for all the vanloads of stores
that arrived!

The day before the start I left Las Palmas and returned to
Cork, leaving behind a fine crew who were about to take part in
a great new experience together. The crew were Mike Hodder,
Dermot O’Morchoe, J.RO’Reilly and John Walsh all from
Ireland.

David O’Morchoe, Joan Nicholson, David Nicholson, Leo Conway visiting a rum distillery on
Martinique.                                                 Photo: Margaret O’Morchoe

After 19 days Mollihawk’s Shadow arrived in St Lucia. They
had flown the spinnaker day and night when possible and had
had no real problems. It was a very memorable and relaxed trip
for the five of them who were already good friends. They
crossed the line first in their class but were adjusted to third
place due to penalties accrued for engine hours. Little time was
spent on the island as pre-booked flights home for Christmas
were imminent. They departed and the boat lay in the marina at
Rodney Bay, St Lucia awaiting her next voyage, this time to
Antigua.

In late January 2009, with my wife Joan, Margaret and
David O’Morchoe and Leo
Conway, we set off northwards on
an island hopping excursion. We
took in Martinique, where we
visited a rum distillery, and
Dominica for a trip into the rain
forest, followed by a weekend in
lies des Saintes relaxing in this
quaint French holiday resort.
Continuing northwards we docked
in Pointe a Pitre, Guadeloupe,
where due to a general strike the
place had a dreary, shabby
appearance as everything was
closed and no facilities were
available. Luckily we had enough
food and fuel to complete our
journey. We finally reached
Antigua after a rollicking rolling
sail via Deshaies, and tied up at
Antigua Yacht Club in Falmouth
Harbour in early February 2009.
Three generations of the Nicholson
family came to the marina in
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Vernon’s Mollihawk seen on charter in Antigua in the 1960s.

Falmouth to greel us: Rodney, and Desmond’s wife Lisa and
children and grandchildren of both families. Locals were also
interested in our arrival and many made the connection
between Mollihawk’s Shadow and the old schooner Mollihawk.
It was an exciting time.

There was quite a history to the connection. In 1978 I bought
a Contessa 35, Black Shadow, and decided to take her to
Antigua in 1979 to mark the 30th anniversary of Mollihawk’s
journey. The crew for that trip were John Goor, Mick Cahill,
Chris Stokes and Cal Condon (ICC). Navigation at that time
was by sextant, far from the technical ways of today.

Our axTival that year was almost 60 years to the day alter my
cousin, Commander Vernon Nicholson OBE, made landfall
there in 1949. He had sailed with his family from Cobh on his
70 foot Auxiliary Staysail Schooner, "’Mollihawk". Vernon was
born in Monkstown Co. Cork in 1900 and went to sea on a
training ship when he was twelve years old. He served in the
Royal Navy in the 1914/18 war, retired and then was recalled in

1938 to serve in the second world
war.

He bought Mollihawk in 1945 in
Dartmouth and, having refurbished
her over a three year period, visited
Cobb in 1948 before departing
’into the blue’ with his wife Emmie
and their two teenage sons,
Desmond and Rodney. I remember
going aboard with my father to
wish the family ’Bon Voyage’; I
was 15. It was probably then that
my interest in sailing began, and
later I became fascinated with the
idea of sailing to Antigua myself.

Eventually Mollihawk arrived in
Antigua in early 1949 and the
family settled in the old dockyard
built by Lord Nelson in English
Harbour. The schooner was soon
chartered out to American guests
and this was the start of the
Nicholson Charter Co. which

became the first yacht charter business in the Caribbean.
Vernon loved a party, was friends with people from all walks of
life in Antigua, and his wife Emmie endeared herself to the
native people on the island by helping them in little ways to
improve their standard of living. They returned to Cork every
summer and kept the Irish Nicholsons amused with their
accounts of life in the Caribbean.

So for me it was a very special occasion to be in Antigua
again, this time for the 60th anniversary. This was duly
celebrated with a big party in Lisa’s house on Pigeon Point.
Magsie Goor, Vernon’s niece, was there too with her husband
John (of the 1979 voyage). So Vernon’s family was well
represented by Nicholsons from both sides of the Atlantic. How
he would have enjoyed the party!

Joan and I stayed aboard for 10 days after our crew had left
for home, and enjoyed visiting and relaxing with family
members. Mollihawk’s Shadow remains on the hard on the
Antigua Slipway, English harbour for the hurricane season.
Plans for 2010 have not yet been completed.

Donal McClement
writes of Galway, The
Azores and St Tropez
in one season

W ell someone has to do it !!
and I am very glad that ]

had the opportunity.
The Volvo stop-over brought

great credit to Galway, and the
hard work of the legions of

volunteers made sure that sailing was show-cased to the Irish
public in the best possible way. The icing on the cake was the
podium place for Green Dragon and her crew. The harbour
proved to be an ideal viewing point for the thousands of
visitors, and to be able to view these machines from close up
was a real treat.

I am sure there will be many logs that include the Azores
Rally, which, in my view, was an outstanding success. The
welcome and hospitality shown to all participants was
amazing and almost made up for the bad weather experienced
by many en-route to these enchanting islands.

In particular, the people of Santa Maria pulled out all stops
to make sure we had a good time, and I am certain many of us
will return before too long. It is worth noting that the nine

islands with a total population of less than 250,000, have
facilities for the visiting sailor that put Ireland to shame.
When will our government realise that we have a huge
national asset - the sea - that is totally underdeveloped and
has the potential to contribute hugely to our economy.

To round off a great season I was lucky enough to be
invited to the ’Voiles de St Tropez’ again, and this year the
weather was almost perfect; 26°C is very comfortable but 2
or 3 knots more wind each day would have been heaven. The
continual revival of the various classic yachts has now been
augmented by the arrival of several replicas of the giant boats
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Eleana and Eleanora both near-sisterships, topsail
schooners of about 190 feet overall, built in the past 5 years,
are a pretty awesome sight on the racecourse, and when seen
with another 15 to 20 classics from 100 feet length upwards it
is just amazing.

YMo says the world is in recession. Certainly you would
not believe it after a week on the Cote d’Azur.
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The meandering of Morning Calm !ii

Les Auchincloss

M~rning Calm III, launched 4 years ago, has now com-
leted more than 40, 000 sea miles, covering Europe, the

Atlantic, Pacific, South Pacific in particular, and since May
2008 has been sailing the Northwest Pacific region, covering
USA and Canada. She is registered in Guernsey and, while
many people ask where her home base is, one two-week stay in
Guernsey in 4 years does not entitle one to claim Guernsey as
home; home is where the yacht happens to be at any given time.

Morning Calm III arrived in New Zealand in 2006 and spent
a season cruising North Island. There we had the misfortune to
be struck by lightning at 09.15 one morning during a violent
storm in Opua, Bay of Islands. Fortunately, as we had been up
most of the night moving location and re-anchoring, the three
of us were still in bed, clear of all metallic features. The bang at
the top of the mast and the accompanying cloud of smoke as the
equipment there exploded were heard and seen on land. The
strike completely destroyed all electronic equipment on board,
even the dimmer switches in the cabins! It was impossible to
activate the windlass, engine or generator and, of course, all
navigation equipment had blown.

Strangely the satellite phone system was functioning and so
we were able to arrange for an electrician to drive from
Auckland to assess the damage and enable engine and windlass
function. Seven days later the weather had abated and we
limped back to Auckland under power as we had
concerns about the state of the upper shrouds. In
Auckland the boat was lifted out and it was confirmed
that our fears were justified; there was serious damage
to the upper shrouds which were replaced. We were
fortunate that Admiral Yacht Services were
understanding and supportive, as the repairs were
costly.

Rather than tackle the whole of the Pacific without a
settling-down period, we decided to spend another
season in the area, and so, in May 2007, headed off to
explore Fiji and Vanuatu. These are beautiful islands
and the inhabitants very welcoming. One of the
highlights there was to find that the people of one of the
Yasawa Islands (off Fiji) were all descended from a
Scotsman shipwrecked 150 years ago. On finding out
we were Scottish they insisted we stay for lunch!
Lunch consisted of a small variety of seaweed collected
from the beach by the children, thoroughly washed, and
coconut juice collected by scraping out a coconut with
a paint scraper nailed to the end of a bench! To that was
added a tin of tuna opened with a machete and an onion
and tomato, both chopped in the hand by the machete!
All very tasty!

We returned to New Zealand late in 2007 and in
January and February explored the north of South
Island. The Marlborough Sound area there is very
beautiful with many sheltered anchorages and good
walking territory. This is a very sheltered area for
sailing, however we encountered horrendous seas off
Wellington, en-route from Picton to Auckland, with 45

knot winds and very heavy and confused swells, probably the
worst sea conditions encountered in our 4 years of sailing.

Having calculated wear and tear costs, time availability etc,
we decided to make use of ’Dockwise’ a transporter service
from Auckland to Ensenada in Mexico. On 10th February
Morning Calm III was sailed onto the transporter and secured
by divers (after which the water was then pumped out of the
ship), and arrived in Ensenada, close to San Diego on 3rd
March. There was no damage in transit. Plans were to arrive in
Canada late May, so a lift-out for antifouling was planned in
Mexico. Unfortunately the Americans had similar ideas and no
space was available in the yards. Other maintenance work was
carried out after which the yacht was sailed to San Diego,
reaching there on 3rd April.

Richard Cudmore and I rejoined her in April and spent a
couple of weeks exploring the so-called ’Channel Islands’ off
the coast there. The most famous of these is Catalina Island,
owned by the Wrigley family (of chewing gum fame) who
installed a casino there in the early part of the 20th century. It
was a playground for such celebrities as Errol Flynn, Barbara
Streisand, Doris Day, Rosemary Clooney; high jinks being the
order of the day! A film was shot there in 1928, which included
shots of bisons. 40 were brought in and left on the island
afterwards, today there are about 400 and we came across one of

MORNING CALM !11
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Morning; Calm III at anchor in Princess Louisa Sound, British Columbia.

them peering at us throu,,h~, a bush as we walked ahmg! Today
there is only a small community of people with daily ferry
services from Los Angeles. San Clemente, an adjacent island, is
militarily controlled and out of hounds: the rest of the islands
are essentially uninhabited, except for the odd ranger.

Moving north, we visited Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz
islands, off Santa Barbara, which are largely uninhabited, being
classified as National Parks. Santa Barbara itself is an attractive
town with a large university. When we docked the harbour-
master arrived and popped coloured dye into our sanitary
system, to ensure that we wouldn’t discharge our blacktanks in

Mike Peirce preparing lunch in Fiii.

the marina! We had tied up at the
Yacht Club pontoon and visited the
restaurant for dinner. We were
advised that the hours were 18.00-
21.00, so arrived at 20.30 to find
ourselves alone by 21.15 - it seems
all there are early-to-bedders. In
fact that seems to be the norm in
many of the smaller towns along
the coast - we found the same in
Canada - all good living people!

During this two week period
there was an almost total lack of
wind and motoring was the order
of the day, except from Santa Cruz
to Santa Barbara, when we were
blessed with a broad reach in a 12
knot wind. Richard and 1 both
departed from Santa Barbara from
where there is a shuttle coach
directly to Los Angeles airport, so
leaving the nice spring weather
was relatively painless.

Point Conception, north of
Santa Barbara, is notorious for

difficult conditions, with windy currents and high cliffs. It is
known as the ’Cape Horn" of the Pacific, but as there was
plenty of time to reach Canada it was possible to wait for a
window of weather, and being anchored inside the bay east of
the Cape facilitated a 02.00 departure north to San Simean,
about 100 miles along the coast.

With time on hand, Monterey was the next port of call,
IMlowed by San Francisco. The prevailing winds along this
coast are north-northwest, with an adverse tide running of up to
2 knots: however, as there were no time constraints, it was
possible to move when light conditions prevailed, so, as has
been the typical experience on this coast, motoring was the
order of the day. Leaving San Francisco on 15th May, in 5-10
knot northerly winds and slight seas, the use of diesel resulted
in arrival in Port Angeles, ,just south of Victoria on Vancouver
Island, on the 19th - 4 days of motoring, with some fog
encountered and the weather getting colder by the day!

On the 21st, Morning Cahn III checked into Victoria
Harbour. Since launching, this yacht had visited 56 countries
and till then had never had a moment’s difficulty with customs
or immigration: however Canadian customs are a force to be
reckoned with. They declare that the total allowance per person
is 1.14 litres of hard liquor, 1.5 litres of wine and 24 beers
(I 2 oz); this for a yacht on world travel is absolutely ludicrous!
During the 4 years of voyaging various specialities from
different localities had accumulated but, of course, at a level
much greater that the above. 1 was not on board at the time and
unfortunately the crew under-declared. The yacht was invaded
by 3 customs officials who ordered the crew ashore in their
T-shirts and shorts, in a 35 knot wind with low temperatures.
After 90 minutes sitting on the dock in freezing conditions they
were allowed on board under supervision for 2 minutes to get
jackets, whereupon they flmnd that in this heavily polluted
harbour these officials had activated the water-maker, an action
which necessitated the replacement of the pressure pump a
short time later. After 3 hours the officials seized the entire
liquor supply, minus a few opened bottles and 3 full ones, and
the boat was left in a shambles.

This introduction to Canada was extremely distressing and
unfortunately it has coloured our conception of this very
beautiful part of the world. There has been a significant decline
in visiting boats in this area not surprising, given this sort of
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treatment. Letters of appeal were .....
sent by registered mail, not only to
the parties involved in this matter,
but also to the Chief of Customs in
Ottawa and the B.C. Minister of
Tourism. As of writing, there has
been a response only from the
Ottawa Central Department,
essentially deterring a decision and
stating no fine was imposed. We
hope that courtesy and sense will
prevail and the goods returned.

On 27th May I rejoined the
yacht in the Fraser River, where it
had been hauled and the folding
prop replaced with the fixed spare,
as the maxi prop had been
damaged by a deadhead (sub-
merged log) en-route to Port
Angeles. The boat was re-launched
on 30th May, and with my wife
Marie, and some friends who had
joined us, we headed for Point
Roberts over the border in the U.S. as the tax rebate scheme
previously applicable to foreign boats buying goods and
services in Canada has been cancelled in February 2008, only
by leaving Canada within 24 hours was it possible to minimise
the 13% tax charge.

We then visited the San Juan Islands. The weather was very
cold, wet and sometimes windy (in the wrong direction, of
course!) Early June in these parts bears a close similarity to
Baltic Sea conditions at that time - not surprising, I suppose, if
one compares the latitudes.

On the advice of a Bowman owner we met in Point Roberts,
our first port of call was to Echo Bay in Sucia Island. This is a
National Marine Park, heavily wooded, with many picnic
places and some houses; we were virtually alone there. The
following day we motor-sailed to Deer Harbour on Orcas
Island, where there is a well-developed marina with the usual
services. At 65 feet, we found we were too long for most
marinas on this trip and usually anchored off, as there are
plenty of safe anchorages with good holding. There is a huge
number of power boats in this area together with a smaller
number of 30/40 foot sailing boats, many of which only carry
one anchor and a rope, and as the season wore on they were all
scrambling for places in the marinas! We had an enjoyable
dinner at the Deer Island Inn (having had it recommended to us
by a lady we met walking her dog, who turned out to be the
owner!) and the next day hired a car to tour the island.
Eastsound is the main village with excellent shopping - we
even found oatcakes from Scotland there! A number of resorts
line the island, which is served by frequent ferries from Seattle.

From Orcas we motored to Roche Harbour on San Juan
Island, where Bayliners were running their annual get together,
with about 400 of these craft partying in style, finishing with a
firework display that cost $10, 000 to stage! Roche Harbour
had been a limestone processing area and the remains of the old
kilns, plus some of the old equipment is still in evidence. The
warehouses have now been converted into shops and
restaurants but the original Hotel de Haro built in 1886 by John
McMillan, who took over the quarry at that time, is still
operational and has been well preserved, even with some of its
original plumbing! The remains of the McMillan family are
interred in an impressive mausoleum in the forest nearby. There
is also a small airfield with many private planes coming and
going, and a row of houses all with their own hangars.

Leaving Roche Harbour, we visited Garrison Bay, the site of

Relaxing on location in Fiji.

the English encampment on the island in 1839. Some of the
buildings and gardens have been restored, which makes an
interesting visit. The island has a curious history: originally it
was shared peacefully between England and the United States,
the US having a camp on the south of the island. A pig
belonging to the English commander was killed by a US soldier
and, in retaliation, the English moved in a garrison and both

Tom landed a big one.
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sides armed up over the pig! They were deadlocked for 12
years, until finally the German Chancellor was called in to rule
on the standoff, he ruled in favour of the US and the English
withdrew. Our next stop was Friday Harbour on the east side of
the island; this is the terminus for ferries from Anacortes
(USA). A brief visit to Lopez Island in windy and rainy
conditions completed our tour of San Juan, and we headed for
South Pender in Canada.

As a consequence of the dreadful experience we had on
entering Canada in Victoria, we searched for alternatives and
entered at South Pender with no problem, a phone call to the
customs proved sufficient. In this spot there is a resort known
as ’Poet’s Corner’ with spa, swimming pool and restaurant,
which is very popular with many local sailors. From there,
when the sun finally came out for us, we moved southwest to
Sydney, anchoring off Van Isle Marina, for an overnight stay
and visit to the town - a very pleasant spot, lull of second-hand
bookstores and art galleries. The famous Butchart Gardens was
our next stop, entering by Soanich inlet and anchoring in Tad
inlet at the back of the gardens. We had visited the gardens
about 15 years ago and it was very interesting to see how
extensively they have grown. They are a magnificent sight and
impeccably maintained - we were hard put to find a weed in the
formal sections. Blessed with a beautiful day this was a
highlight, not to be missed. Unfortunately it was midweek and
so we didn’t get to the concerts and spectacular firework
displays which take place at weekends.

By this time (13th June) it was time to return to Vancouver
for a change of guests. We sailed via Saltspring Island where a
visit to Ganges and its market place was interesting. There is an
active alternative colony of people there whose innovative
contribution to the market was colourful. On the 14th we
arrived at Vancouver and anchored off the Royal Vancouver
Yacht Club, where we were made very welcome, although no
space was available in the marina. We enjoyed the best weather
they had to date, admiring the sunset while dining on top class
food on the elevated veranda. Changeover took place and my
brother from Calgary joined us. We then sailed towards Galiano
Island and Silva Bay which is a perfectly secure anchorage
from all directions. Here there is a boatbuilding school -
apparently the only one operating in western Canada - which
attracts a small number of students of all ages, whose annual
project is to produce a perfect small boat. The course lasts 6
months and seems popular.

As my brother is planning to relocate on Vancouver Island,
we decided to check out some of the towns on the east coast. Of
these, Chemainus is one of the most interesting. This had been
a very active timber-processing town that had fallen on hard
times as the wood processing moved north. The locals came up
with a scheme to rejuvenate the town and have painted the sides
of the buildings with scenes and events ranging widely from
Indian scenarios to logging locomotives, notorious personnel
and so on. This artistry has been carried out by many people
from various cultures and today has turned the town into a very
pleasant expanding tourist centre, with an inflow of mainly
retirees. The price of a well-finished 2200 square i-oot house
overlooking the sea is on average $500, 000 - the price of a
small Dublin flat before the crash!

Our next stop was Ladysmith, a logging area, where we
were charged $10 for the privilege of landing in our dinghy !

As we had to replace the water-maker pump we had one sent
from San Francisco to the Vancouver Yacht Club, which
necessitated a quick dash back there to collect it. We then
overnighted in Snug Cove on Bowen Island, en-route north to
Secret Cove on the "Sunshine Coast". This is a lovely spot with
a well-touted restaurant where we had dinner at inflated prices,

the main course being 6 very small prawns! However, WiFi
was available, which compensated for the starvation diet!

We had been recommended not to miss Princess Louisa inlet
and, after overuighting in Pender Arm at the base of Jervis
Inlet, we had a spectacular trip up to 40 or so miles with mile
high mountains dropping almost vertically into 1000 foot
depths and snow-capped peaks all around, with a sizeable
waterfall cascading down at the end. As described in the
’Waggoner’ cruising guide, this is the ’Holy Grail’ of cruising
in Canada. The final inlet is entered through the Malibu Rapids,
which require extreme care at all states of the tide except for a
short time at slack water. Here there is a very active Young Life
Christian summer camp and as we passed through we could see
them all reading their bibles.

An old friend from my brewing days in Canada had retired
to Parksville, north of Nanaimo on Vancouver Island, so we
anchored in Nanoose Bay, on the south side off a ruined marina
operated by Indians. The north side of this bay is the operating
base for the US nuclear submarines. An evening of remini-
scences and plenty of beer followed!

Next day we headed back to Nanaimo to drop my brother off
at the terry terminal (or so we thought!)As we were looking for
a spot to anchor, a megaphone-wielding official announced
"you can’t land here, this is private property’. It appears you
have to arrive by car or taxi and no amount of pleading made
any difference so he missed the ferry, however, he was lucky to
get on a small seaplane directly back to Vancouver airport. This
was just another example of the over-regulation which is an
unfortunate symptom of malaise in Canada. Float planes are
everywhere in this area and, while they are competitive out of
Nanaimo, pricing further north can be prohibitive, e.g. $3000
for a single trip! Our next visitor arrived that evening from
Dublin with a G2 phone and it was really only by luck that we
eventually found him wandering around the closed Nanaimo
yacht club at 22.00, having landed by ferry at 19.00!!

We continued our cruise north, dropping into Hornby Island
en-route to Comox. This is one of the nicest small towns on
Vancouver Island and, with direct flights from Alberta, many
retirees have arrived, swelling the population - in fact the
whole place seemed to be geared to them. There are a number
of good restaurants and excellent shopping.

To sail north from Comox there is a bar to be crossed which
at low water is said to be 1.6 metres; the alternative is to go
around Denman Island, adding 30 miles to the trip. We crossed
the bar and headed up the Campbell River. The current there
runs at times up to 5 knots so anchoring off is out of the
question, however, Quadra Island opposite offers a selection of
pleasant anchorages. We settled in Quathiaski harbour from
where an hourly ferry connects to Campbell River ($7 return).
That worked out well and we spent a couple of days exploring
some of the interior by car and driving through beautiful
mountainous country to the west coast. Port Alberni in the
centre was bathed in sunshine, however, as soon as we crossed
the mountain ridge to descend to the west coast the sun
disappeared and under lowering skies and cold weather we
reached Ucluelet. This town is purely for serious fisherman
with many charter-boats which go out every morning about
06.00. The other resort along this part of the coast is Tofino,
which is the surfers’ paradise.

Leaving Campbell River going north, we had to time our
passage through the Seymour Narrows where the tide flows at
16 knots on the flood and 14 knots on the ebb. We crossed at
slack water but even at this optimum time there were fairly
strong whirlpools and eddies. As it was late we anchored
overnight in Granite Bay and the next day moved on to Shoal
Bay in the eastern Johnstone Straits. This is a delightful spot
where a young couple look after the dock and run a small bar
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with internet facilities. Licensing laws are complicated in B.C.
and this was virtually the only place in this area where we were
able to enjoy a social drink (rather than buy our own at the liquor
store). They had a vegetable garden where you were welcome to
help yourself provided you did a bit of gardening! In the late
1800s it had been one of the biggest centres in the area, with
about 5000 inhabitants, with a gold mine, shops, warehousing
etc., but now only the lodge and a few cabins remain.

From there we visited Stuart Island, passing through the Dent
Rapids, another narrows to be carefully timed. A lot of
development is underway there, including a large private
property with a 9 hole golf course. Opposite is a large lodge
specialising in fishing tours.

Our Dublin guest was due to depart, so from there we
returned to the other side of Quadra Island, to Heriot Bay, for
him to take the ferry back to Campbell River. The taxi ordered
the previous evening didn’t arrive and only the kindly
intervention of one of the hotel staff allowed him to catch the
ferry with 45 seconds to spare!

An area which had been recommended to us was the
Broughton Archipelago on the mainland, so we headed off north
again to that spot. This is a beautiful area with many idyllic
anchorages and more magnificent scenery, but not much else!
The temperature now averaged 12-14°C during the day, with
overcast skies and occasional rain, and 6°C at night! Having got
used to tropical conditions this was a shock to the system; our
intended destination of Prince Rupert was discarded and it was
decided that Port Hardy would be our turning point.

Retracing our steps through Shoal Bay, we visited Lagoon
Cove on Cracoft Island, just off the Johnstone Strait. There the
hosts of the marina provide fresh prawns, and boaters bring
snacks and drinks to share in the daily ’happy hour’. From here a
visit to Kwatski Bay, north of Gilford Island, proved reward-
ing with an interesting conversation with the marina owner,
Max. He was at a decision point in his life, as his children had
reached the stage of requiring schooling versus correspondence
tutoring, and his wife was off to the mainland to organise that.
He explained the many problems he had with rigid public
officials and the confusion that existed now with land titles
being challenged by the indigenous Indian tribes and the laws
made in the past by B.C. bureaucracy; after 14 years his title is
still not clear!

Several other harbours were visited, Shawl Bay, famous for
its bake shop providing sticky buns, Echo Bay, where a fish and
chip evening takes place every Wednesday and a pig roast every
Saturday ($15 pp with BYO drinks), Sullivan Bay, a resort of
floating homes one of which had its own helicopter on top!
When we were there 3 large Westport motor-cruisers arrived,
one of about 140ft also topped with a helicopter. There was just
one restaurant whose speciality of the day was ’pizza’ - we were
not tempted!

We then headed across Queen Charlotte Strait to Port Hardy,
the most northerly town on Vancouver Island. We anchored
there near a log-collection and tried out the local Quarterdeck
Inn - adequate but not exciting. The town is depressed as many
factories have closed, the latest in May, a chipboard factory.
There were many closed-up shops and some souvenir shops with
Indian art at elevated prices. Trying to buy fish was
unsuccessful, however, a well-appointed hardware store

Food Supplies Vanuata.

provided us with a number of articles we hadn’t been able to find
previously.

We then went about 25 miles south to Port McNeill. There we
met Winston and Carol Bushnell, an interesting couple on Dove
1V, which Winston had built himself. He had built three
previous ones, one of which he used to traverse the Northwest
Passage, being one of the first yachtsmen to achieve that. He
commented that he had passed on his charts to the Irish group
who did it in 2001 (Editor’s Note: Paddy Barry, Jarlath Cunnane
and crew in Northabout; ICC Annual 2001).

By this time the cold, dreary weather had got to us, so we
headed south again to Campbell River, where we picked up
another couple of friends. As soon as we had passed through the
Seymour Rapids the sun came out and the weather was warmer.
Leaving Campbell River, we went back across to the mainland,
to the Desolation Sound area. En-route, we were privileged to
see several orca whales leaping in the air and also a humpback
whale systematically spouting, tail flipping and submerging.
Throughout the whole trip seals were a common sight, and some
dolphins, though the latter didn’t play along with the boat as had
been the experience elsewhere. We had purchased a fishing
licence, $100 for the season, but catching salmon requires
trawling deep at about 2 knots, catching halibut, the other
favourite fish in the area, requires ground fishing with local
knowledge - the ease with which tuna or mahi could be caught
in tropical waters was not duplicated here. There are heavy
controls on fishing and many areas are prohibited, strange for
those of us used to a world of freedom from constraint. Our
limited efforts produced just one flounder and two dogfish!

All in all, the sheltered waters of Western Canada are
attractive for easy sailing and lots of wildlife. The problem is the
Canadian Customs who have erected a potent barrier to serious
long distance cruisers. Perhaps if it were possible to reduce the
liquor stores to 1.14 litres by pre-storage in the US the Teutonic
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The Azores Rally
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We toured the hot springs at the east end of San Miguel.

Glorious Azores - the western volcano on San Miguel.

J

The RCC reception at Ponta Delgada on San Miguel.

Peter Ronaldson, Commodore ICC, with Nigel Wollen,
Commodore RCC, and Carlos Adalberto Silva, President of
the Azores Harbour Authority.

The marina at Angra do Heroismo on Terceira.
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Our Commodore’s boat party at Angra made the pontoons sag
severely.

Yoshi’s crew - Torsten Marten (g), Stuart Musgrave, Dan and
Jill Cross, Sheena Jolley (g) and Gerry Donovam.
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Our local mentor, Carla Cook, with the
Angra.
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Rathmullan Rally
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The Rally fleet at Rathmullan, 18 July 2009.

Jack Wolfe and Wallace Clarke.



The Azores Rally
Irish Cruising Club and Royal Cruising Club: 17th- 29th July 2009

Peter Ronaldson

The idea of having a rally to the Azores in partnership with
the Royal Cruising Club was first suggested by Cormac

McHenry and the late Anthony Browne about three years ago,
when they were Commodores of their respective Clubs. Sadly
Anthony did not live to see the idea become a reality. The RCC
has a long history of organising gatherings on far distant shores,
but for the ICC this would be somewhat of a leap in the dark
being the first time that the Club would be involved in an event
which required an ocean passage of more than a thousand
miles, just to get to the first party!

The considerable time commitment to cover the distances
involved, and take part in all the events, necessarily limited the
number of potential participants, but we hoped that the very
fact that a rally was being organised would encourage some
members, who would not normally consider making an ocean
passage, to make a special effort to attend. This indeed turned
out to be the case, with the ICC fleet being made up of a
mixture of hardened long-distance voyagers and newcomers to
ocean passage-making. In the end fourteen ICC boats and nine
from the RCC indicated a firm intention to take part, but
unfortunately Alan Leonard was forced to withdraw at the last
minute, leaving a fleet of 22, not all of which attended every
event. All regions of the ICC were represented in the fleet, with
five from the South, three each from the North and the East and
two from the West. At the end of the cruise everyone who took
part agreed that it had been a resounding and most enjoyable
success, and the various logs which appear elsewhere in the
Annual provide an interesting insight into various crews"
experiences. A full list of those boats which took part appears at
the end of this note.

The organisation of an event more than a thousand miles
away and involving two clubs provided a considerable
challenge, but we were fortunate that David Whitehead volun-
teered to look after the ICC side of things, with Paul Heiney
representing the RCC. The Clubs owe them both a great debt of
gratitude for the effort they put into making the rally such a
success, so it was particularly disappointing that illness
prevented David from attending to enjoy the fruits of his
labour. The Port Authority for the Azores went out of their way
to ensure that we were made most welcome everywhere we
went, and their International Liaison and Marketing Manager,
Carla Cook, looked after all the arrangements for our functions
ashore, and our berthing in each marina. She was, despite her
diminutive appearance, a tower of strength when it came to
making sure that everything ran smoothly, and thanks to her
efforts we also learned much about the history, culture and
traditions of the islands as well as seeing at first hand their
spectacular natural beauty.

Generally speaking, the RCC ran the parties at the beginning
of the cruise on Sao Miguel, while the ICC ran those at the end
in Angra do Heroismo on Terceira. The only other organised
events took place on Santa Maria, which had been visited by Ed
Wheeler on his way home from West Africa last year, and
where he received such an outstandingly warm welcome that he
insisted that the island should be included in our Rally. He was

absolutely right, and indeed for many participants the time
spent on Santa Maria turned out to be the highlight of the whole
Cruise. The spacing of the "official" club events left plenty of
time to explore the other islands in the archipelago, with Horta
on Faial proving most popular, to enable first timers to leave
their mark on the harbour walls, and old hands to refresh
previous efforts, and of course sample the delights of Peter’s
Bar which has changed little over the years. Needless to say
throughout the cruise many impromptu parties developed
throughout the fleet, enabling the Clubs to mix together and get
to know each other better.

Five of the ICC boats opted to sail directly from Ireland to
the Azores, and all experienced fairly foul weather at some
stage or other. Strong headwinds were the order of the day even
when approaching the islands, when they might have expected
more gentle conditions. Most reported scary experiences, none
more frightening than Pure Magic’s close encounter with an
almost submerged container which they didn’t see until it was
astern! Seven ICC boats came via Spain or Portugal, but they
also often experienced uncomfortable headwinds on the
passage out to the islands. The only ICC participant who
reported an easy, quiet, sunny and enjoyable passage was
Cormac McHenry in Island L~fe, who had the good sense to
arrive from the Canaries via Madeira! On arrival in the islands
we were all pleasantly surprised by the ease with which all the
entry formalities were completed. In the past entry and
departure formalities in Portugal were time consuming and
tedious, and while all the controls still exist they are now
handled quickly and efficiently by friendly and polite officials.

The most dramatic and unusual passage to the islands was
undoubtedly made by RCC member Mervyn Wheatley on
Tamarind, who started by taking part in the Single-handed
Transatlantic Race from Plymouth to Newport RI, in which he
won his class and came second overall. He then sailed single-
handed from Newport to the Azores, arriving in time for the
first party! Not surprisingly Mervyn won the joint RCC/ICC
award for the most meritorious passage to the Rally. We were
particularly delighted that Paddy O’Sullivan and Anne Kenny
were able to join the rally by chartering a boat in Portugal. They
arrived in Ponta Delgada in time for the opening reception, but
unfortunately had to leave after the parties on Santa Maria.
They were the popular recipients of the prize for the most
meritorious passage to the rally by ICC members.

By the time the Opening Reception was held by the RCC on
17th July many of the ICC crews had been in Ponta Delgada for

a few days, and had found their way round the local hostelries,
including one in which you cooked your own meat at your table
on a piping hot stone slab. Its potential as a party venue was
obvious, and Evie used her Portuguese skills (which proved to
be very useful throughout the Rally) to persuade the manager
(who had no English) to reserve most of the restaurant for a
party, following the Opening Reception. This Reception was
generously supported by the Azorean Port Authority, and held
on the quayside outside a bar at the marina, where the local
wine flowed freely, there was plenty of finger food, and we
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were entertained to a fine display of traditional Azorean music
and dancing. Nigel Wollen, Commodore of the RCC,
welcomed us all to the rally and he and many others soon
joined in the dancing. About sixty of us from both Clubs
repaired to the restaurant, and enjoyed a good noisy meal which
inevitably ended with (mostly Irish) music and song, which
rendered the professional musician redundant and brought a
smile to the bar manager’s face.

The following day the RCC arranged for us to be taken on a
guided coach tour of the spectacular eastern end of Sao Miguek
visiting the ancient capital of the island, Vila Franca do Campo,
and viewing from the shore Ilheu da Vila, an island formed by
an almost drowned miniature volcanic peak, with a crater
flooded by the sea making a perfect natural swimming pool. We
toured the dramatic Vale das Furnas, with its sulphurous
steaming fumaroles, and were eventually left to our own devices
to find lunch in the village of Furnas. Needless to say "lunch"
meant different things to different people, and it was with some
difficulty that we were gathered together tbr a tour of the Parque
Terra Nostra with its lush tropical gardens and warm yellow
lake, into which some brave souls plunged without any obvious
ill effects. In the evening the RCC arranged an evening of
typical Azorean food and wine at the very rural White Horse
restaurant, in the village of Santa Barbara on the north coast,
which involved another coach trip along roads and through
villages unchanged since the days of the horse and cart, and
totally unsuited to modern traffic. Thankfully our drivers were
skilful enough to avoid most of the overhanging roofs and
balconies, and ensure our safe arrival. The meal was an
interesting experience with the content of many of the dishes
remaining a mystery, but it was, however, most enjoyable and
gave us another opportunity to meet and mix with the members
of our sister Club. The return journey to Ponta Delgada was
relaxed and painless and so ended the first part of the Rally.

Over the next day or so the fleet sailed to Santa Maria, which
is the most southerly and easterly of the islands, and which
until recently was rarely visited by cruising sailors. For many
of us the sail from Sao Miguel was the first time we had the
wind abeam since leaving Ireland, and spinnakers and cruising
chutes even made an appearance. The welcome we received in
Santa Maria was simply outstanding. The marina at Vila do
Porto is new, and the islanders were keen to show it off to us -
they had never hosted any sort of cruising rally before and the
whole community, local council, yacht club, tourist board, and
port authority, bent over backwards to make our visit
memorable for all the fight reasons. They even gave us free
berthing while we were there. The harbourmaster, the ever
cheerful Armando Suares, could not have been more helpful -
not only had he cleared the whole central pontoon of the marina
for us but he had also allocated each boat its berth in advance,
so that we all knew exactly where to go, and in addition he
arranged for all the paperwork to be completed quickly on
board each boat by a polite and cheerful young policeman.
When all the support facilities are in place this marina, while
not very large, will be one of the best in the Azores from the
point of view of comfort and security both afloat and ashore.

On Tuesday 21st July the formal events started when we
gathered at the Clube Naval by the marina, and watched an
absolutely mesmerising and outstanding display of drumming
by the Bei-ja-Tum, a local group of about twentyfive young
people - mostly long haired girls dressed in white swirling
skirts, who created an amazing and fascinating spectacle as they
moved and swayed to the infectious rhythms. The group played
for about fortyfive minutes and received rapturous applause -
for many members this was the highlight of the whole Rally! An
excellent and prolonged lunch provided by the Clube Naval
followed, with plenty of local wine, after which we exchanged

gifts with the Mayoress of Vila do Porto, the Presidente of the
Clube Naval. and the Harbourmaster. I thanked everyone for the
marvellous welcome we had received, and Evie made a short
speech of thanks in Portuguese, which was greatly appreciated
by the Islanders, most of whom spoke no English. We also took
this opportunity to present Mervyn Wheatley with his trophy, as
he would be unable to attend the final party, and I was even
presented with a birthday cake by the Club. A local group of
folk musicians, singing and playing traditional twelve and
sixteen string guitars, then entertained us and accompanied a
display of traditional Azorean costumes worn for different
purposes, and explained for us in English by Carla - we were
even encouraged to dance with the ’models’ afterwards.

Heads were still a bit fragile when we gathered the next
morning, for a tour of the island provided for us by the Council
of Santa Maria. This turned out to be a wonderful opportunity
to see the outstanding scenery of the island which is quite
different from Sao Miguel. Some hardy souls went swimming
off the almost deserted beach at Baia do Praia, while others had
a dip at Sao Lourenco, where every scrap of fertile land has
been terraced and divided up into tiny patches, surrounded by
pumice stone walls which act both as windbreaks and heat
stores for the vines. We called at the tiny Chapel at Baia dos
Anjos, where Columbus landed on his way back from America
in 1493, and passed the huge airport built by the Allies during
WW2 despite Portugal’s neutrality. We were back at the Clube
Naval by lunchtime, where another huge spread awaited us -
for a modest charge of t~10 - and to our pleasant surprise the
Mayoress returned and presented each Skipper with a selection
of the Island’s produce, and a souvenir in the form of a
miniature version of the unique chimney found on every house
on Santa Maria. This was the last formal gathering before the
final functions of the cruise a week later, and gradually we
reluctantly tore ourselves away from Santa Maria, with nothing
but the best memories of the wonderful welcome we had
received from its friendly people.

The fleet dispersed among the other islands as they wished -
most seemed to end up in Horta on Faial at some time - and
gathered together again at Angra do Heroismo on Terceira in
time for the final parties on 29th July. Once again the marina
staff were most helpful, despite the fact that we were "double
booked" with an inter-island racing fleet. Unfortunately some
of the berths, particularly those occupied by larger boats near
the entrance, were subject to a considerable scend and were
decidedly uncomfortable. Angra turned out to be another
excellent venue on another most interesting island, and many
members hired cars, taxis, and minibuses to visit the many
interesting features of the island, ranging from caves to ancient
fortresses to lush green countryside. The city of Angra itself is a
World Heritage site, and boasts many fine, well-maintained and
colourful traditional buildings on narrow cobbled streets. It is
hard to believe that it was struck by a severe earthquake as
recently as 1980, which damaged three quarters of its buildings.

On Tuesday 28th July Evie and I held a very informal Bucks
Fizz and nibbles party on board Faustina ll and Island Life,
whose owners, John and Ann Clementson and Cormac and
Barbara McHenry, generously but probably unwisely allowed
their boats to be used for the gathering. We invited the crews of
all the Rally boats in the marina, and I have no idea how many
people came - suffice to say that the noise level was high and
not only were the two boats well down on their marks but the
adjacent pontoons were in danger of sinking. We were
delighted to entertain Carla, her husband Frederico and baby
son David at the party, and thankfully no one fell in, before
many members of both clubs adjourned to a nearby hotel for
yet another convivial dinner.

Wednesday 29th was the final day of the rally and the
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celebrations began with a reception on the quayside, hosted by
the marina management, and to which the racing crews were
also invited. Plenty of local wine and finger food put everyone
in good form for the final party, which began on the terrace
outside the Aquaemotion Restaurant beside the marina, with
some outstandingly good traditional Terceiran music and song,
performed by a well-known and very prol.essional group who
chose to play for us, rather than a more prestigious event
elsewhere that night. It was most enjoyable and lasted for
nearly an hour, with Carla explaining the meaning of the songs
and significance of the music in local folklore. We eventually
went into the restaurant, where an enormous spread awaited us.
It was all locally produced, prepared using traditional methods,
and was delicious, with copious amounts of Azorean wine to
accompany it. We all ate and drank heartily, and the new
friendships made during the past few weeks were cemented in
typical cruising club ways. Our guests included Carlos
Adalberto Silva, the President of the Azores Port Authority and
his wife, and of course Carla Cook who contributed so much to
the smooth running of the Rally, and who brought the Islands to
lil.e for us all. They both proved to be cheerful, helpful and
generous friends throughout the event. Mike Gill, representing
the Commodore of the RCC, and l thanked everyone inw)lved;
we were presented with mementos of the occasion by Carlos
and also by the City of Agra and the evening ended with the
odd song or two and a lot of very contented people.

And that was it! After years of planning and preparation it
was all over, and everyone made their various ways to their
home ports in Ireland. the UK and mainland Europe, mostly
enjoying better conditions than on the way out. The rally was
undoubtedly a success, encouraging more than twenty boats to
make the effort to make the long passage to the Azores. It
brought together members of two of the most importan!
Cruising Clubs and created friendships that will surely last. We
are all most grateful to David Whitehead and to Paul Heiney for

their work in setting it all up, and of course to everyone in the
Azores, especially Carla, for helping to make our visit to their
beautiful islands so memorable. Finally I must finish on a more
personal note by thanking John and Ann Clementson most
sincerely for inviting Erie and me to join Faustina II on the
cruise - although I must admit there were times during some of
the dark, wet and windy nights on the outward passage that I
wondered if it was such a good idea!

The following yachts attended the rally:

A Lady Stephen & Aileen Hyde ICC
Diva Maria John & Flavia Philips RCC
Ear to Eternity Peter Whatley RCC
Faustina II John & Ann Clementson ICC
Fidget Martin & Suzanne Read RCC
Genesis (~fDrumbuoy lan & Helen Morrow ICC
Ishmd Li[e Cormac & Barbara McHenry ICC
Jessamv Roddy lnnes RCC
Nyaminyami II Francis & Karen Williams RCC
Pastime Anthony & Julia Wells RCC
Pennypincher Alan & Penny Spriggs RCC
Pure Magic Peter & Beverly Killen ICC
Quicksih,er Mike & Hilde Gill RCC
Rosemarie of’Cuan Terry & Maureen Anderson ICC
Saoirse of Cork Colin Hayes ICC
Shady Maid Frank Ranalow ICC
Shelduck Neil Hegarty ICC
Sueste l Paddy O’Sullivan & Anne Kenny ICC
Tamarind Mervyn & Penny Wheatley RCC
7~lra Bob & Bairbre Stewart ICC
Toirse II Richard Cudmore ICC
Yoshi Dan & Jill Cross ICC

John Clementson l~austina ll’s adventure this year
,L was the voyage to the Azoreswrites of a voyage and back - and of the six weeks

to the Azores and spent there, two of them were on

back the RCC/ICC Rally, no doubt
fully described elsewhere in this
issue.

With a crew of five, including nay wit.e Ann (ICC), and our
Commodore, Peter Ronaldson, and two friends from the
Newtownards SC, we went from Portaferry to Kinsale in
easy stages. However the 1150 mile voyage from Kinsale to
Ponta Delgada on San Miguel was as rough as that of many
of the other yachts that went. We got an awful thrashing
(’character forming’) and were very content to heave-to for
many meals and t~k~r two whole nights -just to get some rest.
We never had the wind abaft the beam - ever. However the
Azores made up for it. They are wonderfully attractive
islands - well-bred cattle in lush green fields, surrounded by
hydrangeas and other flowers; volcanoes, hot springs,
friendly people - and quite reasonable warm weather. We
heartily recommend the islands for a holiday. From a sailing
point of view the only problem is that the nine islands extend
over 400 miles from east to west, so that it can take some
time to ’pop over" to another island!

We much enjoyed the Rally, meeting not only fellow club
members but also members of the RCC, and many kind and
friendly locals! The arranged events were all great fun and
convivial - and we will remember the lively young drummers
of Santa Maria for many a year. As we bad our Commodore

and Erie on board, we found ourselves in the thick of events,
helping to make up for the sad absence of our club’s
organiser, David Whitehead - especially for the ICC-
sponsored events in Angra do Heroismo on Terceira, that
brought the Rally to a close.

Outside the immediate events of the Rally we visited
Faial, where we renewed the painting on the harbour wall
that we had done on our first visit to Horta, en-route home
from Bermuda in 2002. Later Ann and I, now alone, visited
Graciosa and Pico, from where we sent reports on the new
marinas to the RCC Pilotage Foundation. The Azores have
become increasingly yacht-friendly; even the formalities,
which are still excessive by EU standards, are conducted in
the most friendly and understanding way. We went whale-
watching south of Pico and saw 23 whales. We hired a car in
San Miguel and toured that fascinating and attractive island.
Elsewhere we took a taxi or went by bus, we walked and
explored, and ate-out well. The local speciality of cooking
your own steak on a piece of extremely hot lava rock at your
place at table, would probably make our H&S people go into
a decline - but it was always excellent.

Ann flew home, and Alan Bell (ICC) joined ship to help
me sail home. We had a good passage with mostly modest,
but some strong, winds, which were usually on the beam. Our
second gale arrived just as we snuck into Kilmore Quay
(’to buy bread’) before we made a fast passage up the east
coast back to Strangford Lough. Faustina had been away for
nine weeks, from 27 June until 29 August, and voyaged about
3500 miles.
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Shelduck in the Azores

Neil Hegarty

Shelduck was bought new by Angela and me
when we retired in 2003. A lump sum was

invested in a boat rather than bank shares which
financial advisors had recommended (how
lucky!). Our previous boat, Beagle, a David
Thomas designed 28 foot Impala O.O.D.,
completed from a kit in 1978, was traded in to
Donal McClement (ICC) at Crosshaven
Boatyard. Shelduck, an early new-design
Dufour 34 was delivered in time for retirement
day. I ordered the short rig and deep lead keel
for comfort at sea.

Cruising from 2003 to 2007 was in home
waters, UK and northern France, and in 2008
ventured further afield. In June 2008 SheMuck
sailed to Baiona, Galicia. On this passage
Shelduck encountered a force 9 gale south of the
Fastnet, for which the Round Ireland start was
delayed. No problem for Shelduck. Angela flew
from Cork to join in Baiona where we had
intended spending six weeks cruising Galicia.
After four days on board at A Pobra do
Carminal in the Ria de Arosa, Angela felt very
unwell and had to go to hospital. She spent two
weeks in the Hospital do Barbanza, Galicia
where she underwent many tests. We moved Shelduck back to
Baiona overnight while Angela slept, and, returned to Ireland
by air where Angela spent two weeks in the Mater Hospital,
Dublin. We then travelled back to Cork where Angela spent her
last two weeks in Bon Secours Hospital, Cork surrounded by

Shelduck in Vila da Porto marina.

-.--- l F#.ci’ll

Wendy painting in Horta.

all of her family. Angela died on 18th August 2008. My son
Paul (ICC), returned with me to Baiona to lay Shelduck up in
December.

Late April 2009 - the cruise to the ICC Rally in

the Azores

In April 2009 I cruised in Galicia,
retracing Angela’s last weeks in
Spain, then by stages brought
Shelduck to Cascais, ready for
further passages to the Azores in
early July.

Old friends Bernadette and
Richard, who were with us for the
1979 ICC cruise, joined Shelduck
for a week in the Ria de Arosa,
followed by my sister Barbara, her
husband Fergus, and their friend
Peter who spent a week cruising
back to Baiona. I returned to Cork
for ten days and rejoined Shelduck
for a leisurely cruise to Lisbon,
with son Tom, his wife Julie, and
another old friend Bertie. SheMuck
was then left at the excellent
Oeiras marina while I attended a
wedding in Sicily.

On July 3rd Brendan and his
wife Gabby, who came for a few
days, joined me on Shelduck and
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we motor-sailed in light winds m Cascais to await Paul’s arrival
on the 7th.

To the Azores: Cascais to Ponta Delgada
We left Cascais for the Azores at 14.00 on the 8th July. The first
day was a very fast and lumpy reach out of Cascais during
which Brendan and Paul got their sea legs. With just three on
board, watches were two hours on and four hours off, so each
was alone on deck while the other two rested. On my watch, I
saw my first whale at sea; it drifted past nearby on the surface,
going in the opposite direction, and seemed to be asleep. Paul
and Brendan had to alter course to avoid Loggerhead turtles,
and pods of dolphins visited regularly, even during darkness.
The clarity of the stars and moon at night was memorable.

Brendan, (a computer expert on land) took it upon himself" to
understand all of the Raymarine navigation systems on the boat
during the passage and was able to give a technical shopping
list of things to address when we reached shore.

Shelduck arrived in Ponta Delgada at 22.00 on July 14th at
the end of five days on the wind. On berthing at the marina we
needed water and shore power, but there was torrential rain.
Paul briefly considered the wisdom of plugging in the shore
power in torrential rain while being soaked to the skin. Our
need outweighed the risk so he closed his eyes and pushed the
plug into the socket. Luckily no sparks flew! Paul and Brendan
and I enjoyed the hospitality of the Royal Cruising Club who
organised the opening ceremony, a trip to the east of the island
and a dinner in Sanla Barbara. During our five days in port we
also made repairs to Shelduck and enjoyed the marina fadlities,
which included restaurants, shops and outdoor swimming
facilities.

19 July, Ponta Deigada to Sao Miguel
The next change of crew took place in Ponta Delgada. After a
great sail in the Atlantic from Lisbon to Ponta Delgada, Paul
and Brendan were sad to have to leave Shelduck. They finished
small repairs including inspecting the mast, and ensured that
Shelduck was ship shape for her inter-island passages. My
daughter Patricia flew in from Cork in the morning and Birgit
and Wendy arrived from Berlin in the afternoon. Only minutes
after settling on board and getting heads instructions,, the crew
were served their first gin and tonic; the first of many more
over the next 2 weeks.

We then s~t down to enjoy dinner together. 1 had been

informed that Birgit was a vegetarian and so prepared a special
spicy seafood stew in place of the pork that I was serving the
carnivores on board. Toward the end of the meal Birgit politely
asked Wendy if she would like to eat the things "with eyes" and

passed the bowl across the table. This generated much
confusion and laughter from everyone on board. It was
explained that Birgit is not only vegetarian, but in fact she does
not eat anything that had - or ever has had - eyes.

With Wendy and Birgit settled in their bunks, they heard
bursts of laughter coming from the saloon. They discovered
next morning that 1 had scooped out all the eyes from the
special seafood stew and threw them overboard. When the job
was completed l proudly announced that there were now only
eight eyes on board!

20 July, Ponta Deigada, Sao Miguel, to Vila do
Porto, Santa Maria
The day started with re-fuelling, paying the port and taking on
some stores before casting off at 10.00. Birgit and Wendy
learned quickly that cast-off at 10.00 or 14.00 or 22.00 means
just that. Whether they were ready or not, the boat left! The
most pleasant example of this, later on in the trip, was pulling
out of the quaint Terceira port Angra de Heroismo to the tolling
of the church bells at high noon. P-u-n-c-t-u-ad. Even the
Berlin half of the crow were impressed!

Wendy started the day off by falling face first onto a lifeline
and had a small injury to prove it - a dark red vertical line on
the left cheek - plus 2 bruised and scraped knees that she didn’t
even notice. Wendy was not able to find her sea legs on the first
day at sea even though she had acupuncture armbands, homeo-
pathic pellets and was chewing ginger. I, ever patient, threw my
eyes to heaven as I watched the selection of remedies being
passed to Wendy and mumbled "’why don’t you just take some
pharmaceuticals: they work wonders. They may take the 20
minutes off your life but ~t least you can enjoy the trip." Upon
arrival in Santa Maria Wendy demanded pharmaceuticals,
which remained her remedy of choice for the rest of her time on
board. The skipper really went out of his way for ’Special
Wendy’. While some had to fight their way to, and in, the heads
in breaking waves (the other watch), the main is released to
bring the boat uptight for ’Special Wendy’.

Birgit took the wheel for her first lesson in steering, with
minimal instructions - "it’s just like driving a car." Her eyes
remained glued to the compass, but with the help of watch-
leader Patricia, she was able to lift her eyes from the crystal ball

by the end of the day. Patricia and Birgit, from then on simply
referred to as ’Crack Crew’, decided that they get a good
workout at the helm. With the wind at about force 5 and almost
2 metre waves, they think it’s a cross between Pilates and
balancing on the wobble board. Planning ahead, Patricia

donned her oilies, which effectively prevented the rain fore-
casted for 18.00 however she received a, not-so-soon-to-be-
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forgiven, double-soaking from ’Crack Crew’ watch-mate
Birgit, who had yet to complete the advanced wave technique
training.

On the trip many playful, jumping, porpoises and dolphins
approached from all angles and then frolicked off the bow.

Upon arrival in Vila do Porto, the all-female crew with male
skipper (envied by fellow sailors wondering how he pulled that
one off) did the "fender two-step" coming into the marina. The
crew tied four white fenders on the port side, two blue fenders
on starboard side, and then, just seconds before docking were
instructed to quickly untie everything and move the fenders
from one side to the other. At 18.00 the crew were requested to
eat only an apple, due to the then-imminent dinner. The crew
complied and headed up to the Club Naval for "a quick gin and
tonic" with crews of the other boats, over 20 in total from the
Irish and the Royal Cruising Clubs. Dinner finally arrived, the
crew eventually sitting down at 23.00. Pasta with pesto and
freshly grated parmesan never tasted so good.

On July 21st, Birgit and Wendy walked up the hill into town
to explore. They found the tiny grocery shop that they had been
warned about "stock up in Sao Miguel, because there isn’t
much on Santa Maria", a hardware and stationery shop and a
little further, surprise, a large grocery store that had everything.
Birgit met a man in a restaurant playing a guitar and figured
out, with some Spanish and many gestures, that he was
rehearsing for a concert with his daughters and three or four
others in a former convent the following evening. He invited
Shelduck’s crew. The Rally had an incredibly warm welcome
from the people of Santa Mafia. The island was found to be
delightfully undeveloped and a quiet place. At 17km long by
9.5km wide it has a population of 5,780. The marina of Vila do
Porto was small and not quite finished; fishermen used it as
well as visiting sailors. The ICC/RCC boats practically took
over the entire marina.

Lunch, prepared by the Islanders was fish grilled on three
large half-barrels, served on the terrace of the clubhouse. The
islanders also prepared a full cultural program, kicking off with
an amazing group of local young drummers. Everyone was
then treated to folk musicians, singing and playing the
traditional twelve and sixteen-string guitars, while watching a
fashion show of traditional dress. A small arts and crafts market
presented basketry, weaving, ceramics and jewellery made of
basalt.

After the lunch the crew started painting the marina wall
mural. The design was to include the two yachts from
Baltimore Sailing Club, Shelduck and Yoshi. Unlike at Horta,
where every inch of the marina walls are covered in paintings,
Santa Maria is just getting started with the same concept, so we
decided to do a "warm up" painting here.

Drinks took place on Pure Magic at 19.00 but Birgit and
Wendy, with help from Patricia were still working on the mural.
I represented Shelduck alone, after putting the chicken in the
oven. When walking back from the club the crew wondered
whether the roast chicken they smelled was theirs. Sure
enough, Patricia had to fight her way through the smoke to
reach the oven.

22 July, Vila do Porto, Santa Maria

Everyone met at the Club Naval at 09.00 for a bus tour of the
island, organised by the local people of Santa Maria. The bus
drove to the only white-sand beach on the islands, Praia
Formosa, formed 15 million years ago. Because the islands are
volcanic, all others have black sand. "20 minute stops"
included Maia, San Lorenzo, Santa Barbara, and Anjos where a
statue commemorates Columbus’s stop-over during a fierce
storm on his way back from America. Despite the pleading of
the friendly and very funny tour guide - "20 minutes, no time

for swimming, please"!! - some could not be stopped from
jumping into the ocean. The terraced hills of vineyards of Sao
Lourenco were extremely picturesque, divided into hundreds of
tiny two-metre square adjacent plots. They are separated by
black basalt stone walls providing protection from wind. We
learned that many houses in the villages are owned by locals
who had moved to the United States or Canada, and only came
back during the summer. In the winter months most towns are
literally deserted. Every village has a different colour of
window trim, and most typical of all are the big kitchen
chimneys. Returning to Vila do Porto we drove by the airport
that used to be an American military base. Surprisingly every-
where we went we hardly saw any other tourists. This really
gave this island the most authentic feel.

On returning to the marina at 14.30 another lunch feast was
provided at the Club Naval, followed by a gift exchange
ceremony and some karaoke. The crew went back to work on
the mural afterwards, before the next drinks party at 19.00, on
A l_ztdy/ We couldn’t stay very long, because the taxi was
waiting to take us up the hill to the concert at the former
convent. We arrived just in time to find that there was no
concert! Birgit was able to interpret from the three women
sitting in the courtyard that the best bet was to walk up to the
musician’s restaurant. There, in the back room, they were
delighted to find the two men playing Azorean guitars and three
young women singing Fado. The room was filled with locals
and we were lucky enough to get a table. After two songs, the
musicians packed up and the locals left. Hmmm... With a little
cajoling and pleading Birgit managed to talk them into playing
some more. They ordered some basic dinner to go with the
neon lighting and TV on the wall, and enjoyed their private
concert. The young women, who could have been no older than
15, had extremely strong and moving voices. The overall
experience was unique. Pleased, we walked back down the hill
after the concert to have the obligatory "quick drink" at the club
before turning in.

I kept checking the weather reports to decide on the optimal
time of departure for Horta. The trip to Horta was scheduled to
take 40 hours, and is just under 200 miles. This was a big
adventure for the crew members from Berlin as it includes
night-sailing, a first for them.

23-24 July, Vila do Porto, Santa Maria to Horta,

Faial

The crew were up early to put finishing touches to the wall.
Shelduck and Yoshi crews came by to take photos and everyone
was pleased with the results. I emailed my photos to Baltimore,
before casting off at 12.00 for the port of Horta on Faial. Crack
Crew took the first watch: four hours on, four off, watch
members alternating at the helm every hour. The sailing was
great. Wendy and I had the dog-watch (00.00 to 04.00). Wendy
was thrilled and relieved that the pharmaceutical patches
worked.

Crack Crew enjoyed the sunset, the stars, the milky way, and
the sunrise on their shifts, all the time kept company by
OSCAR (man overboard rescue sling) as a seat-back. Birgit
was unable to catch any of the dolphins or flying fish on her
camera. After yet another dry bread and cheese sandwich at
sunrise, Crack Crew had fantasies about breaking into the life
raft in search of chocolate.

In the afternoon, the first land was sighted - Pico! We sailed
along the island looking at the volcano for what seem to be -
and in fact was - hours on end! After a surprise 33 hours
instead of 40, we arrived in Horta on the evening of the 24th.
Too late for the reception office, we were instructed to dock at
the fuel berth for the night. Patricia’s fianc6 Patrick flew in
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Vineyards of Sao LaLirenco.

from Paris and was ready waiting on the dock! Being so
relaxed and tired; the crew weren’t sure what day it
was. As we thought we’d arrive much later, Patrick had
already checked into a hotel, so Patrick and Patricia
ended up spending the next few nights with the luxury
of their own bathroom!

25 July, Horta, Faial
In Horta the view from the marina is impressive, with
Pico.just four miles across the way. Birgit, Wendy and I
had breakfast at Peter’s Cafd Sport, before exploring the
town and finding a good spot for the mural. Compared
to Santa Maria, Horta is much more commercialised
although it’s still a quaint town. In the afternoon, while
Birgit was running back and forth to the lavandaria,
Wendy and Patricia started painting. Thanks to the
practice-run in Santa Maria, this mural was compleled
in .just one afternoon! I arranged some boat repairs, and
was told that two of the best places in the world to get
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yacht electronics fixed are Ponta
Delgada and Horta. That evening
we dined out.

26 July, Horta, Faial
Birgit organised a day-trip to
explore the southwest end the
island. After breakfast at Peter’s
bar a rental car was picked up, and
we started by driving to the
caldeira in the centre of the island.
We had to run quickly fi-om the car
to the edge to try to catch a glimpse
of the crater 400 metres below, as
the thick fog unfortunately made it
difficult to see anything. Next we
drove south, and then along the
coast toward the west of the island.
All were amazed by the amount of
hydrangeas growing in big hedges
lining the roads on both sides. On

Patricia, Birgit and Wendy on top of
the lighthouse.

the second stop we had a nice short
hike up Castelo Branco with great
views of the ocean and coast. A
little further on, we lk)und a mag-
nificent swimming area in Ponto
do Varadoum. Nestled in between
volcanic rocks are different pools
and areas to relax. The highlight
was the swimming area in the
ocean contained by natural rock
formations with only a buoyed

rope on one side.
We continued out to the

westernmost point of the island,
Ponta dos Capelinhos, which is
newly created land formed by

View of Pico seen from Praia do
Almoxarife.



volcanic eruptions in the late 1950s,
which added 3 kilometres to the island.
There is a very nicely designed museum
and visitor centre, explaining the history
and evolution of the Azorean archipelago.
Built underground, it leaves the natural
beauty of the surreal landscape
untouched. Although the first two storeys
of the lighthouse have been buried in ash
and rock, visitors can climb to the top for
a spectacular view. This is well worth a
visit!

Almost back in Horta, we drove up
Monte da Guia for a short stop,
overlooking the marina. Exhausted from
a long day, we went out to have a hot-
stone dinner near the marina. Another
fantastic day.

27 July, Horta, Faial
Patricia set out to find new shoes for me.
As I was busy with boat maintenance, the very nice
saleswoman let Patricia take one shoe to the boat for me to try
on - fitted like a glove. A few more boat repairs were
undertaken by the Raymarine technician; the autopilot was
repaired but we are advised that it is not really strong enough
for Atlantic conditions and should ideally be upgraded. Patrick,
one of three architects on-board, commented regularly on
interesting architecture, and Alvaro Siza buildings, although it

Battle Flag.

had been suggested to him that the
"B-Word" was not permitted during
his holiday (not business, but
building!)

Patricia and Patrick visited the
beautiful library and got more loads
of laundry done! Birgit and Wendy
decided against hiking up Pico with
the obligatory private guide for
�140 and opted to hike to the beach
on the other side of the mountain
near Horta. On top of the hill 3-4
old restored wooden windmills are
open for visitors, a contrast with
modern wind turbines on the other
side. Just as they were about to head
down to the beach, Patricia called
"the mural we just finished in Horta
is slipping off the wall". Yikes!
Slipping? Drooping’? Melting? It
didn’t sound good. Wendy and
Birgit decided to deal with it upon
return. They reached the black
sandy beach of Praia do Marina of Angra de Heroismo.

Drummers welome the Irish and Royal Cruising Clubs.

Almoxarife, with a panoramic view of Pico. This is a beautiful
beach with only about 20 people on it, and virtually no town: a
church, two restaurants, a bus stop, a couple of houses and a
public library hut fight on the beach. An incredible place to
swim and enjoy ice cream!

After the one and a half hour walk back to Horta (there is
only one bus in the evening) they stopped at the hardware shop
to buy varnish and then headed straight to the wall to assess the
situation. After completing the job we ran into each other at the
caf6 where I had just been documenting the mural. I told them
of a visit from the skipper of Jessam3, Roddy Innes, during the
afternoon, who confided in me that he had lost his wife after 45
years of marriage the year before. I told him that I, too, had lost
my wife after 45 years of marriage, within the past year. We
agreed that although we were sad, that we were both lucky
men, to have been with our wives for so many years.

That evening we enjoyed dinner aboard. Birgit decided to
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sleep in the cockpit under the stars, and Patrick and Patricia
came aboard so that cast-off for Terceira could be bright and
early.

28 July, Horta, Faial to Angra de Heroismo,
Terceira

All were up at 05.30 and we cast off at 06.00. The weather was
dull, with light wind most of the way to Terceira. Wendy and 1
were joined on our watch by the autopilot (Crack Crew have
asked that at this point it would be noted that all of their sailing
was done manually!) and motor-sailed nlost of the way.

The marina of Angra de Heroismo is charming. You sail into
a small cove with nice old colonial architecture in pastel
colours ringing the sides. We got in at about 18.00 with just
enough time to get cleaned up for the drinks party on Faustina
and Island LiJe. There were lots of people filling boats and
spilling onto the marina pontoon. Afterwards we found a great
restaurant on the street to the left of the church, where we
happily dined. On hearing music, we walked up to the main
town square after dinner, where we discovered a band playing
for a mainly local audience. The ambience was great; we joined
in, dancing under the stars and continuing with the gin t6nicos
prepared at a small kiosk. Back on board, we had a little
Cointreau in the special shot glasses, the only real glass
allowed on the boat. I played Angela’s favourite music for the
crew, Beethoven’s violin concerto. A wave of sadness came
over me - Angela should have been on this trip.

29 July, Angra de Heroismo, Terceira

A lazy day was had, exploring the town. It is very picturesque,
despite all the franchise shops, with nicely painted buildings,
some white with trims of various colours, some in light pastel
colours with black volcanic stone around doors and windows. I
took care of some shopping. Patricia bought a big bag of
M&Ms for the next Crack Crew watch! Later that afternoon,
we all gathered to get ready for the final event: a traditional
band singing and playing the sixteen-string guitars with
everyone enjoying drinks on the terrace of the club. After the
performance, all went into the clubhouse for final speeches, the
big buffet and prize giving. We wandered up to the town square
again for more dancing under the stars, but the rain that had
been threatening to fall for days finally came, and the
musicians packed up.

30 July, Angra de Heroismo, Terceira to Ponta

Delgada, Sao Miguel
The boat cast off as the church bells tolled at noon. Wendy and
I had the first watch, which started off with little wind, and then
picked up, giving us great, sunny, force 4, broad-reach, and
dolphins visited to add to the enjoyment. Crack Crew came on
watch and continued sailing in the same fashion, finally
enjoying M&Ms to the plimsoll line. The boat was way ahead
of schedule - due in at 08.00, she arrived at 02.00. This was
another truly amazing day.

31 July, Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel

Everybody slept in. I did the registration which took ahnost two
hours, because I had to go to harbourmaster, police, immigra-
tion, and customs, one after another. The afternoon was lovely.
I had already seen some of the island on my first stop here, and
recommended renting a taxi tot four hours, to drive to the
Furnas botanical garden and hot springs. On the way there we
drove through the base of a crater, now a lake, and stopped to
see boiling grey sulphur water bubbling up out of the earth.
There were also concrete pipe-lined pits where people put pots

with food, cover them with dirt and come back six hours later
to remove and serve. Natural ovens with strong sulphur smells.
We then drove up to the botanical gardens (Terra Nostra
Garden) in Furnas, for a lovely walk through the park,
culminating in a dip into the thermal pool by Patrick and
Wendy. The bathing suits were almost stained yellow! Mean-
while, Patricia and Birgit decided to enjoy a nice cup of tea at
the hotel nearby, where they expected Miss Marple to step into
the room at any moment. The drive back to the boat first
stopped at a mirador over the lake and then took the scenic
route back along the northern part of the island.

All enjoyed an excellent dinner, treated by Eleonore [Birgit’s
mother], at the London restaurant, and after dinner, I introduced
the crew to my very cool hangout - the bar on the marina that
changes wall and ceiling colours to the beat of the music. It was
drizzling as we walked back to Shelduck for the full Azores
crew’s last night together on board.

01 August, Ponta Deigada, Sao Miguel

After days of sunshine, the day was overcast, as if to announce
the Azores crew’s departure. Patrick and Patricia spent the
morning packing, and all gave Shelduck a good scrubbing
inside and out. Goodbye was said to the first half of the crew
who left for Cork at lunchtime. Saturday afternoons are quiet
here, as most shops are closed and streets are empty. Birgit and
Wendy stumbled upon the Museum of Sacred Art, and the
Jardim Jos6 do Canto that holds some amazing trees -
including a 167 year old rubber tree with roots over a metre tall
above ground.

Meanwhile, back on the boat, Gabriel arrived from Spain.
He was part of the crew that was to sail back to Portugal with
me in a few days time. After dinner, the four on board went
hunting all around town for the big plaza where an open air
Fado concert was supposed to start at 22.00. As we were about
to give up, we stumbled onto a busy square that was filled with
people, food stands and all kinds of music. The band had not
started: they kept everyone waiting in suspense tbr another
hour and a half. By the time they did start we were exhausted
and only stayed for a few songs, since Birgit and Wendy had to
get up at 05.00 for an early flight back to Frankfurt.

Ponta Delgada, Vila Franca do Campo, Cascais

Gabriel was joined first by Tom and then by Vincent for the trip
back to mainland Portugal. Gabriel, Tom and I took the
excellent trip to the western end of Sao Miguel in a Land Rover
and when Vincent arrived on August 4th, we sailed toVila
Franca so that new crew could easily visit the eastern end of the
island. All spent an afternoon swimming in the sea-flooded
caldera of the small island nearby, a unique and wonderful
place for a swim.

Shelduck left Vila Franca at 12.00 on August 6th and arrived
in Cascais a week later. The first half of the passage was in light
easterlys, the second half in northwesterlies force 4/5. Gabriel
went home to Madrid, Tom to Kinsale and Vincent and I took
Shelduck to the Tagus Yacht Center where she was lifted out for
a month (half the cost of letting her afloat on a marina). We
returned to Cork on 15th August.

Lisbon

I returned to the Tagus Yacht Center on the 15th September and
Shelduck was re-launched, and I took a short cruise with my
sister Jane and her sister-in-law Gay. Anne joined Shelduck in
early October at Cascais and cruised south to Sines and back to
Doca Belem Lisbon where Shelduck was lifted out for the
winter, and so ended her adventures for 2009.
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Eddie Nicholson
writes that "a rogue
fisherman is more
dangerous than a
rogue wave!"

T his is not a story about our
passage along the Moroccan

Coast but about how one local
Moroccan fisherman survives on
tourism.

Mollihawk’s Shadow departed
Lagos, Portugal, with a crew of
five (Dermot and Kevin
O’Morchoe, Mike Hodder, James

Moore and skipper Eddie Nicholson) en-route to Las Palmas
for the start of the ARC crossing 2008.

We chose to make our passage down along the Moroccan
coast rather than the more popular route through Madeira as
it presented more of a sailing challenge and gave us an
opportunity to see a part of the African coast which is
uniquely of Muslim faith.

The log states: 11/09/2008 having made land fall in
Mohommedia the previous day, at 01.00 we left our new-
found harbour and headed southwest for E1 Jadida.

As we approached the entrance of El Jadida, with the sun
shining and our blue spinnaker flying in the northerly breeze,
we were accompanied by a couple of small local fishing
boats. We followed them in, which eased my nerves
considerably as chart detail for this coast is poor at best (most
of our pilotage of this coastline was taken from fellow sailors
who had posted articles of their travels on the web).

A continuous stream of low-gunneled, small, fishing boats
arrived in behind us, packing themselves into the port, and
immediately selling their catch to the highest bidders, whose
fishmongers stalls were laid out for business on the pier
above.

We had arrived in a Muslim country during the month of
Ramadan, and this meant no food or drink from sun up to
sun-down, and no alcohol for thirty days! It is embraced by
all, and is an admirable endorsement of one’s faith, especially
for the fishermen who worked without shade all through the
day, in temperatures of 28-30°C.

Once ashore, and the customary paperwork complete -
including parting with one sailing hat, a packet of biscuits,
and coffee for the family! - we took a look around this rusty
looking port.

As we wandered around, from behind me I heard the
words ’blue balloon!’ I turned around I was met by a smiling
fisherman with an outstretched hand. As Mohammed
introduced himself to Kevin O’Morchoe and myself, he told
us he had been on one of the fishing boats that had passed us
on our approach, and he had seen our spinnaker in full flight.
He was keen to sell us fish, and it seemed much better to deal
with a friendly fisherman with good English, than being the
only white person in an over crowded fish market on the
other side of the pier!

A tuna to feed five hungry crewmembers was ordered and
arrived moments later. Mohammad insisted on filleting it for
us, and this was done as we sat watching on the pier. A blunt
knife was produced and sharpened by scraping it on the
ground, and a disused wooden pallet was to be the cutting
board! The flies circled around and an opportunistic cat tried
to pinch one of the tuna fillets, which resulted in a tug of war,
with Mohammed. When the job was finally complete the
knife was cleaned off with a spit and a rub on his trousers.
The fillets were dispatched to the boat for a thorough
cleaning and boiling before cooking!

Mohammed at this point insisted that if we wanted to
catch our own tuna we must have the correct lure, and he had
one he would sell us back at his house. Off we went, Kevin
and I following our guide through the narrow and winding
streets of AI Jadida, honoured, in a way, to be asked back to
his home.

His house consisted of one room and an outside annexed
bathroom. His fridge was a frozen bottle of water in a plastic
bag, which served to keep the other items cold. His mattress
on the floor was also his sofa, and this is where we were
directed to sit. A cup of local mint tea was offered and
accepted, even though he could not partake as the sun was
still up! As he poured the tea we watched in horror as the
knife reappeared to stir the pot! We both finished our drinks
in the knowledge that the ’deli-beli’ would soon be upon us!
As we left his home, Mohammed insisted all the crew meet
him for a drink after dinner. He took us to an international
hotel, where we as foreigners would be served beer. This
ended up being the other end of town!

On our way home he took me aside quietly, and he told me
he wanted me to give him a mobile phone! I was quite taken
aback and replied that we all needed our phones, but that I
would send him an old one when I got home. Not content
with that answer he pointed to a latenight newsagents and
said that if each of us put in t~5 a-piece we could buy him one
right now! At this stage it seemed to me the easiest option
was to agree to pay up £25 for a phone for Mohammed, and
be done with it! 1 handed him t~30 and immediately he told
me that on second thoughts he knew a man who would sell
him a better phone tomorrow and my £30 went into his
pocket!

After much head scratching on my part Mohammed bade
us goodnight, and farewell, but not before he made me a
promise on his dead grandmother’s soul that he would phone
me in the morning with his new mobile number. He said also
that all our friends were his friends and that if any ever
visited AI Jadida they would be welcome to stay with him.

For any of you who would like to contact Mohammed and
take him up on his offer, I have his address but I still await his
phone number!!

John Burke writes of ]~Tormally Hobo races round
the Hobo Six going 1 ~1 Dublin Bay with the Shipman

28 fleet. However once a year we
to the Opera try to go somewhere else in our

strong, almost classic, little boat.
This year it was north to Strangford Lough where I had last
been in the early 60s with Tom Sheppard in ’Greylag of
Arklow’. I remembered it as stunningly beautiful. Sadly the
intervening history of our Island had not encouraged further
visits. Now it was time to see it again.

! was delighted when the Northern Branch of the Irish
Cruising Club announced a rally in the Lough in mid-May.
Various obligations intervened however, and the best we
could do was to set out a week later on our own. Our four

joint owners agreed to participate, until someone spotted that
an opera was being staged in Castle Ward, a National Trust
property near Strangford. All wives and other crew rapidly
signed on, tickets were booked and accommodation reserved.
Hobo itself only sleeps three, or four at a pinch.

Richard Hooper, Paul Montgomery and I set out early
from Dun Laoghaire on Monday May 25th in light airs,
arriving at the mouth of Carlingford Lough at 14.00 as
planned, to take the tide up to the marina. In the meantime
our ladies had installed themselves in Ghan House in
Carlingford, a charming country-house hotel. They collected
us for a very good dinner in the Kingfisher Restaurant. We
had hoped to explore the Lough by boat, but the weather
militated against, so instead we wandered around this lovely
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historic town and its mediewil buildings. King John’s Castle
was, at one time, very important in controlling the crossing of
the Lottgh, and the old Abbey is worth a visit. Oysters at the
Carlingford Arms also deserve a mention, as does dinner at
Ghan House itself.

On Thursday we proceeded north on a fine offshore reach,
and bypassing Ardglass arrived at the entrance to Strangford
Narrows by the start of the flood. We had studied the detailed
charts, but were still apprehensive as we motored in through
a growing mist, and saw the speed over the ground pick up
until we were doing almost 12 knots over the ground, the
fastest that Hobo has ever known. We seemed to be in control
and our Garmin chart plotter agreed, until suddenly a rather
large object appeared straight in front of us. It was not on the
chart or the Garmin. It was a large round object with a
substantial bow wave and a hum of heavy machinery. We
missed it and carried on even more apprehensively. Then
spotting the new Portaferry Marina through the mist on the
north side of the Narrows, we noticed that there was room
and decided to turn in there rather than continue into the
Lough itself. It turned out to be an excellent facility at very
reasonable cost. We rapidly made it our HQ for the remainder
of the trip. The Portaferry Hotel nearby serves excellent fare.
Moreover the ferry to Strangford town goes every half hour,
and charged us nothing quoting an age exemption which they
felt might apply to us.

The large object in the centre of the narrows turned out to
be an experimental tidal electricity generator. In a boat one
has to be ready for everything.

On Friday the three mariners had intended to sail up the
Lough to the north, but found themselves in a thick and
heavy mist, while the rest of the country, so we were told on
our mobiles, basked in glorious sunshine. We did walk up the
north side of the Narrows, and by early afternoon the sun had
appeared. We motored out. and visited Ringhaddy Creek and

other places along the western shore of the Lough. It was
indeed as stunning as I remembered, the main difference
being that it was now full of rather fine yachts, against a
handful in those earlier days. The mist again descended, and
we were happy to have our Garmin, and the detailed chart,
with which to regain our marina berth.

In the meantime co-owner Harry Byrne had arrived as had
Hugh McCullough, Pippa Coughlin and Dave Keams, all
regulars on board. Twelve people in all, including five wives,
gathered at the Cuan hostelry in Strangford, before dispersing
to clean up and climb into the dinner jackets which had
arrived by car.

’Die Fledermaus’ by Strauss was lively and well
performed, in a large barn off the main courtyard of the great
house. In a tent off the courtyard, dinner and drinks were
served beforehand and during the interval. It was
Glynbourne, Northern Ireland style, and it was well done in
every respect.

On Sunday morning we visited the gardens at Mount
Stewart by car, following which, on a cahn and sunny
afternoon, a substantial ship’s company motored down to
Quoile Yacht Club at the southern tip of the Lough, and tied
up to their pontoon. We were made most welcome but the bar
was closed. I suspected that the Irish Cruising Club had
drunk them dry on the previous weekend. However Hobo did
have refreshments on board, including tea and a bag of ice for
other ingredients.

We dined together at the Cuan, which offers good food and
accommodation. Richard, Dave and l slept on board and on
Monday morning set out early for the long voyage home. We
had a short sail in light airs but ended up motoring without
incident.

In this mini-cruise we only visited two places, but both are
very special and both offer a most memorable experience by
land or sea.

Peter Fernie gives
his personal
thoughts on Tory
Island 2009

",’~]’o,’ds alone, no matter how
¥ ¥ finely woven, could never

give a true impression of the
rugged beauty of Tory, the
indomitable spirit of its people, or
their rich cultural inheritance.
Tory must be visited if one is even

to begin to understand why this remote crag, two and a half
miles long and three quarters of a mile wide, holds such an
attraction for its inhabitants that they, like their forebears,
endure the full fury of the North Atlantic winter for pleasure
and the privilege of living here in summer". (The Preamble to
the Tory Island website)

I have sailed up and down the west coat of Ireland over the
last 25 years. I have passed within sight of Tory several
times, but for one reason or another have never had time to
stop. This year David Whitehead invited me to join him and
John Bourke on Jovster to sail in a leisurely fashion from
Galway to the raily in Rathmullen. Thus, in spite of
unfavourable weather, we had the time and even the extended
time to visit and stay overnight in Tory.

So what did 1 enjoy about Tory Island after all these years
of anticipation’?

The relatively new quay in Carnusmore Bay is cluttered
on the south side with dinghies and RIBs, and a veritable
cat’s cradle of lines and warps. The quay is unusual for
county Donegal in that it is dirty, unkempt and untidy. The
ferry berth is a moving one - a local diversion involves telling
visiting boats they cannot berth at A, but can berth at B, two
metres along the quay. The initial informant is then replaced

by a second who says .... No, you cannot berth at B but at C
should be ok". You’ve guessed the rest. Both informants have
now disappeared, to be replaced by a third or fourth who
suggests you would be better off where you were initially.
Meanwhile two other visiting yachts have rafted up alongside
you and moving berths is now a major operation. Meanwhile
an audience of indigenes gathers to watch the entertainment.
Be quite clear: visitors are only just tolerated on the quay.

The smart new hotel sells a good pint, but despite the
awards on the wall citing gold medals and various awards for
catering, they do not run to even the archetypical "hang
sangwich". To eat you have to walk about 1 km to a cafe
which is more than adequate but doesn’t serve pints. So pints
or food - the choice is yours.

However, the short walk westward to the cafe is
illustrative of the island as a whole. While there are well-kept
areas, the fields are left to tares and nettles, the walls are
crumbling and shuttered unpainted buildings add to the
unmistakable air of dereliction. No hay seems to be saved; no
farm husbandry of any kind is apparent. The much vaunted
artists’ galleries were closed. The culture of state dependency
seemed complete.

After a good evening meal in the cafe we joined a group in
the hotel for a last pint or two. We listened as a prominent
local expounded on the deficiencies of Tory, which could be
solved simply by more government money and a much larger
ferry to bring more tourists. Such was the endless whining
monologue that we had the one pint and retired to the boat
early. An unusual occurrence. Sadly, Tory Island was a
disappointment. It could be so much better.
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Peloponnese pottering

John Banim

Having been delayed for a couple of years in my retirement
plans, I decided that buying a boat already in Greece made

more sense than refitting my long-serving La REveuse for
Mediterranean use. The upshot was the purchase of Clio a
Jeanneau Attalia 32 sloop in Corfu early in 2008. I was then
able to go sailing in late August 2008 a few weeks after
retirement. As with all ’new’ boats, Clio needed some attention,
however a week’s work sufficed to put her in seaworthy
condition. A gentle cruise of some two months followed
through the Ionian, much of it single-handed, along the length
of the Gulf of Corinth and back again to Corfu, calling at some
30 ports and anchorages. However I did not realise that the ICC
log cut-off date for 2008 was 15th October until after I got back
to Corfu on October 24th.

And so to 2009.

Corfu to Katakolon
Being one of those who prefer moderate heat and less-crowded
harbours, I avoid the July/August period. To start the 2009
season I flew via London and Athens to Corfu overnight on
March 22nd and at 06.30 arrived aboard Clio, which was on the
hard at the Grammenos Yard, just north of the Old Port. I was
very ready for some sleep. A week’s work put Clio into good
order with her domestic battery capacity tripled, a new mains
charger fitted and solar panels positioned on top of the bimini
sufficient to run the fridge. Oh joy! Cold beer in prospect!
Launching was on the inauspicious day of April Ist and the
engine, having been test-started on the hard beforehand, was
unobliging by refusing to start as Clio floated from the
launching cradle. Rapid anchoring, followed by a quick cross-
connect of the new domestic batteries, solved that problem, and
I proceeded to Gouvia Marina to wash down, water and fuel.
The marina office, excelled itself by informing me that ’High
Season’ began on April 1st and it would be �42 for a 10 metre
boat, and thank you, for the privilege of my custom! High
season indeed, with marina water shut off for repairs for much
of the day, the fuelling station without fuel, swimming pool
empty and most facilities on a phone-request-only basis.

Feeling a little stung I departed next day for Mandraki, the
Corfu SC harbour which is very attractively set below the Old
Fortress at Corfu Town. Although somewhat affected by the
wash of passing ferries, it is a convenient and convivial spot, at
about half the cost of Gouvia. The local conservatoire is located
in the fortress, and one is treated sometimes to wonderful arias
and instrumental recitals, by the students, interspersed with less
enthralling repetitive scales and stuff...you take your chances!
The chandleries in the Old Port are well stocked and prices are
moderate compared with those at Gouvia.

Having replaced the engine battery and fuelled up, on April
4th I left, single-handed, for Plateria on the mainland, some 19
miles away. Winds were light necessitating motoring all the
way except for the last hour, when I unfurled the genoa to take
advantage of the strengthening northwester. On the way a
strange ferry with an identical bow and stern passed me, truly a
Janus ship. Plateria was full of over-wintering boats, many with

long-lines which blocked access to adjoining berths, but
eventually I found a suitable berth, after an abortive attempt
when my Bruce anchor failed to ’self-launch’.

Next port was Gaios on Paxos. I had been there the previous
August, when it was full of Italian motorboats, and I had ended
up moored alongside an anchored derelict yacht in the outer
harbour. This time, it was different; there were only two
visiting yachts and I moored on the quay close to the square. I
stayed for two days, still fitting-out, and on the second night
was the only cruising yacht there. Local services were much
curtailed; many shops were closed and only two tavernas were
open.

I slipped out of Gaios at 09.15 on April 7th heading for
Levkas town, 33 miles away. While leaving the harbour the
autopilot went dead as I was taking in fenders. I quickly
anchored and investigated, as I did not fancy six or seven hours
helming. Fortunately a duff connection was found within a few
minutes, probably caused by engine vibration, and was speedily
fixed. I got underway again and motored into a gentle south-
easterly, right on the nose. At I 1.00 1 had to alter course to clear
a slow moving merchant ship. At 14.00 the breeze had veered
into a southwesterly force 3 and I set the main and genoa. I had
the usual difficulty in identifying the sandy spit that protects the
northern entrance to the Levkas canal, but eventually found it. I
reached the floating bridge just five minutes before the 16.00
opening. Twenty minutes later Clio anchored in Levkas
harbour. As I intended to stay for a few days I did not feel that
the marina (a sister-one of Gouvia) was worth it.

Over the next few days I completed a number of jobs aboard,
including a complete check of the autopilot wiring. Joe and
Robin Charlton of CYS Chandlery were very helpful in
sourcing Volvo engine spares inter-alia. I decided to replace the
Bruce bow-anchor with a new Delta that would self-launch.
The Bruce then became the stern anchor while the older rather
rusty Danforth went into reserve in the bilge beneath the
skipper’s bunk. I hired a scooter and toured the northern part of
the island. Spring was in the air with blossom everywhere but
most places were still in winter mode with few facilities and
almost no tourists.

Refuelled, stored, watered and recharged, I departed Letkas
Town on April 10th and proceeded south down the Canal,
bound for Astakos. Not many yachts were seen as I exited the
Canal and headed towards Mitika. Having received a Navtex
forecast of east-southeast force 7 overnight, l decided that
Astakos would be too exposed and Kalamos offered better
shelter. Kalamos proved delightful although most tavernas
were closed. An umbrella’d cafe on the quay provided nicely
cold beer, and research in the hilly village above revealed an
open taverna. Overnight the predicted easterly developed but
only to a force 5. The breeze backed to the north early in the
morning and provided a cracking sail down to Ak Tourkovigla.
Further backing allowed me to round the cape, and to sail
close-hauled up to Astakos.

Astakos proved to be a pleasant mainland town which lives
on agriculture and fishing. The quay is close to all facilities,
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Clio at Gaios. Photo: John Banim

and Athens is a 5 hours 30 minutes bus journey away, via the
amazing Rion Bridge and the fast road along the northern shore
of the Peloponnese and over tile Corinth Canal. Cruising boats
are infrequent visitors to Astakos in April, and local people
were friendly and helpful. Over the next few days 1 completed a
few more projects aboard while awaiting the arrival of crew,
Emily Bond, from Dublin, on April 14th.

Greek Easter being a week later than at home this year, we
decided, after taking advice, to spend it in Fiskardho on
Kefallinia. We departed Astakos early on April 16th and sailed
to Fiskardho. via Kalamos. Spring was well advanced in the
islands and heavier than usual winter rainfall had made them
more verdant. Fiskardho was a blaze of colour, the multi-
coloured buildings entwined in flowering shrubs. Easter is the
most important Greek Orthodox festival, more important than
Christmas. It is a family time in Greece and Greeks travel if
possible to their home place. Fiskardho was no exception, and
the streets and cafes were thronged. Most of the inhabitants
seemed to take part in the Good Friday procession through the
streets. The main Easter ceremony took place in the hilltop
church on Saturday night. As soon as the Easter fire was lit at
midnight, fireworks exploded, rockets lit the sky and bells
pealed. We had been invited by the local supermarket owner to
Easter lunch. This was held on the quays,de outside his shop,
and from early in the morning a lamb was spit-roasted on
charcoal on the quays,de. His family, friends, customers and
strangers like ourselves came and went all afternoon. The lamb
was memorable and the wine flowed... !

On April 20th we left Fiskardho for Nidri. After a lunch stop
between N. Thilia and the western side of Meganisi, we arrived
in a fresh afternoon breeze. Two attempts at anchoring were
necessary before we could relax at the Nidri quays,de. Nidri
was in a mess, as the main street was in course of pipe-laying
and resurfacing, and alternated between being a dust bowl and
mud bath depending on how recently it had rained. 1 celebrated
a significant birthday with a memorable meal at Nick the
Greek’s with cruising friends, and later aboard a nearby yacht,
Arriba, a comfortable Moody 425.

Keen to explore mainland poris we left on April 22nd for
Paleros, a small town to the northeast of Nidri. Close by is the
large Sunsail complex of Vounaki. Paleros has a fine harbour
and we moored stern-to on the inside of the floating pontoon.

We dined later at the Dionysius taverna, in company with
friends from Nidri. Co-owner Sylvie is a German married to a
Greek and proved herself to be an excellent cook. When we
went to leave next day we found the anchor lbuled on a heavy
bottom chain. An Odysseus fllotilla skipper kindly dived,
unasked, and freed it and we were much relieved.

Next port was Vathi on Meganisi. I found it much improved
in terms of shelter, with a new breakwater. Marina-style card-
operated electricity and water pedestals have also been installed
on the quay side, which enabled us to charge everything and fill
tanks. Tokens are t77 in the local shop. I was delighted when a
French sister-ship of Clio arrived alongside. She was Arminel
of St Nazaire. Owned by a couple, Henri and Nicole, in their
late seventies, she had been in their ownership for much of her
life. They had cruised her around the coasts of Britain and
h’eland over the years and more recently into the Mediterranean
via Gibraltar. It was interesting to contrast the way in which the
sister ships had been changed and developed over the years.
Arminel even boasted an electronic piano, on which Nicole
charmed nearby boats with gentle renditions of Chopin and
Beethoven! I was interested in the second head-stay which
Henri had installed less than 500ram behind the usual one
which has roller furling. He keeps a heavy-weight blade
headsail permanently hanked on, and bagged on deck. It
provides much improved beating ability in heavier breezes and
a storm jib can be hanked on in extremis. The only disadvan-
tage seems to be that that the regular furling genoa has to be
rolled at every tack but he felt that this mattered little in
cruising mode.

Leaving Vathi on April 25th we rounded Meganisi clockwise
and sailed for Kioni on Ithaca. Kioni was very empty and we
found only one shop and taverna open. The weather had
improved and become warm and it was beginning to feel like
the real Greece.

The next day was also fair, and with a light west-south-
westerly wind forecast it was the ideal day to leave for
Messolonghi at the entrance to the Gulf of Corinth. Six and a
half hours of motor-sailing against a light southeasterly, as it
turned out to be, saw us secured alongside in Messolonghi. We
found that change was in the air. Fifteen years after the initial
construction of the concrete piers and parking area, marina
management had arrived in the shape of a Greek/Dutch partner-

Easter lamb spit roasted. Photo: John Banim
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ship, intent on creating a full
service marina for 450 boats.
Despite their claims of ’Open in
2009’ the ground floor of the
marina office was still a concrete
shell, the entrance gate and fence

was just beginning, and the only
source of water was the builders’
tap. That said, I understand from
other owners that the marina will
be active for winter lay-ups in
2009/10, and is very competitive.
Contact    is    Mr    Yiannes
Angelopoulos at +306945 334171
and www.messolonghimarina.com.

Unsettled weather for three days
compelled us to stay, and we
explored the various delights of the
town. A local caique builder made
a new set of floor-boards for my
Avon for t~20. The curious 50s/60s
tank and jet-aircraft dump is still
there, enquiries revealed that they
are Government donations to a Monembasia defensive steps.

planned local museum that did not
go ahead. The pedestrianised care-lined town square is a
delight, especially in the evening, and there is a wide choice of
tavernas, very Oreek and at reasonable mainland prices.

With a better forecast we left for Patras, a four-hour passage
across the Gulf in a light southwesterly. The entrance is
difficult to eyeball, but we followed one of the numerous ferries
and soon tied up on the visitors’ pontoon, close to the eastern
entrance of the harbour, which is the second busiest in Greece. ]
was surprised to berth alongside Great Shearwater, a Freedom
38 whose owners Chris and Joost, I had known in the yard at
Corfu. Within a day, three other boats arrived which we had
met elsewhere including our sister ship Arminel.

On May 2nd Emily left for home via Athens and David
Yeates arrived by the same route on the outgoing Dublin/
Athens flight. We had negotiated a deal with a taxi driver to
drive Emily to the airport, wait and return with David, which
proved economical as it avoided hotel costs.

Kalamata balancing act, John Banim. Photo: David Yeates

Photo: John Banim

After a quick introduction to Clio, David and 1 left Patras
bound for Kilini on May 3rd, on the first leg of the planned
anticlockwise trip around the Peloponnese. A northeasterly
force 4 was promised. This quickly increased to a force 6 with
large waves, probably caused by the east-going current into the
Gulf of Corinth. Having hugged the north shore of the Gulf we
reduced sail to the genoa only, furled with less than two metres
of the foot showing. With stronger gusts and breaking waves
we decided that to continue would be imprudent and turned into
Messolonghi once more.

A northeast force 3 was forecast for the next day and we
departed at 09.00. A fine sail ensued and we arrived at Kilini at
15.40. Kilini which is the mainland ferry port for Zakynthos,
we found to be quite different from the description in Heikell’s
Greek Waters Pilot. A new fishing and yacht harbour had been
built in the southern part of the ferry harbour with electricity
and water on the new quayside. The taverna we chose was not
pleasing and we left next morning having obtained a can of
diesel in the village. Advice was also taken from the Port Police
regarding the crossing of the Amalias gunnery range, which lies
to the south of Kilini and which is frequently the subject of
Navtex warnings. They told us to go ahead and that the military
would chase us off the range if necessary! We left, not entirely
convinced, and had a few anxious moments when fighter jets
roared overhead, as they are wont to do in the area.

Next stop was Katakolon, which is the port for Olympia
used by cruise ships and the terminus of the railway which runs
along the northern coast of the Peloponnese. Again the Pilot is
out of date in that the pontoons shown have broken up, and the
only berthing is alongside against the quay. We were advised
not to berth stern-to because of mooring chains on the bottom.
The nearest shops to the harbour are bizarrely a furrier and a
couple of jewellers, a testament to the buying proclivities and
power of the principal harbour users!

Katakolon to Kalamata
A forecast of northeasterly force 4 to 5 prompted an early
departure to cross the Gulf of Kiparissia. This is a shallow gulf,

37 miles across to the island of Proti, and then a further 11
miles to the entrance of the almost land-locked Bay of
Navarinou. As it happened, reality was a southeasterly force 2
which veered into the southwest after a couple of hours. Much
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motoring ensued and we arrived at Pilos in the Bay at 17.00.

The Bay was the scene of a large naval battle in 1827 between
89 ships of the occupying Turkish and Egyptian navies on one

side and 26 ships of the British, French and Russian navies on
the other. Although not officially at war, an Egyptian ship fired

the first shot and mayhem ensued. After four hours the Turkish
and Egyptian fleets were destroyed and Greek independence

followed. The remains of the sunken ships can still be seen on

the bottom of the bay and are a popular day trip.

IONIAN SEA

Pilos is a pretty town built by the French after Navarinou.
The square is surrounded by colonnaded buildings and looks
quite French. The marina has limited room for visiting yachts
and as so often happens in Greece is colonised by local craft.

Next day, May 7th, we sailed at 10.30 south towards the first
of the three major southern capes of Greece, Ak. Akritas. At
12.00 we anchored for lunch beneath the towers and walls of
the Turkish/Venetian fortress of Methoni, Afterwards a
southwesterly force 4 gave us an excellent sail towards the

Cape, 9 miles away. Thinking we would be in shelter on
the eastern side of the Cape, we rounded it to find
ourselves the beneficiaries of severe gusts which
necessitated reefing to second reef level. A further 6 miles
took us to Koroni where we anchored in the bay to the
north of the town.

Koroni is a gem, with pretty houses and shops built up
and down the hillside. The headland is capped by a
Venetian fortress in a good state of repair. This fortress and
that at Methoni guarded Venetian trade routes to the East
and were known as the "eyes and ears of the Serene
Republic’. The town seems to attract independent tourists
rather than package operators. The cafes and tavernas
overlook the harbour which has no facilities for yachts
other than water by can from tavernas. There are two
anchorages but it is not a place to linger in northerlies.

David, who had originally planned to return home on
May 9th, was enjoying himself so much that he decided to
change his flight home to May 12th. Having a few extra
days meant we could take our time getting to Kalamata for
the planned crew change there.

Ayios Andreas, a new yacht harbour 6 miles north of
Koroni, seemed worth a visit. Although Heikell warns of
silting, he shows two metres in the entrance and within and
we decided to try it as the weather was calm. We proceeded
to ground, in the middle of the entrance, on sand, with our
1.6m draft. Some surveying with the dinghy allowed us to
’plough’ our way through and we berthed on the southern
quay with the echo sounder still warning us of shallows.
Andreas was full of local boats with only four shallow-
draft yachts present. Pity to spend so much money building
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a good facility and then not maintain it at the designed depth of
3.5m.

After some anxiety (and more ploughing!) we left next day
for Petalidhion, another 6 miles north. Like Koroni situated on
a headland it offered shelter in a shallow bay to the north of the
town and no facilities tbr yachts. The harbour is shallow and
suitable only for shallow-draft vessels. The town is very
different from Koroni, little tourism and a generally dilapidated
appearance, with huge sections of the waterside promenade
ripped apart by winter gales. We dined in a small taverna
attracted by the sight and smell of pork spit-roasting in the
window, and it was good.

Next day we left and had a cracking sail to Kalamata which
is the major town of the region, 10 miles away. Kalamata has a
full-service marina and I decided to stay until May 16th. The
marina has excellent facilities and it is possible to get repairs
done. I had a cover made for my outboard engine at the local
sail-repair shop for a very reasonable price. The city lies some
distance from the harbour but the local taxis are plentiful and
cheap (£3 !).

David left on the morning of the 12th and was in Athens by
bus four hours later with lots of time to spare before his evening
flight to Dublin. Alone on the boat for the first time in nearly a
month I serviced the engine and attended to the numerous small
jobs endemic to a twenty-five year old boat.

Kalamata to Aegina

On May 15th I welcomed on board Australian friends, Peter
and Judith Hurditch who had travelled from Ottawa where
Judith is on posting. I had known them since their Dublin days
more than ten years ago and we had sailed together in the
Ionian in 2002.

On the following day we left in a brisk southerly heading lbr
Koroni. A couple of hours of beating convinced us that
Petalidhion was a better bet! We anchored in the same spot as
betbre, more roast pork and a quiet night followed. By morning
the breeze was a nice westerly force 3 to 4 and with Clio
reaching at 6.5 knots, Koroni was a pleasant two and a half
hours away. The afternoon was spent exploring the fortress
which has magnificent views over the surrounding area.

The next day saw a long sail from Koroni across the Gulf of
Messinia to Cape Tainaro, otherwise known as Matapan. This is
the second major Cape of the Peloponnese, and 38 miles south
of the Cape the Battle of Matapan was fought in 1941, between
British and Italian battleship and cruiser forces. The Italians
withdrew losing four heavy cruisers in the process and
thereafter avoided big-ship confrontations. The Cape was
rounded at 16.00 and we entered Porto Kayio for the night at
16.50. This is a small almost circular bay with a small hamlet of
a few houses and two tavernas. Even in mid-May it was quiet
and on enquiry we were told that the shop would open in July!
We chose a taverna mainly because the proprietress was
glamorous and the food was not disappointing! Next day she
provided us with tomatoes, cucumber and onions gratis to
replenish our stores and charged only for a loaf of bread!

The prospect of a northeast gale later, and a shortage of fresh
provisions, prompted us to sail 20 miles north to Yithion. A
large town at the head of the Gulf of Lakonia, it is the main
town of the area and attracts many tourists. We motor-sailed in
a near calm and tied up along the pier. Within minutes we were
under observation from a Port Police SUV and a policeman
waved at us and indicated a direction waving a piece of paper
and then drove off! We correctly surmised that he wanted us to
show our ship’s papers at his office, l set off thinking that the
office would be close to the pier head. It turned out to be nearly
a kilometre away. I was interviewed by five police, only one of
whom spoke any English. After much ado mainly in Greek I

filled up forms and paid harbour dues. The officer in charge
refused to affix the exit stamp thus forcing me to come back
next day. Next day I returned to find no less than 18 policemen
in the office. More ado and they wanted to charge me harbour
dues again! I produced my receipt and with much shaking of
heads the exit stamp was affixed. Later I learnt that people-
smuggling from North Africa happens in the southern
Peloponnese, and this results in heavy manning of police posts
in likely areas.

On May 20th at 10.45 we departed Yithion heading for
Ela~bnisos Island 24 miles away. The breeze was a gentle
southwester until almost 14.00 when it died then filled in
within minutes to a northeasterly force 3. This built into a lively
tbrce 5 over the next hour. Shelter seemed sensible and we
found it in the lee of N. Pori a tiny island on the western side of
Elafonisos, and anchored in 3 metres on sand at 16.00.

Next morning the northeasterly had gone, and leaving the
anchorage at 06.05, we rounded Elafonisos in a light south-
westerly heading for Cape Maleas 13 miles away. Maleas is the
third major cape of the Peloponnese and has a reputation as
being the Cape Horn of Greece. Crossing Ormos Vatika south
of Neapolis the breeze suddenly did a 180° and increased to
force 4 then 6 all within ten minutes. We quickly realised that
Maleas would be impossible and turned back to Elatbnisos
where we anchored in Ormos Sarikiniko at 08.00. This is a
beautiful anchorage off a brilliantly white sand beach about 2
miles long. It is probably the best beach in Greece and is well
protected from northerlies with good holding and great
swimming. There we joined a number of yachts, all waiting for
suitable winds to round Maleas. At 11.00 in company with
other yachts we left again, the breeze having died. Once more a
strong northerly filled in near Ak Zovolo and we all turned back
and returned to Sarikiniko! Next day the northerlies continued
and no one attempted the Cape. Later that afternoon Peter and I
went ashore in the dinghy to stretch our legs and get supplies. It
would be a 5km walk to the village in 30°C. After 1 km, t%eling
rather hot, we started to hitch. The second car stopped and the
couple turned out to be Greek/Australian. She, from Sydney,
was very surprised to find another Aussie on an island road.
They took us into the village, told us where to find the
supermarket and then insisted that as there were no taxis on the
Island, they would meet us an hour later and drive us back.
With decent replenishment of stores in our rucksacs and enough
time for us to have a quick cool beer, they were true to their
word and took us back close to the boat.

On 23rd May at 07.30 with a forecast of light westerlies, we
left, and third time lucky, we rounded Cape Maleas at 09.45.
Now we were in the Aegean Sea heading north again having
reached 36°25’S. Monemvasia was entered at 13.15 and with
no vacant quay berths at Yefira we secured alongside a
damaged Bavaria 42 which had been rescued by the local
lifeboat. Later in conversation with Bernard Corbally (ICC) I
was to find that he and Beowolf had been in exactly the same
berth during the previous week! Monemvasia is a large
becliffed headland sometimes described as the ’Gibraltar of the
East’. A medieval walled town sits on its southern side. No
wheeled vehicles are allowed into the town; even unmounted
bicycles are stopped at the town gate. Inside it is hilly and
quaint with narrow winding up and down streets. Many of the
houses have been restored and some have been converted into
hotels, restaurants and shops. From the lower town a zigzag
path leads up the cliff face to the upper town through a series of
del%nsive positions. The upper town was where the nobles lived
and is now in ruins except for the large church of Ayia Sofia.
Restoration of the houses even in the lower town must be very
expensive considering the terrain and lack of access for
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Epidhavros Amphitheatre.

wheeled transport. One can imagine backbreaking hauling by
slaves and donkeys in bygone days ... what do they do now?

Next day we left for Kiparissi, a small port and resort 18
miles north of Monemwlsia and moored on the pier. It is a
pretty and pleasant old village with good tavernas and small
shops. Until a few years ago the village was connected to
Athens by a ferry which served the towns of the east side of the
Peloponnese. This has now been discontinued and one feels
that the village has retreated back into itself with fewer visitors.

We departed next day for Porto Kheli (pronounced Port
O’Kelly!) which lies on the mainland across from Spetsai
Island. After a pleasant fou," and a half hour sail we arrived into
the land-locked harbour and secured a stern-to berth on the
town quay. l had heard it mentioned as a possible summer lay-

up spot. Investigation ruled this out, because the boat yard is
not allowed by the local authority to use its crane on the quay or
move boats across the road to the yard during the summer
period, except in case of emergency. We did find one of the rare
laundries in Greece and availed of its services to smarten up
clothing and ship’s linen.

On 27th May we departed Porto Kheli at II.00 in a south-
easterly force 2 heading east for Poros. Two hours later the
wind went on the nose and it became a motor-sail against an
increasing breeze. Rounding Ak Skillaion, the breeze freed as
we headed north and our entry to Poros was a delightful sail.
Poros is a most attractive land-locked harbour with west and
east entrances. The town is situated on a hill on the island
crowned by a prominent clock tower and the hot, ses seem to
tumble down to the shore. The Greek Naval College is located
there and pulling-boats full of young seamen under training are
frequently seen in the harbour. We secured stern-to the town
quay at the eastern end. With departure for Ireland in early June
fast approaching, summer lay-up became a priority and l was
fortunate to find that Vikos Marine (Antonius Vikos at +30
6932 321001) was in a position to store Clio ashore "all
standing’ in their Plaka Yard, at a reasonable price, for three
summer months. Next day we headed for Aegina island 15
miles no,’th through the Moni channel. We found a stern-to
berth on a pontoon in this crowded town harbour and watched
the nautical musical-chairs from 16.00 when large numbers of
charter boats began to arrive from Athens. Peter and Judith left
at 19.00 by Flying Dolphin to Piraeus en-route tk~r Ottawa by

Photo: John Banim

way of a direct Athens/Montreal
charter next day.

1 spent three days in Aegina
attending to the usual post guest
maintenance. My cousin David
D’Alton and his son Jamie arrived
on May 31st and we left Aegina
next day. The following week was
spent trundling around the local
’milk run" ports including Poros,
Methana (the smell of sulphur was
very prevalent!), and Epidhavrous
where we took a taxi to view the
wonderful 14,000 seater semi-
circular amphitheatre with its
remarkable acoustics and fine state
of preservation. We also visited
Angistri Island and anchored
overnight in its shallow harbour,
before returning to Aegina on June
6th to drop David and Jamie for
their 07.15 Flying Dolphin next
morning en-route to London.

Later that morning 1 sailed alone
back to Poros and anchored off the

Plaka yard to ready the boat for lay-up. On June 9th at 08.30
she was craned out and laid up in the yard. Antonius proved to
be a real professional and I was very pleased with his approach
to lifting and propping. After a final tidy up 1 left at 15.00 by
taxi for Poros town and boarded the 15.45 ferry to Piraeus.
18.30 saw me on the X96 bus to Athens Airport in lots of time

for my 22.25 Aer Lingus direct to Dublin.
710 leisurely miles were logged by Clio in 10 weeks, much

of it under engine. In contrast, Corfu to Aegina via the Corinth
Canal is 220 miles only, by the most direct course, and has been
done in less than two days! 34 ports and anchorages were
visited.

Charts used were lmray G1, GII, GI2, GI21, GI3, GI4,
G15 and G16. Books included G.eek Waters Pilot, lonian
Guide, and West Aegean Guide all by Rod Heikell. The

lamie and David D’Alton. Photo: John Banim
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The Shetland Bus- 2009

Paddy Barry

M’y last ICC Log, written four years ago, described
.Northabout’s North East Passage. Since then my own

boat, Ar Seachrdn has been sailed annually from her Liffey
winter mooring to her summer base in Roundstone, usually by
way of western Scotland, but in 2007 via Azores.

This 45 foot German Frets aluminium hulled ex-racing IOR
2 tonner will never be a homely cruiser, but with much help
from my technical friend Liam Canavan, we have tried to make
her more so. The Eberspacer heater needs lots of volts and so
has been augmented with a Refleks, still subject to ’puff-
down’. New mylar sails from Doyle of Hong Kong were a
retirement present from myself; in retrospect, a much better
buy than bank shares! Most wiring has been replaced, running
to a new switch/fuse panel. The electronics, B&G and
Raymarine, all work: the autopilot, an ST 7000, after my years
on the heavy tiller of the Galway Hooker Saint Patrick, is a joy.
The cavernous spray-hood gives on-deck comfort, over the
otherwise flush deck. This hood, seemingly vulnerable, has
withstood lots of wind and salt sea. and easily tblds down on
fine days or coming up to moorings. Ground tackle is a pair of
25kg Deltas, with 100 metres of chain. Her tender-board is well
scratched from non-ideal, but contiguous, harbour walls. Her
fuel tanks carry 200 litres, to run a Mercedes Nanni 70 hp,
driving a Max-Prop., using about 5 litres/hour.

The prospect of a trip to Norway, floated in autumn 2008,
attracted sufficient interest to outline a 4-stage plan:

Dublin to Shetland. 2 weeks
Shetland to Troms6 2 weeks
Lofoten 2 weeks, finishing in Bod6
Bod6 southward to Roundstone 3 or 4 weeks.
With Norwegian prices in mind, duty free drink was taken.

The ’hard food’, mostly by Aldi, was bagged and labelled, ring-
fenced for each stage, to avoid diminution of the ’nicies’.

Ruairc and Darrach 6 Tuairisg had done much quality mileage since
we had sailed the Baltic in 1996.    Photo by Paraic De Bhaldraithe

Ar SeachrJn in Baha Sound, Shetland.
Photo by Pamic De Bhaldraithe

On Friday May 8th, Mike Alexander, Ken Price and Liam O
Muirlithe sailed from the Liffey in a brisk westerly, headsail
enough, to Clogher Head, now very yacht-friendly, and a
pleasant one-mile walk to Sharkey’s for a pint.

Saturday brought scudding cloudy showers and another
headsail passage to Bangor marina.

On Sunday, in light head winds, they motored with the tide
to Glenarm marina, pleasantly located on the south side of
Carnlough Bay.

Kevin Cronin and I caught the Monday train to Belfast and
connecting bus, joining the boat in time to get the afternoon
ebb, engine purring as the tide did the business; Garron and
then Ton" Head passed at 9 knots, the Mull to the east and
Macrinash RAF airfield, which is now for sale.

Mike, ex-Aer Lingus, knows about these things - and lots
more. In fact when Mike is aboard standards are high in all
departments, impeccable.

Ken, because he has not sailed round the world, is slightly
less so. A Trinity College Engineer to the core, Ken likes to
’tick all the boxes’, doing his share, and more.

Liam, Irish language poet in soft contrast, bringing a
Munster atmospheric, is owner of a lovely wooden 60s yacht,
Modeste. Each place-name passed is discussed and analysed as
to origin and antiquity. I once asked him as to whether modern
poets ever ’tip the hat" to each other? "’Tip the hatchet, more
likely" he said.

My longtime, pal Kevin, easy-going veteran sailor, really
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prefers casting his rod in search of the ever elusive trout or
salmon.

The hours passed pleasantly, the Paps of Jura grew larger
and by evening we tied to the end of the wooden jetty at
Craighouse, 0.3 metres under our keel at low water springs and
a handy walk to the Jura Hotel (and Distillery if so minded).

Our "2-day-a-place’ plan got short shrift as next afternoon
we took the north-going tide, close-hauled, through the Sound
of Luing and into Loch Spelve on the south side of Mull.
Spelve had been a long-time objective, evocative-looking on
the charts. However, with its fish farms and busy road nearby, it
proved disappointing.

The Sound of Mull, with its iconic Duart Castle, had a brisk
20 knot wind blowing us along, past Tobermory, round
Ardnamurchan, with in perfect visibility Rhum, Canna, Eigg
and Muck ahead to the north.

We chose Eigg. There last year Donna McCulloch the local
piper had earned her tip to pipe us away. We had gone aground
for half an hour before floating off. Bravely she had played on.
’Caoineadh an Bhtiid Ghr0nta’, Liam had named the tune
(Lament for the Grounded Boat). This time we anchored in the
deeper pool on the south side of the slip.

The sunny weather continued next day. Alas, the wind blew
in our face on the east side of Skye, so we motored. I also
seemed to have got the tides ass-ways. So with discretion we
lay for a few hours in the sheltered bay at Oronsay, before
resuming northward through the Kyle, and under the Skye

Bridge. We raised sail when we turned northwestward, went
outside Scalpay, dinner preparing, and alongside a pontoon in
Portree as the sun went down. The pub scene in Portree,
somewhat ’high street’, was poor enough.

Next day a strong easterly blew into the harbour, we moved
to a mooring at the harbourmaster’s suggestion, and took an
extended coffee in the nice hotel outside the town. The evening
brought rain and stronger wind. No one mentioned going
ashore. 1 read the local paper which included a job advert for
fish farm workers for Norway:

"Successful applicants must have stamina, be
physically and medically fit, flexible in their approach,
and as they will be part of a tightly-knit team, must be
outgoing and pleasant in manner and positive in
approach. Preference will be shown to mature people,
experienced in the world of work, who are
commercially aware and who understand the vital
importance of the meeting of deadlines, and high
overall standards of personal conduct. Applicants are
further advised that the work involves long hours in
sometimes harsh conditions and only individuals
capable of dealing with these levels of pressure should
apply".

Would you dare put thal in ’Crew Wanted"?
Kevin left by bus for Edinburgh. We close hauled up

the Sound of Raasay, deck awash, and about 10 miles
south of Rubha Rua tacked back into the shelter of
Gairloch. Gale warnings for all areas gave us the
necessary persuasion to ’double-day’ it here, with some
non-demanding hill walking in the morning. By
afternoon the sun broke through the clouds and away we
went, with potential refuges noted. After motoring to
Rubha Rua all sail went up; then so did the wind. By
20.00 we lay to two anchors in Eilean an Saile Bay on
Tanera M6r in the Summer Isles: possibly so-called
because they should be visited only on a fine summer
day.

We now looked ahead at our Shetland objective 5
days hence, with Orkney very much in mind, but Cape
Wrath first to be rounded. This northwestern part of

Scotland is mountainous, wild and largely unpopulated.
Ullapool is very far in, so Kinlochbervie became our next call.
Its entrance was not apparent, even on our fine afternoon.
Thankfully, GPS and plotter did not lie. This huge harbour was
extended just as the fishing declined. Nonetheless half a dozen
Spanish refrigerated trucks were loading and gone in the
morning. The forecast gave Hebrides northeast force 5-7, south
3-4 later. The hotel was empty, the bar at the back nearly so.

An 06.30 bell gave us a timely start. We motored to catch the
tide at Cape Wrath, its name derived from the Norse ’rounding
point’. By 10.00 sun-cream was out and spinnaker up, our
destination being Westray in Orkney, later changed to
Stromness. Hoy Sound at our calculated slack water had 3
knots of tide !

Stromness, with its narrow, paved streets echoes the time
when the whaling fleet made it their last outward call, as did the
ships of exploration - Cook, Hudson and Franklin all took on
stores and water here. The Hudson Bay Company (HBC)
preferred Orkney men above all others as capable, sober and fit
fl)r their Canadian stations. They probably ran adverts like the
one above !

Most famous of Orcadians is John Rae, and it was to his
family house, The Hall of Clestrain, that Liam and I pedalled
our hired bikes. John Rae learned to sail, shoot, skin a rabbit,
shoot a net, ride a horse and gut a fish befl)re going to medical
college in Edinburgh. On graduation he enlisted in the HBC,
first as surgeon, then as explorer; explorer without equal.
Travelling light, in Indian and Inuit style, he traversed and
rnapped vast areas of the Canadian north and was the
discoverer of the last link of the North West Passage that now is
called Rae Strait. He also discovered ’the fate of Franklin’ and
is deserving of better recognition than that grudgingly given by
the Arctic establishment in London. Not so in Stromness or
Kirkwall, where he is revered and rightly so.

Through Weatherness Sound, gauging tides, as you’d have
to, we sailed in a cool evening sun to Pierowall. The friendly
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harbourmaster, who took our £20 for the pontoon
berth, remarked that "few boats ever visit".

Next day, with Fair Isle in distant sight, the light-
wind passage to Sumburgh Head and onto Lerwick
was uneventful, the main feature being Liam’s
detailed tutelage on breadmaking, right down to the
necessary marking of the loaf with ’Fior Na Croise’
(to keep the fairies out). At Lerwick Ken, Mike and
Liam left. Paul Cooper, Tom Leonard and Mark
Lennon joined. Paul and Tom, sailing out of Howth
and Clontarf, are hugely experienced. Mark, about
20 years their junior, is also widely experienced, but
not in sailing. He had played professional football
for Coventry and he spent the last 3 years in the
Falklands. From the look of him I thought he might
be SAS (I didn’t want to ask), but he is in fact a
Physical Education teacher, and has his Moody in
Ringhaddy.

As we left Lerwick on Saturday May 23rd the
forecast was for southeasterly force 5-7, going
southerly. Our destination was Bod6, Norway 630
miles to the northeast. Well didn’t we fly, tramping
along in cold, grey sea. Try as we might the heaters
wouldn’t work, but with reefs and partly rolled
headsail the miles flew. We passed the big Magnus
Platform, leaving it to port, but staying outside the
many platforms to the east of our route. Paul fixed
the toilet - a blocked anti-siphon. Meals were hot
and plentiful, Mark cooking with panache. Four-
hour watches were in pairs.

Sunday. 24-hour run. 191 miles.
Monday. Almost as good, 189 miles, sometimes rough but

mostly in reasonable comfort. Goose-winged pole much of the
time. The seas never really built up. Daylight all night. As a
strategy, it now was apparent that we could close the land well
south of Bod6 and have a few days along the Norwegian coast.
So we altered course to the east.

On Tuesday at 03.00, as the sun rose in the northeast, we
sighted land as we steered for Traena Fjorden, many-time
destination of the so-called ’Shetland Bus’. During the war,
with Norway overrun by German forces, a group of Norwegian
fishermen based their boats in Shetland and, supported by the
British, ran the gauntlet of Luftwaffe and winter gales, running
supplies to resistance groups along the Norwegian coast and
bringing out refugees fleeing the Gestapo. Their effect on the
German Occupation forces was greatly out of proportion to
their small number, and was particularly so as a morale booster
to the Norwegian people. This group and their boats became
known as The Shetland Bus.

Landfall on this part of Norway is impressive. Towering
mountains abound, Skellig-like, but many times higher. Rocks,
channels and fiords are intimidating at first, until confidence is
established.

With the benefit of a full chart folio (thank you J.G) and
plotter we wound our way inward, still carrying all sail into
Svartisenfjord, to tie up at Engen pontoon at midday, 3 days
out. Great sail.

In warm sun we walked the couple of miles through wood-
land to the snout of the Svartisen Glacier, waded the meltwater
stream and, dodging hostile-looking bullocks, returned. We
also made the discovery that the summer had not begun, the
summer season at least. The cafes and facilities were not yet
open. This we were to rediscover many times in the coming
weeks.

Our sailing directions spoke of a bar on the island of Bolga,
15 miles distant. On our way we celebrated the crossing of the
Arctic Circle and filled the flowing bowl. Just as well, because
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there was nothing happening there, other than a small cargo
ferry landing some pallets, to be whisked away by the best-
looking tractor driver you ever saw. She also runs the shop/post
office (and has studied at Vasser!).

Next day, in the rain, Mark and I climbed the local mountain.
Paul and Tom got the forecast, northerly gales, the post lady
made some phone calls for us as to ’where’s open on the islands
to the north’ and off we went, fairly oblivious to the weather
now because we were in the ’Hurtigruten’ channels. This
sheltered coastal route runs inside the outlying islands and
skerries (yes, the same Norse word that gives us Skerries in
County Dublin and indeed the Skerd Rocks in Galway).

Krokholmen, on the island of Arno, also was closed, or
almost so. We did get a meal ashore, the small restaurant all to
ourselves. It rained and blew. The Refleks blew out. We,
happily, were tied to a pontoon, universal in even the smallest
Norwegian places. Payment generally is 50 Kroner, �6, to the
local Commune, by way of Honesty Box.

On Thursday the sun shone, the snow on the mountains
sparkled and we had a wonderful close-hauled sail the 15 miles
to Bod6. We walked through the clean but soulless town,
showered, (and sauna’d) at the swimming pool, discovered the
Piccadilly Pub and had all too many Norwegian beers, at about
70 Kroner each, that’s �8. What’s a few pints among friends.

Paul and Tom flew home on Friday, by Air Shuttle to Oslo
and then Ryanair to Dublin.

Mark and I now had a week to get the boat the 200 odd miles
northward from Bod6 to Troms6. Just as well we had a week,
because for 3 days it blew and it rained. Then taking our
weather openings, we made northing through Tjselsund,
overnighting at Trannry and then Harstad.

Troms6 is lovely, a university town, lively and confident,
with exhibitions and helpful people. Rory Walsh arrived Friday
and on Saturday morning Frank Nugent, Peter Gargan and
Harry Connolly. After a ’must-do’ visit to the Polar Museum it
was boots-on for an intended loosening stroll on the ridge
across from the town. Some stroll; we kept going up, onto the
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snow-covered Troms6tinden, 1,238 metres, 24 kilometres. No
wonder we were thirsty in Tile Skarven that night.

For a week the pace never let up; now in fine weather,
southward bound to Lofoten, we stopped and walked in
B,j6rnskinn, And6ya, then Raftsund and Trollfjord where we
tackled the technically demanding east face of Trolltinden,
987m. Svolvaer was next with its rock climb on the Geit (the
goat). Harry made the top jump from one horn to the other.
Retracing northwards into Ostnes Fjorden we climbed
Higravstinden, 1,161 m, and then passaged south to Hennings-
vaer, its many islands joined by causeways.

There we rested for a clay, or fit least tried to. This is
something of a climbing centre by day and a party place by
night - even with midnight sun; a good finish to our first
climbing week.

Stamsund was next, all of 8 miles away. We walked through
woods on winter ski trails, we were definitely slowing down.

On Monday June 15th rain lashed the deck as we lay abunk,
stirring ourselves pm to sail 12 miles to the "don’t-miss"
traditional fishing village of Nusl~jord. We weren’t hugely
impressed, something of a "Disneylike" theme-park [ thought.

:i!

Paul Cooper and Peter Gargan.

Lofoten climbing Party, Photo by Paraic De Bhaldraithe

Photo by Pamic De Bhaldmithe

At Bronn6ysund, Ruairc & Darach O
Tuairisg came aboard. Since 1996, when we
had sailed together in the Baltic, these sons
of Connemara have racked up much quality
ocean mileage.

A last day among the islands took us to
Rorvik, before putting to sea. For three days
we wafted, spinnaker up mostly, in warm
lk)llowing air, passing Magnus again find
sailed into Balta Sound on northern Shetland,
then Whalsay.

In Lerwick, Darach & Ruairc left,
l)onncha 0 hl~allaithe and Pfiid 0 Donnchu
arrived.

Over the next couple of weeks, still with
northerly winds, we sailed to Fair Isle,
Stromness, Stornaway (never again on a
Sunday!), Dunvegan, lona, Castlebay, Tory
and Ballyglass (busy with Shell activity).

There we lay weather-bound for two days,
before finishing on July 15th in Roundstone.

We did manage a good bouldery shorewalk, befl)re sailing for
Reine, with its magnificent cirque of mountains fill round,
albeit seen through rainy grey clouds.

Next stop was Sorvagen on Moskenes island where we
hiked the high ground behind the village. That night, about
04.00, a northerly wind made our berth untenable, so we
motored the mile round to the main fmTy harbour. Next day,
same clay actually - with the 24 hour light, confusion can
happen    was our last "hillday’. Intended as a stroll to
Slokkvikskaret, it was instead brisk, in fact a "burnup’.

Calm and fine it was at 06.00 on Friday June 19th as we
began our 60 mile passage across Vest0ord. The wind filled and
we sailed. The air temperature was now 17°C, water I I°C:
summer had at last arrived. Anchoring for lunch off uninhabited
Landego (called The Magic Island by locals), we later made
into the now familiar transport hub of Bod6.

In planes and trams the lads departed. Ruairi 0 Tuairisg and

Paraic De Bhaldraithe arrived by train: a most scenic trip from
Oslo via Bergen.

We set off south down the ’Hurtigruten" stopping at Renga,
Sandnessjoen and Vega, a UNESCO heritage island. Author on Bolga. Photo by Mark Lennon
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Leavin.g the Rock to Port
Rejection and Discovery

a Tale of

David Beattie

Regular readers will remember that two years ago, Des
Rogan (former Commodore RIYC) and 1 commissioned

ReeSpray a centre cockpit Bruce Roberts Spray 40 intended for
extensive cruising. Unfortunately, having enjoyed only one
season’s cruising in her, and in the midst of doing his
homework so that he might be proposed for membership of our
Club, Des passed away suddenly last December leaving our
plans in disarray to say nothing of his nearest and dearest, who
continue to deserve our commiserations and support. These
jottings are therefore dedicated to his memory as a most
accomplished co-owner, cruising man, companion and friend.

Disarray or not, ReeSpray had to be launched again and this
Alan Algeo and I accomplished at Vilamoura just after St.
Patrick’s Day. The next day we were joined by Graham Kearon
(former Commodore LRYC) and Gerry Sherry, and prepared
ship to depart eastwards. It had been blowing from the east for
weeks, or so we were told by the local pier-head doom
merchants. It was therefore no surprise that we emerged into an
east by north force 5 at 04.45 on 23rd March, and this made our
course, which had been set for Cadiz, rather unpleasant.
Gentlemen should not go to windward and Spray 40s do not
choose to do so into the residue of a big sea. Once we had
cleared the Faro Lagoon and the coast started to shape away to
the northeast we bore away and fetched under full main and
staysail for Mazagon. A moderately good shore run that night
was followed by an 07.00 start next morning.

The day was grey, the sky, the sea, the land, our faces, all

/

Graham Kearon and David
Beattie meet the Inquisition in
Ceuta[

Schooner rigged Spray at sea.

grey. We had the advantage of a
weather shore as we reached
down to old Cadiz with a
ghastly, lumpy, box swell.
ReeSpray’s clipper bow kept the
decks dry until we had to sluice
them after Alan’s breakfast, and
then lunch found their way on
to them. The man’s a trier! His
green complexion made an (un)
welcome change from the
uniform greyness. By 13.00 it
was blowing 38 knots and the
staysail was handed, main taken
in a slab, and the jib by two
notches. ReeSpray loves a blow
and the speed crept up as she
put her ample shoulder in to the
work. We were full and bye and
the boat loved this and what
was by now relatively flat
water. By 17.50 we were in the
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Marina Los Americas at Cadiz, only to be told by a most
officious man that it was closed and we should go away and
come back in the summer. We had no intention of doing so, and
given that we were within a signal flag flutter of Trafalgar, we
became positively "Nelsonic" and none of the crew chose to
understand him. This produced paroxysms of rage and he
strutted up and down like a cross between a peacock and a
turkey attempting to appear macho. We couldn’t see why there
was a problem. We needed no services. The security gates were
open, there were occupied Spanish boats there, and we were
leaving early the next morning. Eventually he strutted off to
find the police and we followed closely behind to find a
restaurant having secured our lines in a manner calculated to
take a long time to undo - there being more than one use for a
"time knot".

Cadiz at dusk proved fascinating and we noted it down for a
re-visit, although perhaps in a different boat! In the morning we
found a diesel station that was open and filled the tank before
setting out to follow the coast around Cabo Trafalgar and so on
to the straits. The chart showed a firing range offshore. It was
roughly triangular with the apex shown as being about a 1/2 mile
offshore and the legs of the triangle approximately 10 miles
long. We had been listening intently to the radio but there was
no indication of any activity. As soon as we crossed into the
half-mile wide apex of the area, we heard 5 rapid reports of
heavy gunfire. We tried calling on the frequency indicated in
the pilot book but received no response (and the VHF was
working!). We turned tail and resigned ourselves to an
additional 20 miles at sea before we could round Trafalgar.
About twenty minutes later we observed a big white ketch
repeat our manoeuvre. Again, as soon as he entered the zone
there were five reports. This man was made of sterner stuff
however! An enormous red ensign was immediately hauled to
the mizzen masthead and he increased speed - presumably
using his engine. Another five reports followed and after a
further few minutes a gunboat appeared and approached him.
The ketch slowed but continued southeast. By now he was
almost through the firing zone and he clearly blustered his way
through. It should be reported that the only firing we heard was
when yachts approached the zone. It was otherwise silent. I
added this to my list of difficulties with the Spanish macho
approach to life and we resigned ourselves to missing the tide at
Tarifa Point.

A toast to Collingwood and Nelson!

The wind increased during the day and backed slowly east.
Eventually at 21.21 we had Trafalgar abeam and this was an
excuse to splice the mainbrace and to toast Collingwood and
Nelson. Thus fortified we slogged on, passing inside the rocks
at Bajo de los Cabazebos, and eventually dropping the new Roc
plough-anchor in Tarifa Bay, in strong gusts at 02.30. It blew
smoke over the spit that joins the fort on the Point to the
mainland. ReeSpray sheered about and heeled under bare pole
to the wind. Despite the flat water - we were in the lee of the
sand spit - it was very noisy indeed so it came as something of
a relief when the snubbing line parted at 05.50 before first light,
and the chain surged out until we were able to snub it again. I
noted in my jobs list to devise a better lead for the line.

It was indeed a relief to get to sea again and, while it was
windy, ReeSpray was in her element. We pottered along north
of the TSZ and by 09.30 were speaking to Gibraltar. There was
no room at the inn. Berthing has become very tight as a result
of the closure of one of the three marinas - in order to fill it in
and build apartments. Such property development optimism
made it feel quite like home (as was) - a Barbary Tiger
perhaps’? Other things have not changed in Gibraltar, and while
loitering in the roads to see if a berth might be arranged, we

heard the skipper of a large British yacht being admonished for
moving to the fuel berth without the harbourmaster’s consent! I
related the story of the royal tour to South Africa in the last
British battleship - HMS Vanguard. It seems that she paused off
Gibraltar to collect her mail. Admiralty House made the signal
to her "What ship’?" and the reply was "What rock’?" For our
part we slipped south across the straits to Ceuta, where we
received a very warm welcome and explored the old city and
defences before an excellent meal. This was not before Algeo
had discovered a branch of Lidl that sold gin at �3 a bottle. Well
stocked we struggled back on board clinking merrily.

Thus 26th March found us reaching gently north from Ceuta
bound in the general direction of Marbella with a bilge full of
gin bottles! I suppose I thought that after the gentility in Ceuta,
Mediterranean Spain would be an improvement on Cadiz! We
fetched into Marina Bajadilla to be told by the officials that it
was "closed". This was despite the fact that several Spanish
flagged yachts entered while we had our discussion. We
doubled back to Marbella Marina. There we were told that it
was "full" although this was self-evidently not the case. You
may ask why we were intent on finding a berth. Well this is
easy. Alan’s brother-in-law had just taken a lease on an hotel
nearby and we were going to inspect it. Reluctantly we shaped
up for Puerto Banus. Yes we could stay. It would be £95 for one
night. Power would be an additional �15 and the minimum
charge for water was the same, while we would have to rent a
special power adapter for £30 with a deposit of �100. We
eschewed the extras, fought our way through legions of ladies
offering personal services, and inspected the hotel in a small
town along the coast. It passed muster.

Puerto Banus did not. In the morning, as we departed Gerry
placed a small supermarket bag of refuse in to a litter bin. An
irate Spanish male observing this started screaming at her and
retrieved the bag, bursting it in the process and threw it at her. It
seems we were supposed to pay extra for a refuse collection. I
had to be restrained from teaching our Spaniard manners while
Graham gathered up the debris and placed it back in the bin. So
much for Puerto Banus.

Our next stop was at Caleta de Velez a small marina and
fishing port. The cost of the berth and of dinner for four was
less than the berth had cost in Banus and very much more
pleasant. The only problem was the guano. It was positively
Chilean and coated every exposed surface. We quickly learned
to have shore-going footwear. My "Crocs" started to disinte-
grate from the acid! It was explained to us that they only clean
it up during the sailing season. The next day we had a pleasant
sail to Almerimar where we left ReeSpray for two months and
the marina was absolutely satisfactory.

On 9th June, Noel Halloran, and Seamus O’Donnell (both
fellow members of the "Irish"), Peter Crowley and I flew down
to Spain. We arrived at ReeSpray to meet an old college friend
of mine, Michael Hosford-Tanner who had arrived earlier in the
day from London. We were just comfortably ensconced in the
cockpit, making inroads in to Algeo’s African gin, when along
trotted the late Barney Heron’s son, Johnny - who had been
living on his Halberg Rassey nearby for several weeks ponder-
ing the ownership of ReeSpray. Barney was a previous owner
of the old sailing lifeboat, the ex-RNLI Charles Whitton that I
had owned for years, so much talk of wooden boats, Ireland and
especially the Shannon and its One-Designs ensued.

This explains our late start the next day for Torrevejo. The
sail was an uneventful 27 hours, enlivened only by a swim, a
close inspection by a Type 42 destroyer at full chat but showing
no colours, and our first use of the new cruising chute. All were
satisfactory. We thought Torrevejo, while also satisfactory, to
be rather bland and over-priced, although it was quite amazing
to spot an old ex-RNLI pulling and sailing lifeboat on the next
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door pontoon, having spent the previous night talking about
one for so long.

Next day we left and sailed overnight to Cala de Port Riog
on the south coast of Ibiza. It was a lumpy old sea the whole
way. The only exciting part was when one of the crew called
me on deck to see if we could avoid a collision with a large
yacht, sailing down to us on a steady bearing at considerable
speed, under cruising chute and with no one on the helm. We
missed him -just. I prefer un-exciting passages. The Cala was
pleasant although the holding was not good until we managed
to catch our anchor under an old mooring chain. Luckily the
tripping line worked next day.

We had a pleasant coastal motor-sail up to San Antonio
where we tied up at the Club Nautico. The club house is being
re-built but the temporary club house was welcoming. As to our
nocturnal activities in this hot spot - I am sworn to secrecy. I do
remember Michael and Peter having several goes at the G-
Force ride that propelled them in to the air like a stone from a
sling. After that they were ready for the nightlife - nothing
would daunt them.

Eventually, a day later and with thick heads, we sailed at
03.15 for Port D’Antraix in Mallorca, arriving after another
uneventful passage under plain sail at 17.50, encountering
another Spray on the way. She was a gaff-rigged schooner of
about fifty-five feet (see photo). We left ReeSpray there for 13
days.

Mary and I with Alan and Joanna Algeo joined on 28th June.
We spent a gentle week working clockwise around the island
via Soller (very pretty), Polen~a (RCN most welcoming), to
Alcudia. Close to Alcudia we visited Cala de Pinar, which is a
very attractive little inlet but unfortunately landing is not
permitted as it is a military zone. It’s a good place for a swim.

A day in Palma
We hired a car in Alcudia and drove to Palma, spending a day
seeing the sights and visiting some most attractive architectural
and design galleries. It was very hot. The ladies flew home and
a new crew comprising Eleanor Bourke, Kathy Courtney and
Conall O’Morain arrived to join Alan and me. Victualling ship,
dinner ashore and off by 09.00 were the plans. However the
laundry hadn’t re-opened by the deadline and all our bedding
and towels were there. Eventually Alan lubricated a marinero
with a £20 note. He pedalled off on his bike and disappeared.
We waited for ages and then gave up. We cast off. There was a
nasty cross-wind blowing us across the aisle to the next
pontoon and ReeSpray handles like a dog in those conditions,
especially with a crew unaccustomed to her weight. We were
just avoiding a predicament when along came the marinero
with the laundry and making a hell of a racket to attract our
attention! I was d*mned if I was going to try to thread the boat
back in to the berth. There was nothing for it but to loiter in the
roads while we inflated the dinghy and sent Alan ashore for the
bag. He returned triumphant and with some change!

Thus it was 11.50 when we passed out of the pier-heads, and
therefore quite late when we shoe-horned ourselves in to the
tiny inlet at Cala Cova, on the south coast of Menorca. It was
pretty full and we were horribly aware of the expensive plastic
around us. Anyway tore and aft anchoring worked and we were
soon swimming. It was then we noticed that almost everyone
around us was naked! I had sent a text message to Paul Butler
(ICC) earlier and he had responded by telling me that Cala
Cova always reminded him of a good Antrim whiskey. Now I
understood! We sat in the cockpit watching athletic girls
wearing boots and climbing harnesses abseiling down the cliffs
around us. I noted in the log that we were taking to this
Mediterranean cruising. We sailed on to Mahon next morning
and unable to secure a short-term berth, refuelled just before

Maltese Falcon.

siesta time and were allowed to stay on the fuel berth for a
couple of hours. It’s a fascinating harbour, full of old fortifica-
tions and with an old naval base that looked uncannily similar
in some ways to Haulbowline, but I suppose that makes sense.
We had a lovely potter under engine to the head of the harbour
before departing for Corsica.

Our passage across to Corsica was pretty fast. Forecast force
7 or 8 westerlies proved to be only 6 or 7 and we revelled in the
conditions, reeling off the miles and holding informal cookery
competitions. By 05.00 on the second day we had to put in a
reef and hand the staysail as the speed was over 10 knots and
we were a little over-powered. I had hoped to go to Girolata. I
had last been there as crew in 1972 and from the pilot book it
appeared little changed. However in the wind that we were
experiencing it seemed safer to bear away for the shelter of
Ajaccio and we arrived there at 17.10 on our second day at sea.
The marina is small and it was full. However on discovering
that we were Irish the Capitaine du Port could not have been
more obliging. He juggled a few boats and suddenly there was
room for us.

As the crew basked in the evening gin in the cockpit (I
nearly said sun) I trotted over to the chandlery to purchase a
Corsican flag. The delightful young lady asked me in her
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Noel Halloran, Michael Hosford-Tanner, Seamus O’Donnell and Peter Crowley on Majorca.

guttural Corse accent fl)r which boat was the flag. She guided
me by the arm to the doorway so 1 could point out ReeSpr<v,
whereupon it became apparent that all she wanted to know was
the size of our French courtesy flag so that the Corsican flag
would be bigger. I returned and hoisted it to a general mutter of
approval from the fishermen lining the pier beside us. We found
Ajaccio and the Corsicans very welcoming. Having breakfast
the next morning in a cafd overlooking the boat an elderly gent
tried to ply us with brandy and to explam his island’s
complicated love/hate relationship with France. One night we
visited what was marketed as a traditional Corsican dining
experience, in an old restaurant in the town. "’What, more
boar?" asked Conall. Well there was, but the place was
charming, the wines rough, the water to be fetched oneself from
a pump in the yard - altogether different and great fun. If you
want to try it, ask at the carl5 jutting
over the water beside the chandlery
in the inner comer of the marina.

Two days in Ajaccio were
definitely not enough, but we were
running out of time. We sailed up
the coast to Cargese. This is a
lovely village with a strong Greek
influence and three reasonably
good restaurants at the harbour.
From there we passed the
spectacular mountain scenery of
the Golfe de Porto and Girolata to
Calvi. There we anchored in the
Anse de l’Oscellucia in the
company of some super yachts
including the modern square-
rigged Maltes’e Falcon. After a
swim and a good stare at the big
boats we attempted to secure a
berth in Calvi. It was full so we put
to sea and dined well aboard under
all plain sail en-route to Portofino.
It was a wonderful night with more
shooting stars than I had ever seen,
interrupted every five minutes or
so by Cap Corse radio, interview-

ing every vessel in the area. They
ignored us, I assume because we
don’t yet have an AIS transmitter.

The next evening found us
anchored off Portofino near to a
number of boats with un-shy ladies
aboard. A shore run to Portofino
village proved to be a wallet shock,
although it is picture-perfect. A gin
on the landward side of the square
was �I0. On the seaward side
twice that amount. We didn’t dare
try the expensive places on the
East quay! The following day,
lunch was taken in neighbou,’ing
Sta. Margharita, in the so-called
Caffe del Porto. It is definitely a
restaurant not a cafC It was the
best meal of the summer and a
quarter the price of a mediocre
meal the previous night in
Portofino. It’s located slightly to
the left, looking ashore from the
dinghy berth along the quay wall
on the town side, facing the outer

mole, and is not to be missed. We returned aboard and motored
the twelve miles to Genoa, leaving the boat in Porto Antico.
This is the most "’user-friendly" of the marinas in Genoa. It is
located just beside the dry-docked square-rigger, and next to
the old city. On the morning we were leaving, Algeo dropped
the washing in to the laundry, but it didn’t open after lunch. 1
wonder will it be there when I return in October’?

The Club’s publication deadline means that 1 shall be
aboard, working westwards to Port Napoleon for the winter, as
this log is submitted. I plan to visit Alassio, San Remo, Menton,
Villefi’anche, Antibes, Cavaliere sur Met, lies Hyeres and la
Ciotat en-route, arriving and hauling out on 17th October.

For the web-site records only:
1380 miles and 25 ports (so far this year- 9 to go!)

Mary Beattie, Alan and Joanna Algeo in Andraitx.
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A year in the life of Seafever of Cuan:
France to Argentina

Trevor Lusty
THE FAULKNER CUP

THE CLUB’S PREMIER AWARD

W hen the Commodore kindly mentions in his
quarterly missive how much he is looking

forward to reading the forthcoming log of your recent
cruise, that comfortable feeling of resting on your
laurels quietly gives way to the realisation that you have
just been given homework!

In October 2007 l was underway from Saint Quay
Portrieux, Northern Brittany to Port Des Minimes
Marina, La Rochelle, aboard my recently acquired
Amel Super Maramu. After over-wintering in France,
by June 2008 the skipper, first mate and ship’s dog were
ready.

The gods served us well, with light to moderate
northeast winds, which allowed us to depart La
Rochelle, cross Biscay, and over the next three weeks
enjoy cruising past the Picos Europas mountain range,
and visit many of the fishing ports along the Atlantic
coast of Spain; Ribadesella, Gijon, Cuderillo, providing
overnight accommodation and the new Marina at
Ribadeo giving respite for a few days while the winds
had freshened from the northeast producing a nasty
rolling swell with some small breaking waves on top,
rounded off with very poor visibility.

After leaving Ribadeo perhaps a little sooner than
was wise, the still unsettled sea prompted an unplanned
stop in Viveiro, in a well-sheltered marina adjacent to
the town centre.

The fishing town of Cedeira provided a safe
anchorage the following evening, before heading on to
La Coruna, where we arrived on the last day of June,

Camamu, Brazil.

On the Rio Grande, Brazil.
500 miles from La Rochelle and a little more
comfortable with our new boat, in time to see the
European Cup Soccer cup final, which was won by
Spain. The party and fireworks around La Coruna
didn’t stop for the next three days. A gentle
northeast force 3 and 1200 rpm from the Yanmar,
saw us depart La Coruna in the early morning,
leaving the Tower of Hercules to stem, and
eventually dropping anchor ten miles behind Cape
Finisterre in a sheltered bay by 19.30 on 1st July.

Over the next week, the wind swung to the
southwest, bringing a mixture of weather,
restricting progress, but allowing us to motor on to
Portasin, where the marina facilities were
excellent, only to be bettered by the chic new
marina in Sanxenxo further along the coast. The
downside of Sanxenxo being the disco music,
which played every night until 05.30 in the
morning.

The next planned stop at the provincial town of
Villa Garcia with its extensive market suddenly
seemed more urgent and attractive!

On arrival at Villa Garcia we tied up adjacent to
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Alan Rountree (ICC), who regaled us with his various
experiences on sailing to, and around, the Azores, perhaps
knowingly planting some travel seeds that were to germinate in
the weeks ahead.

Two days later we departed Villa Garcia, the wind having all
but vanished, the Yanmar providing gentle and quiet motoring
through the Rias, as we gradually made progress towards
Bayona.

Just west of Villa Garcia we spotted an idyllic anchorage, on
the inside of dozens of mussel beds, in a bay on the small island
of Islote Jidiro, where we had good holding in sand for the next
two days.

Fifteen miles further south we arrived at Bayona, famous for
the return of Pinta sent back from America to announce the
discovery of the new world by Columbus, and more recently,
the destination of many Irish summer cruises. The town offers
many cafes, restaurants and good provisioning in the local
shops and supermarkets. Each day started with a scenic walk
along the coastal path around the old fort overlooking the town
and the Atlantic, finishing with a quick swim, then breakfast
taken in one of the many local cafes.

Our conversation with Alan Rountree (ICC) had now
bloomed into our thinking that the Azores would give us a good
idea as to whether we really could cope with a Trans-Atlantic
crossing and, if we felt comfortable alter trying for the Azores,
then our thoughts were, that Brazil might offer some exciting
and relatively unexplored cruising.

It was at this point, that we were introduced to the ’Rallye
des Iles du Soleil’. The original concept for this event had been
the brainchild of French sailor George Burrens, who in 1989
offered to lead fifteen other French boats to cruise in company
across the Atlantic to the east coast of Brazil, exploring the
major towns and cities then heading north, eventually entering
the Amazon Delta and motoring along the river for one
thousand kilometres, thus giving the participants the experience
and confidence to sail on their own back to France, or continue
further afield.

Today the ’Rallye’ is owned and organised by the two
Patricks, Messieurs Nagels and Hebel, who, with their
extensive commercial background - which includes helping to
organise the football world cup - bring a more professional
structure and form to the event.

Another phone call, this time from Bayona to France,
secured a place for Sea Fever of Cuan on the basis that, while
the entry list was officially closed, the inclusion of the first Irish
entry was too attractive to turn down. There were no further
formalities or financial requests; we were taken at our word and
would be included in the Rallye, just as long as we turned up in
Madeira in October.

And so, on Saturday 2nd August, at midday after a week of
preparation, we departed Bayona for Terceira in the Azores, and
our adventure began for real.

For the first day, the high pressure system that we had waited
for served us well, with a northeast 3 to 4 allowing us to make
171 miles in the first twenty-four hours. The pressure system
then split in two, and we were left trying to lay due west in a
northwest force 4 to 5. This reduced progress for the next two
days to runs of 135 miles and 145 miles, with the wind then
backing to southwest and eventually falling away, resulting in
the Yanmar being required to complete the remainder of the
trip, gliding along on a calm dark blue orb, arriving in Angro do
Heroismo Marina on the island of Terceira at 02.00 hours, six
and a half days and 874 miles later.

The pet lovers among you will be wondering, what about
that poor dog? Well during his stay in Bayona, Oscar had taken
on the persona of the George Clooney of the canine world,
regularly posing for photographs on demand and generally
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attracting much attention wherever he went. The question
everyone wants answered is the bathroom problem. When you
put enough into the tank it will eventually have to come out and
sure enough, after three days at sea, Oscar adopted a tripod
configuration at the base of the main mast and found instant
relief. For more serious matters, the following day, he took up
position at the pulpit rail eyeing us with derision until we
disappeared below decks, and upon our return Oscar was back
in his bed alongside the helm in the cockpit, business com-
pleted; that remained the procedure for the next year, whenever
he was offshore for more than three days.

For the next week we enjoyed the stunning beauty of
Terceira, seeking out and enjoying the company of genial
English-speaking taxi drivers, who were both passionate and
informative about their island. For the remainder of our time in
the Azores we continued to use taxis for both transport and
sources of local information and good restaurants.

Next stop was a 50-mile day-trip to Velas, on the island of
Sao Jorge, where the recently appointed harbourmaster, Jose,
insisted that he was going to make our 53-foot ketch fit into his
rather tiny marina. A taxi trip to the eastern tip of Sao Jorge
positioned us for a five-hour walk along the north coast,
surrounded by acres of hydrangeas, where we were stunned by
the unspoilt natural beauty of the island.

A further 20 miles west, and after a short sail from Sao
Jorge, we arrived at the famous sailing town of Horta on the
island of Faial, where we took up residence in the marina for a
week, while we again enjoyed the island, swimming, painting
the boat name on the harbour wall, becoming regulars in Peter’s
Bar and, for me the highlight, watching the bull running in the
local streets.
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The end of August, and time to start to head south again;
Madeira and the trip to Brazil now becoming a reality. Three
months and 1500 miles of sailing had now given us a belief in
ourselves, in the boat, in Oscar, and a modest level of
confidence that we could, and should, go further.

On passage between Horta and Ponta del Garda, Sao
Miguel, we had our first experience with sperm whales. On a
clear day you can see a mature sperm whale ’blow’ when
resurfacing from a distance of nine miles. When mummy whale
wants to attract her calf’s attention, she slaps her tail on the
surface of the ocean, and every living thing in a five-mile
circumference is left in no doubt that mummy is not happy. The
marine authorities in the Azores are very helpful and
informative, recommending that sailing vessels should use their
engines when in the proximity of whales, and should not
approach them directly, especially, when they have calves.

As many of our fellow members have now found out, Ponta
del Gada is not typical of the Azores. The very essence of what
brings yachtsmen to the Azores has been destroyed by the
modernisation of the waterfront, and the new marina. Having
been spoilt by the natural beauty of the outlying islands, we
found it hard to settle in the capital. Another taxi tour
confirmed the beauty of the interior of S~o Miguel, yet we were
still keen to clear out, and set sail for Vila de Porto on the tiny
southern-most island, Santa Maria.

The northern coast of this tiny island has an almost James
Bond film-set quality to the topography, vibrant colours and
hues of untended terraced vines contrasting with the greens and
greys of the cliffs, as the now warm Atlantic blue ocean crashes
in white foam along the shore.

Without our commitment to Madeira I doubt that we would
have ever left the Azores. Common sense dictated that we
should leave one month in hand in Madeira, as there was some
major service work required to the boat, in view of the
proposed voyage. Also, Madeira would be a last stop for family
and friends to visit.

As we departed the shores of Santa Maria the ocean was
teeming with large fish, yellow-fin tuna, blue marlin and sperm
whales all providing us with entertainment and wonder.
Murphy’s Law has always dictated that as sure as you want to
go east, then ’from so the wind shall blow’; thus, as ever, Mr
Yanmar was required to deliver us the 500 miles to Madeira,
which he did in three and a half days.

As we closed the shore of Madeira, we were approaching the
southwest corner of the island at midnight. The wind was
northeast force 2 due to veer south. Our destination was the
Quinta de Lorde Marina, on the northeast side of the island, l
decided to take the safe option and continue along the north
shore of Madeira, effectively providing us with a calm lee shore
during the night. Twenty-five miles away was an electrical
storm tracking northeast, which I thought was of no
consequence. The enemy of complacency never misses an
opportunity, within minutes the storm veered, and we were now
being driven in white rain onto what had become a weather
shore. The wind, which never exceeded 35 knots, stripped the
canvas off the cockpit, the genoa backed and we were hove-to
and forereaching, unable to see the toot of the mainmast. Oscar
hightailed it under my legs and once I collected my wits, I
started to press all sorts of buttons and eventually tacked, more
by good luck than grace. This drama continued for almost an
hour until we finished up, somewhat closer to what was
definitely a weather shore. We then resumed sailing, this time
along the south coast in a gentle southwest force 3.

Daylight brought us safely into the well-run and very helpful
Quinta do Lorde Marina, which, when all the development
work is finished, must surely be a jewel for cruising sailors.

When you have multiple to-do lists, meetings to attend,

family to entertain, and a boat to prepare for a trans-Atlantic
voyage, a month goes quickly by, and so, on Monday 18th
October, we set sail from Madeira at 15.00 on the first leg of
the 2008 ’Rallye des Iles du Soleil’ bound for Santa Cruz
Tenerife. Gentle northeast to northwest winds allowed for an
uneventful 350 mile passage to the Canaries, where we were
hopeful that our new ship’s computer which had melted in
Madeira would have been repaired and delivered by DHL, to
Tenerife.

We were confused when we arrived at Santa Cruz Marina at
06.00, as there were no other Rallye boats to be seen. At first
we assumed we were in the wrong marina, then a phone call to
the organisers revealed that we were the first boat to arrive. As
the other boats arrived over the next two days we were amazed
at the amount of damage to sails, standing and running rigging.

Four days was just enough to make preparations, collect the
repaired computer and depart, as last boat. bound for Dakar in
Africa. A northeast force 5 saw us lay west of south with a
reefed main and poled genoa making nine knots.

The Rallye organisers had recommended a course between
40 and 60 miles from, and parallel to the West coast of Africa.
However consulting an old British Admiralty pilot book, and
Jimmy Cornell’s world cruising guide, left us content to allow
the wind to keep blowing us along with the genoa and ballooner
until we were two hundred miles off shore. We were now well
away from the shipping lanes and, more importantly, the
thousands of pirogues (wooden canoes), that fish unmarked and
unlit, up to thirty miles off the African coast.

A welcome security phone call from the organisers, to
ensure that we were not running away or lost, confirmed our
position and intended course,

818 miles and six days later we dropped anchor in the sylvan
surroundings of Bernard Bay, Dakar, directly in front of the
governor’s residence, in delicious 36°C heat and warm water.

The advantage of being in an organised group is that all
formalities just disappear, your ship’s papers and passport are
collected en-masse, and returned with the correct visas and
stamps. Secondly, careful consideration has been given to
personal and group security, and as we would later learn in
Brazil, Rallye participants are well advised to pay strict
attention.

The negative that became increasingly apparent, was the
false sense of security that developed, as more crews felt there
was safety in numbers, resulting in some very lax seamanship.

After almost two weeks at sea, Dakar was a maelstrom of
noise, colour and smell that simply attacked your senses. The
more gentle manners experienced with the inhabitants of the
Azores and Madeira were replaced by overwhelming verbal
onslaughts from the African street vendors. Personal space
simply does not exist in Senegal; the slightest eye contact
ensuring another retail encounter.

A one-week stay in Dakar was followed with a 60 mile
passage south along the west coast of Africa, weaving in and
out of thousands of fist-sized pieces of polystyrene acting as
floats for lobster and crab pots.

Our objective was a visit to the Saloum river and the fishing
town of Djifere. All boats were guided into the river, over
shifting sand-bars by a local fisherman in a pirogue, where they
were greeted by the sound of a thousand voices singing and
chanting, as the women and children on the shore opened all
kinds of shells and gutted fish which were then left in the sun to
dry. The village had a single water standpipe, no electricity, or
sanitation. The homes of the two thousand inhabitants were
simple, low structures, of handmade clay bricks, without
windows, or doors.

From Djifere we motored along the Saloum river for 15
miles to the small town Foundiougue which, with a hotel, a few
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Itaparika, Brazil.

roadside shops, and one care, appeared to be the metropolis of
the Saloum estuary.

Large prawns and fl~esh river fish were available from local
fishernmn Por fifty euro-cents per kilo, and we were encouraged
not to pay any more! Sunday morning saw an early start at
04.30 lk)r a two-hour boat trip with a local fisherman, then
another two hours by pony and cart across the savannah,
including a stop for our driver to dig tip some nuts to offer {is
for le petit dejeuner. Throughout this journey there was not a
man-made structure in sight, until we arrived at a nameless
village, where the pony drew up outside a large circular church,
built from branches, mud and reeds. The priest dressed in
garish green robes, conducted a service far removed fl’om
Sunday Mass, but prestimably closer to voodoo! The theatrics
paled against lhe voices of two hundred and fifty children
singing in response to the church choir, which reduced many of
us to tears.

From Foundiougue wc were required to make our way back

to Dakar, accompanied by pilot whales, basking sharks and
shoals of flying fish. to allow gill the boats to regroup and
prepare for the three-day sail to the Cape Verdes archipelago.

As we were now starting to pick tip the northeast trades, a
gentle force 3 to 4 gave a very comfortable passage for the four
hundred and sixty-three mile journey. We arrived and berthed
in the new marina, gill arrangements made by the Rallye
organisers in Mindelo, for a two week stay in order to prepare
for our Atlantic crossing.

During our time in the Cape Verdes I was asked to join a
small flotilla of French boats that wanted to sail to, and
overnight in, a "safe anchorage" in a bay on the adjacent island
of Santa Luzia. This anchorage turned out to be bombarded by

katabatic winds, and was the same bay in which a French sailor
had been taken by a shark three years earlier. My French
companions seemed to almost delight in overturning three
dinghies in the surf. I headed straight back to Mindelo the next
morning!

The Cape Verdes has long been on my list of places to visit -
it is not somewhere I will need to return to! On reflection. I
think that we enjoyed the Azores so much that all other Atlantic
islands were doomed to come a poor second.

4th December 2008 at 15.30 saw our departure from
Mindelo, course due south for the 1000 miles, bound fin
Salvador do Bahia, Brazil. Initially we had a fresh northeast
force 5 for 170 miles, then the winds continued to lighten to
northeast fo,ce 3 and stayed like that, until we found the
Doldrums at N 05.49 W 25.01. The sail-plan was constant with
genoa, main, staysail and mizzen. The engine was used on a
random basis as the wind dictated, the thinking being it was
better to burn diesel tk~r propulsion at 3.5 litres per hour, rather
than 2 litres per hour just for electrical charging and water-
making.

On 12th December we paid our tributes to Neptune with
champagne and Magnum chocolate ice-lollies, and in apprecia-
tion, he rewarded us with southeast winds, just as we were
leaving the doldrums after three days and four hundred and
fifty miles. Our course now altered to 225 true and the winds
now force 4 allowed us to return to days ol" one hundred and
seventy mile phis, with the record being 201.7 miles.

We had set our course two hundred miles above Salvador to
allow the South Equatorial current to carry us into the Brazil
Current, an old hand-drawn British Admiralty Pilot Atlas
proving to know a lot more about currents than modern-day
electronics.

Two days out of Brazil the wind lightened and veered
northeast, which slowed progress slightly, yet we made our
landfall, Fazenda Conceicao, on 17th December at 17.30. Our
arrival in Salvador at 03.30 the next morning was greeted with
some fireworks and a well-earned rum punch. Thirteen days,
2024 miles, 155 mile daily average since we had left Mindelo.
One torn staysail and two bent shackles being the only damage.

Ferryman to Mass.
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Christmas in Santiago de Iguape
Christmas was spent at the invitation of two French boats, at
anchor at Santiago de Iguape at the head of the Paraguacu river.
My chart plotter said we were 1100 metres up the side of a
mountain but as ever, les Franqais were very relaxed!

As the end of January approached, with incipient departure
for the Amazon delta, I was giving much thought to the many
countries that we going to leave behind unexplored in South
America. I approached Patrick Nagels one of the Rallye
directors on this point and was warmly surprised at his
encouragement for me to leave the Rallye for one year, sail
south and rejoin in January 2010.

Therefore, on 20th January 2009, we cleared out of Salvador
bound for Argentina, hoping to arrive there in May, and the
beginning of winter in the Southern Hemisphere.

Brazil consists of fifty-two separate states combined under a
Federal government. However from a sailing point of view, the
arrival to, and departure from each state, is akin to a separate
country, when it comes to formalities. There are at least three
different authorities to report to, on entry and exit of each state,
each one with its own interpretation of the rules.

Our passage south took us initially to the remote market
town of Camamu, where fresh meat was hacked directly off the
carcass and wrapped in palm leaves, the price being guessed at
rather than calculated on a scale. Fresh fruit and vegetables are
readily available, with the exception of apples and oranges, as
the climate is too warm to grow them. Prices are from a bygone
era, with typically, twenty limes costing euro-cents.

Further south the modern tourist towns of Morro Sao Paulo
and Buzios, with designer shopping and cruise ships, provided
a sharp contrast, with the consumerism and retailing that we
now take for granted.

The provincial and busy town of Ilehus seemed a logical
stop to refuel. We should have known better! First finding a
fuel supplier, secondly arranging delivery and finally finding a
bank that could provide cash to pay the supplier, took two days.
We were to learn later that the fuel generally is so contaminated
that diesel filters last a fraction of the manufacturer’s recom-
mended service period and dramatically shortens the life and
quality of engine oil. Petrol contains twenty per cent ethanol,
and should you leave your outboard unattended for more than
forty-eight hours, then you will have an evaporated sugary
mess in your carburettor and the engine will not start.

Brazil must be one of the last uncut gems in world cruising,
but it comes at a price. Officialdom and the general utilities,
that we so readily take for granted, all require lots and lots of
patience. However you will be rewarded with thousands of
miles of unspoilt beaches, empty anchorages and breathtaking
scenery.

The wind and current served to propel us gently back to
tranquillity, along a coast of white sand dunes and pine trees, to
the wonderful unspoilt Albrolhus Islands, where swimming
with the lemon-tipped sharks, brightly-coloured fish and
watching booby birds, with the compulsory guides, was a daily
feature.

Without realising the time or distance, we glided into Rio de
Janeiro, 650 miles from Salvador, to the Clube Naval in
Charitas across the bay from Rio, to experience the true warmth
and hospitality of Brazil.

Two weeks in Rio was ample time to see the city and its
environs and enjoy the carnival. Equally challenging and tiring,
was the jousting with the various immigration officials, who
have little interest in visiting sailors, as all fees and taxes now
have to be paid directly into a bank before the immigration
people can stamp your papers, such are the levels of corruption.

As you travel further south in Brazil, the European influence
becomes more apparent. The magnificent llha Grande, or Bay
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Cape Verdes.

of Islands, is moderately dotted with very upmarket and
secluded hotels, with private pontoons and anchorages. There
are hundreds of idyllic anchorages in the many bays, where you
are surrounded by countryside similar to south west Ireland, but
with more trees and warmth.

The population becomes increasingly white and more
European in extraction, together with over five hundred
thousand Japanese. Interestingly, a stolen Brazilian passport is
the most desirable on the black market as there is such a diverse
cultural and racial mix.

A stop over at Angra dos Reis, the former hometown of
racing driver Ayrton Senna, begins to prepare you for the
extreme wealth that emerges as you approach Sao Paulo the
capital of Brazil. The opulence of the motor vessels and
marinas is on a grand scale. Sadly the camaraderie of the sea is
not extended by these private organisations, and unless you are
a member of a Brazilian Cruising Association you are definitely
not welcome and generally will be turned away.

To return to our progress; in early April the wind had veered
and stayed much in the southeast for the first two weeks. I was
becoming increasingly nervous of the fabled southwest
Pamperos winds that begin in autumn, coming off the land at
sixty knots for one to two hours, then rapidly veering east
southeast, driving the unwary onto a weather shore.

The second part of this wind is called the Carpenteria as
carpenters were required to repair the resultant damage to
vessels. As the wind increased to southwest force 7, I sought
and was granted refuge in the commercial port of Rio Grande.
The port control speaking excellent English helped me to
navigate Seafever along the busy 14-mile estuary at midnight.

Rio Grande held another fear, the Recita Federal. This
organisation is the Brazilian equivalent of Customs and Excise.
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On trying to formally exit Brazil to continue on to Uruguay,
these gentlemen presented the scenario to me, that my real
intent had been to illegally import an expensive sailing boat
into Brazil, without paying the necessary import duty, i.e. 100%
of the value of the boat. Appreciating that as I was now leaving
and I wouldn’t be ’importing’ the boat on this occasion
however, a fine of fifteen thousand US dollars for incorrect
paperwork, which their colleagues had issued, and frequently
stamped, would be acceptable!

Three days of meetings in five different locations, now
accompanied by an interpreter and supported by over thirty
entry and exit stamps along the various states of Brazil, saw the
Recita Federal eventually stamp my, and critically the boat’s,
papers and 1 was allowed to leave - without paying!

The current along the southern Brazilian coast towards
Uruguay, is greatly affected by the wind, so a fresh north-
easterly force 5 kept a steady boat speed of eight knots. The
shipping traffic between Uruguay and Brazil demands a sharp
lookout, especially at night, with many vessels displaying only
the lights that they happened to have working.

Now sailing alone, thirty-six hours later, I tied up in the town
of Piriapolis in Uruguay at the end of the river Plate.

The immigration authorities in Uruguay having little interest
in crew or boat, decided it would be easier if I would take a bus
to the local airport and have my passport stamped there. The
immigration officials at the airport instructed me to join a line
of passengers for a departing flight, resulting in my entry to the
duty tree lounge. It took fifteen minutes to convince the ground
crew that I really didn’t want to board a plane, as I had a taxi
waiting outside and I simply wanted to go back to my boat!.

The following day the Carpenteria arrived in Piriapolis with
the force and sound of a locomotive, and for the next two days

continued to blow at thirty-five knots, resulting in extra shore
lines and my being unable to leave the boat, for fear that a line
should tail.

The river Plate is chocolate brown in colour, and is on
average four metres deep, the main buoyed shipping channel is
continually dredged, very busy, and sailing vessels are not
particularly welcome.

Fortunately I had been joined in Uruguay by Dr Omar
Schanez, a well-known and keen sailor and diving instructor
from Buenos Aires (www.wetdoc,ar). Complete with current
waypoints of the two hundred plus wrecks that litter the Plate,
Omar piloted Seafever parallel to the channel, and avoided the
more recent unmarked local hazards.

A brief stop for lunch at Colonia del Sacromento harbour, in
the old walled town of Colonias in Uruguay, followed by a
fetch in the afternoon across the river to Buenos Aires saw
Seafever arrive at last, on schedule, in Argentina.

The boat was granted an eight-month visa, with the option to
extend a further eight months. There are numerous marinas in
the northern part of Buenos Aires, all accessed by river, many
set in well-protected suburban areas. However access is very
difficult, and dependent on a strong southeasterly wind to raise
the water level a further two metres, to allow vessels to transit
on fi’om Buenos Aires. Fortunately Omar had arranged a
hammerhead berth for the next six months, in the central and
exclusive Puerto Madero Marina, in the heart of Buenos Aires.

Ten days and nights of sightseeing in one of the most
wonderful cities in the world, and several failed attempts at
tango dancing, concluded exactly one year of life aboard
SeaJ~,ver of Cuan, nine thousand miles, hundreds of human
encounters, ten different countries and the experience of a
lifetime.

Sean McCormack    ]t/Jrarie Claire, having spent the
11¢1 previous four years cruisingwrites of Marie in the Western Mediterranean and

Claire back in coming home in 2008 through the

home waters French rivers and canals, returned
to her more normal cruising
schedule in 2009.

I had planned a six-week clockwise circumnavigation of
Ireland, taking in the ICC Rally in Rathmullan. However this
had to be abandoned due to a serious shoulder injury my wife
Mary suffered, while we were away on holidays in March.

The very active Howth Yacht Club Cruising Group
planned a number of short cruises for the year, and Marie
Claire participated in four of these. The first was a Saint
Patrick’s Day raft-up in Lambay Island’s Saltpan Bay. This
was lOllowed by a cruise-in-company to Peel, in the Isle of
Man, at the end of May. June saw trips to Sandycove to
celebrate Bloomsday, and later in the month a week-end to
the Boyne and into Skerries on the way home. The
Bloomsday trip is an annual outing from Howth which is fun
and quite a spectacle.

Marie Claire also joined the ICC East and North Coast
raft-up in Quoile YC in May, and this was a most enjoyable
outing. A long-term and valued crew member, John Ahern,
made a serious contribution to the musical side of the week-
end and other members present were not without talent in the
singing stakes.

July saw Marie Claire making a leisurely 10-day cruise
around Anglesey, including a visit to Conwy. This July cruise
was completed during a period of very mixed weather and
some strong winds.

For any ICC members planning a cruise to the Isle of Man
the improved facilities in Peel Harbour should be noted.

Entry to the new marina facilities in the old harbour is over a
sill, and is possible only plus or minus two hours of HW. If
waiting for the gate to open, tie up at the pier under the castle.
The harbour area has improved out of all recognition since I
was there about 10 years ago. In my opinion it is a far
superior option to Port St. Mary, where leaving a boat to
explore the island, while rafted up at a busy and very tidal
pier, is not conducive to piece of mind.

In addition to sailing Marie Claire, I was delighted to be
invited by John Banim ICC to join him on Clio, for two
weeks in September for some cruising in the Northern
Sporades. Unfortunately the first two weeks of September
saw very unsettled weather in this part of Greece. We were
weather-bound in the same anchorage for three days, on each
of two separate occasions. These periods gave us severe
electrical storms with very heavy rain and strong winds. We
were fortunate to be in a protected anchorage but with little in
the way of facilities ashore. The only shops open were a
small pub run by an elderly lady, and an excellent small
family-run restaurant. We were the only customers in the
restaurant on four of the five nights we dined there. In the end
we were nearly regarded as family and I suspect they closed
for the winter when we finally got away. The nearest grocery
shop, a rather basic affair, was a good three-mile walk up the
side of a mountain. In return for £5 the lady shop-owner
volunteered to drive us back to Clio thereby saving a possible
trip to the casualty department of the nearest hospital!

My four years in the Mediterranean was a great
experience, but it was good to have Marie Claire back in
home waters, to participate in various outings or just potter
and socialise on board. Next year, hopefully, the weather will
be a bit more cruising-friendly.
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I finally got around Ireland!
Cruise from Galway to Troon

David Whitehead
THE GLENGARRIFF TROPHY

FOR THE BEST CRUISE

IN IRISH WATERS

10 July - 10 August 2009

Joyster Oyster Mariner 35 Ketch

I originally intended to participate in the joint RCC/ICC Azores
Rally; however an unexpected medical problem ruled out that
plan but left a slim possibility of joining the alternative ICC
Rally in Rathmullan. This was a very close-run thing as the
Rally was scheduled for the weekend of 18th July, and I was
only discharged from hospital on 30th June! Joyster was
launched on 9th July and we planned to leave for Rathmullan
on the 10th!

In the event, thanks to the assistance of Peter Fernie and
John Bourke, we were in tact ready to sail as planned on the
morning of 10th July. Unfortunately it blew a gale from the
west that day, and on the following day the wind remained
strong from the west. The morning of Monday 13th dawned
grey and dull with a touch of rain but the wind had backed
around to a bit east of south, so we motored out of Galway
Dock as soon as the gate opened, set all sail and a course to
pass through the North Sound of Aran.

After a dull morning the weather cleared amazingly and by
mid-afternoon we were rounding Slyne Head with a moder-
ating southwest wind and a good deal of sunshine. We had
grand views of the Connemara coast and mountains, and in a
failing breeze motored into Boffin harbour, where we anchored
in company of about a half dozen other yachts - mostly foreign.
The mandatory run ashore for pints ensued, followed by dinner
aboard and a decent night’s sleep.

Tuesday morning was fine and sunny with a light westerly
breeze and we motor-sailed most of the morning. It was a little
disappointing that the expected fine views of Achill and the
Inishkea Islands were spoiled by haze, but as we reached the
height of the Black Rock we were close enough inshore to
enjoy the fine coastal views. The tide had turned against us but
we found a very strong counter-eddy inside Eagle Island and
the rocks to the northwest, so we swept around Erris Head in
fine style and were soon in the calm and sheltered waters of
Broadhaven.

The bay was full of pipelaying and drilling vessels, tugs,
pontoons, personnel carriers and service boats of various kinds.
This activity was due to the work on the development of the
Corrib gas field shore-side facilities, which have been subject
to so much controversy. We went alongside the pier to fill the
water tanks and then picked up a visitor’s mooring (in quite
shallow water) for the night. There are no shoreside facilities
here so we dined aboard, and later enjoyed several sightings of
the Isle de Molene! There was one other yacht anchored in the
little cove to the north of Ballyglass pier.

As I was still pretty weak in the aftermath of my medical
adventures, I was very much a passenger aboard, with Peter and
John doing all the work and most of the cooking. The morrow
would bring us a long day with an early start, as we intended to
cross Donegal Bay and hoped to get as tar north as possible. In
view of this I undertook to keep the deck after we had cleared

the anchorage so Peter and John could retire to their bunks once
we were under weigh.

The mooring was dropped and sail set as we motored out,
and in the offing we found that the wind had come around to
about northwest by north, so we could make good our course
on a reach. Once we had cleared Benwee Head and Kid Island I
took the deck while the others duly retired to their bunks. We
had a spanking breeze as we were passing the Stags of
Broadhaven but we were swept by a torrential rain squall in
which the Stags were invisible at a distance of no more than a
hundred yards. Later the squalls died away and by the time we
sighted Rathlin O’Beirne we were charging along in fine
sunshine, enjoying lunch, a glass of wine and some fine coastal
scenery. As the day progressed the wind died gradually and we
ended up motoring into the anchorage at Aranmore, via the
north passage. Here we picked up a visitor’s mooring and I
cooked dinner while John and Peter went ashore for a few
messages and a couple of pints. We had a quiet night and, as the
next leg was short, a longer than usual stay in the bunk was
enjoyed in the morning.

By dint of three long days sailing we were now well on
schedule, and only had a shortish leg up to Tory Island - where
we arrived in good time for pre-lunch pints. In the harbour we
met up with Sea Psahn with new member Paul Taylor on his
way to Rathmullan from distant Listowel. Paul left shortly after
we arrived but two more yachts arrived during the afternoon,
and we spent a goodly portion of the day shifting boats around;
along and back along the pier in response to conflicting local
advice about where and when spaces would be required by the
various island ferries. Subsequently we had a surprisingly good
fish dinner in the local restaurant and a couple of pints in the
hotel - which no longer serves food.

We were told we had just missed Mick Bogan and Jarlath
Cunnane who had spent the previous night in the island with
the ketch-rigged Galway hooker MacDuach (ICC). Later we
were kindly invited aboard a visiting English yacht, where we
enjoyed the hospitality of the skipper and a numerous crew of
young people - who later disappeared to attend the island ceile.

Tory looks rather neglected, as both fishing and farming
activity seems to have ground to a halt in recent years. We
learned that a holiday home, belonging to a Tory islander who
had moved to New Zealand, had been demolished by another
local in his absence (it interfered with his view!). The court has
apparently ordered the culprit to pay for it or rebuild it at his
own expense.

We awoke on Friday morning (17th July) to a shouting
northwest wind so we rolled downwind to Fanad Head under
genoa alone, and then ran the length of Lough Swilly to
Rathmullan, where we joined the throng of yachts which had
gathered for the Ice Rally on the morrow. We greatly enjoyed
the festivities so ably organised by Derek White at the very
pleasant Rathmullan House - together with our wives and my
daughter Jenniffer, who had come by car from Galway for the
event. It was great to meet up with so many friends from all
parts of Ireland who had gathered there.
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Peter left the ship here and I must give him all praise and
credit for his seamanship, enjoyable company and for his skills
in cuisine, electrics and electronics - such that he restored
Joyster’s systems to what they should have been (but were
not!), when she was launched. Thanks.

John, Jenniffer and I had hoped to get Jovster to Troon over
the next few days, but the weather intervened with an easterly
gale, so we moved Jovster across to the Marina at Fahan creek
on the east side of the lough, and after an enjoyable motor tour
around the wild and rugged [nishowen peninsula, we dispersed
and left the boat in Fahan for three weeks.

By diligent attention to long range weather forecasts it was
determined that the meteorological auspices were favourable
tk)r the weekend of 7th - 9th August so I returned to Fahan with
my wife Marie, daughter Jenniffer and Peter Owens, and we
were joined at the marina by John Ley (ICC), who had come
from Bangor, as crew. As we had already done the shopping we
repaired aboard and as soon as all was stowed we cast off and
motored down Lough Swilly to Port Sabra, where we picked up

John Bourke relaxing in Ballyglass.

the last flee visitor’s mooring (the others were all occupied by
RIBs - presumably belonging to people with holiday homes in
the vicinity). We had a spendid view of a large trawer that has
somehow got into the back of a large sea-cave just south of Port
Salon, and Peter spotted a huge sunfish. Apparently these fish
were quite abundant in Irish waters up to the late 19th century
and were fished actively - but sightings dropped right away as
the number of sea fishing boats fell enormously in the 20th
century. Now more people are on the water, sightings are
increasing again.

After an uncomfortable night, as we lay partly tide-rode, we
made an early start to pick up the east-going stream at Dunaff
Head and, on a bright, windy and cool morning, we rounded the
northern point of Ireland and shot through Inishtrahull sound at
a speed of 10.5 knots over the ground! Once past this notable
headland the day became much warmer, the wind gradually
moderated and the sun put in an appearance. It seemed no time
at all belk)re we were in Rathlin Sound, in company with a
three-masted barque heading for the Tall Ships Parade in
Belfast. We tied up alongside the Pontoon in Church Bay in the
early afternoon, with time for the crew to explore the island and
have a drink at McCuaig’s before repairing aboard fl)r dinner.

Dawn off the Stags of Broadhaven.

There were more boats in Rathlin than we had seen anywhere
on the west and northwest coast - except Lough Swilly of
course.

The tide dictated an early start on Sunday morning and we
motored all the way to Troon in a virtual flat cahn, passing
close under the Mull of Kintyre and through Sanda Sound, over
a glass-like sea. We were met in Troon by nay son Duncan, who
lives in Edinburgh and had a grand family dinner m the Marina
restaurant, as Peter had shot off to Prestwick to fly back to
Shannon and John jumped on the car ferry to Lame. The rest of
us returned to Derry by Ryanair and drove back to Galway on
Monday leaving Joyster in the marina at Troon.

Like many cruising men I had always had an ambition to sail
all the coasts of Ireland, but have never managed to put
together a circunmavigation. Having been based in Dublin for
many years, and in the Galway area both in the 1960s and
1970s and again in recent years, I have, over time, cruised most
of the Irish coast, in a variety of yachts and with a goodly
selection of skippers and owners. Despite this wealth of
opportunity my experience stopped at Glenarm on the east
coast and at Erris Head on the west. So as a result of this cruise,
and although it was not a planned objective, I had finally sailed

The front leading mark, Tory Island (Joysteragainst quay).
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the part of the Irish Coast that was missing from my
experience! I must say that given how generally unpleasant the
weather was in Ireland in July and August, we were quite
lucky; although it is common to be sailing in sunshine a couple
of miles offshore on the west coast of Ireland, and looking at
black skies and torrential rain onshore! The two gales that
occurred found us in secure havens, we experienced little rain,
and we generally had fair winds.

So what of the northwest coast’? It is certainly well worth a
visit at least once in a cruising career. The country is still
relatively remote and largely undefiled by the late, unlamented
Celtic Tiger. There are many islands to visit, with good
harbours and anchorages and inlets and beaches to explore, but
one would need a complete summer, and some luck with the
weather to do full justice to the cruising potential of the region.
I felt we just skirted by and left many delectable looking areas,
such as the north Mayo coast, Donegal Bay and its islands, and
the intricacies of the Rosses regretfully unvisited. The views
along the Mayo and Donegal coasts are ravishing - partly
because the higher mountains - Benmore on Achill, Errigal,
Muckish, etc. - although spectacular, accentuate but do not
dominate the foreground of heathery islands, golden beaches
and a sparkling blue sea flecked with whitecaps. Glorious!
I would love to return some time with a small, shoal-draft
yacht, and a lot of time for exploration. Mullaghmore near
Sligo would be a good base for such exploration. Joyster in company - a crowded harbour in Donegal!

Alan Leonard writes ~ue to a last minute change of
l-J l~lans, I had a brief cruise inof ’A Soldiers Wind’ August. Along with my elder son

to Scotland David and Rocky, a friend who
had sailed with me to the Faeroes

and Spain on Wishbone many years ago, we set off from
Whiterock, on August 10th. Conditions were calm in
Strangford Lough, so we motored south to the Narrows. Out
in the Irish Sea we found a 15 knot northerly wind blowing,
so set sail and started to beat. Modem boats may go to
windward so well, that the adage that "Gentlemen never go to
windward" no longer holds, but a couple of hours is enough!
We handed sail and motored into Portavogie. Years ago, we
would not have dared to go further than the outer basin, but
we were made most welcome, directed into the innermost
basin and shown where to make fast.

When going north along this coast, it pays to have a bit of
adverse tide to start with, to ensure fair tide through
Donaghadee sound and off Muck Island. We set sail off Burial
Isle, and had a great reach - either beam or close - all day. It
was squally at times so we pulled down a reef as required -
it’s all so easy with everything led aft! The tidal strategy
worked well, so that we still had a couple of hours of fair tide
left when off Glenarm. Rather than waste it, we pushed on,
and anchored off Cushendun at 18.30. This is a good passage
anchorage in a westerly, if waiting for the tide either to cross
to Scotland, or to go west through Rathlin Sound.

We were underway shortly after 06:00; by 08:00 a good
westerly breeze had filled in and we had another spanking
reach north. We picked up a mooring at Craighouse at 13.00
- my first ever Scottish anchorage on my first cruise, as a
boy, 50 years ago, on the family gaff cutter Minnie. After a
leisurely lunch, we continued the reach up the Sound of Jura,
though we drifted the last few miles up Loch Craignish to
Ardfem, where we made fast alongside at 19.00.

After spending the morning around Ardfem we motored
down the east side of Loch Craignish to Crinan, where we lay
in the basin for the night.

On Friday (fortunately not 13th!) we went through the
canal in terrible conditions, with torrential rain all day. This

resulted in water rushing into the canal from all the culverts,
over-filling the canal so that water poured over the loch gates
and the keepers taking steps to "waste" water. We were glad
to escape into Loch Fyne, where we made our way to the
marina at Portadvadie, to inspect the new facilities, which are
indeed 5 star. No doubt the presently attractive prices will
soon rise.

By now David and Rocky were thinking about getting
back to work on Monday, so, with a forecast of depressions
lining up in the western approaches, the only sensible
decision was to go to Troon. This was confirmed by a 30 knot
southwesterly. A beat down Kilbrennan sound to
Campbeltown would not have been a pleasant or indeed
feasible option! In the event, we had a fine broad reach, in
increasing seas and bright sunshine, to Troon. When we made
fast, it was a pleasure to find that we were alongside Talisker,
Norman Wright.

David and Rocky left on Sunday to catch the ferry home,
and on Monday morning while walking around the boatyard,
whose voice did I hear but the Commodore’s! Seascape of
Down had been delivered there by road, and having returned
from the Azores, he was there to prepare her for launching. In
the afternoon the wind went down so, having entertained the
Commodore to lunch, I set off to motor-sail south. It was a
calm night with fantastic visibility. We made fast in Bangor
marina at 05.00.

The next two days were spent in Bangor, while it blew
from the south. On Thursday August 20th I got up to find that
there was a light westerly, so we drifted east to Donaghadee
Sound, where, of course, a stiff southwesterly filled in. It was
just possible to fetch past Skulmartin, inside Burial Isle and
on to the North Rock, with a reef in. At the North Rock I
realised that I had run out of time to get into Strangford
Lough, so furled the genoa, strapped in the main and motor-
sailed hard for the bar, where I arrived l 0 minutes after high
water. I managed to work my way in, close inshore, against
the strengthening ebb and eventually picked up the mooring
at Whiterock at 16.20.

After 50 years of cruising, the west of Scotland is still hard
to beat.
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Baltic Circuit- the log of Lady Kate

Donal Walsh
THE STRANGFORD CUP

FOR AN ALTERNATIVE BEST CRUISE

M ary and I returned to Oxel6sund in late April for a long
.weekend to see how /.ztdv Kate had survived the winter

and to prepare her for sea for the 2009 sailing season. We were
surprised at how well she had wintered and found her dry and
habitable - with little evidence of the dampness one would take
for granted after an Irish winter.

Our winterising precautions paid off, despite night-time
temperatures in the order of -20°C there was no evidence of
frost damage. We cleaned her inside and out, antifouled,
reassembled the plumbing and mechanical systems, charged
batteries, and checked the engine was working properly, and
left her ready for sea before returning to Ireland.

The sailing programme for 2009 would give some friends
from Dungarvan the opportunity to experience a taste of sailing
in the Baltic. My companions for the first week were Kieran,
Eamonn and Alex: we travelled from Dublin via Ryanair to
Skavsta, which is only about 20 km from Oxel6sund. Our flight
path took us over southern Norway and we were surprised to
see that the mountains were still covered in snow. On arriwd at
Oxel6sund Lady Kate was afloat and lying alongside at the
yard.

Next morning we rigged and stepped the mast, cables were
run and connected, water and stores put aboard, and after a very
full day’s work we were ready fbr sea.

As we sailed at midday Saturday 30th May, bound north, I
was disappointed to discover that two of the anemometer cups
were missing from the masthead unit and surprised I hadn’t
spotted it before we stepped the mast. We left Oxel6sund in
sunshine and light winds - perfect weather for our shakedown.
My electronic navigation system refused to work and lots of
time was spent trying to discover the fault, which we eventually
put down to a software-driver problem and arrangements were
made for the next crew to bring the disk to us.

We took a few narrow passages to give the lads a taste of the
pilotage, and made a lunch stop at St Krokh nature harbour. Our
passage northwards then took us on to Ankarudden, where we
overnighted alongside.

Dragets Kanal

In the morning we took the route through the very narrow
Dragets Kanal, passed east of Nyntishamn, and made a passage
to Ut6 in almost calm conditions. Taking advantage of the
conditions, I decided to recalibrate our autopilot which had
been overhauled by the manufacturers during the winter. It
refused to work and we discovered that a cable loom was
broken inside the controller. A call to Raymarine arranged the
dispatch of a new compass to Dungarvan in time to be carried
by the next crew.

Ut6 was almost deserted that night, as it was still very early
in the season. From Ut6 we travelled through the archipelago to
Dalar6, went ashore and stocked up on supplies. The wind
freshened considerably on this passage, and it was difficult to
remain alongside at Dalar6. We then laid a course north to the
nature harbour at Agn6, and spent the night tied to a rock in

Napoleonviken. This was superb as the weather settled down to
a pleasant sunny evening.

Next morning things were different, no sooner had we left
Agn6 than the rain came, and it was very unpleasant with lots
of wind. We loitered at Saltsj6baden thinking it would clear;
our luck was out and we had to keep going. There was a little
shelter as we passed through Baggensst~ket and we finally
fetched up in Stockholm Vasahamnen marina. Here the crew
had a few days ashore betbre heading back to Ireland.

Later that evening my new crew Mossie, Tommy and S6an
turned up, and we visited the Gamla Stan and had an enjoyable
meal ashore. Again they were given an opportunity to get some
Stockholm sightseeing before we sailed into the archipelago.
They brought the driver-disk for the navigation system and we
soon had the electronics working again. We retraced our steps
through the Baggensst~iket, and leaving Ingar/3 to port, made
our way through the islands and rocks reaching Sandhamn by
evening. This is a really posh yachty place with lots of designer
gear being sported along the waterfront. We paid a visit to the
Vardhus restaurant- trading continuously since 1671, and had
a few pints. In the morning, Sdan and I did a walk right round
the island before setting sail for another pilotage experience
through the islands. We stopped at a nature harbour on L6ka6
and tied to a rock and stepped ashore. Later we made our way
to M6ja and stopped overnight at Kyrkviken. The place was
almost deserted and there was no activity whatsoever ashore. A
very leisurely sail next day brought us a few miles over several
hours, and we finished up for the evening at Grinda. From
Grinda we made our way to Vaxholm arriving early enough to
get a visit to the citadel and its museum. We dined ashore that
evening, and next morning took a scenic route through the
islands to Linanas. The place was like a ghost town; we were
too early in the season, and on arrival we discovered that
everywhere was shut. We retraced our steps to Vaxholm and
spent another night there. In the morning Sdan, Mossie, and
Tommy took the ferry to Stockholm for onward connection to
Ireland. At the planning stage I had given a lot of thought as to
where crew changes could be made and chose mainland
locations with rail/bus links to Stockholm. This was completely
unnecessary, as there is a regular ferry service serving all the
archipelago islands; had I known about it we could have spent
more time on the offshore islands and skerries.

Michael was to arrive from Dublin in the afternoon, and
meanwhile I set off to Upplands Vtisby, in Stockholm’s
suburbs, in search of a company where I could have my gas
bottle refilled. This involved two suburban bus journeys, a
short train trip and use of local bus, followed by a 3km walk. I
had some difficulty locating the place, but in the end all worked
out well and I returned to Lady Kate with a full gas bottle.

Michael and I headed north next morning, in mixed dull
weather with cold north winds and drizzle. We over-nighted at
Furusund, and met up with Ute from the German boat whose
acquaintance we had made at Oxel6sund, during our mainten-
ance trip. Learning that the forecast was for strong northerly
winds and rain over the next few days, we decided we should
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make the crossing to Aland, where we
would have some shore attractions
should we be weatherbound.

Our passage to/~land was uneventful
mostly motoring in light winds with lots
of rain and low visibility. We berthed at
the marina on the eastern side of
Mariehamn, where we were weather-
bound by strong winds for two days. This
wasn’t too bad as there is lots to see
ashore, especially the old clipper ship
Pommern which is now a museum ship.

When the wind eased, we headed out
into the Turku archipelago and had
several days great sailing through the
islands. The place was deserted - one day
we only saw five people - but the sailing
was great. With the wind now coming
from the north it was freezing cold and
we had to use the heating to keep the boat
warm in the evenings. We made our way
through the islands, stopping overnight at
Vardo, Keistio, Nauvo, and Hogsara,
before we finally reached mainland
Finland at Hanko. Here we were joined
by Michael and Austin and we spent the
next week making our way slowly
towards Helsinki. The weather improved,
the sun came out, we over-nighted in nature harbours, tied to
rocks, explored deserted islands, and swam in the warm water.

While doing some passage planning, I discovered that the
Garmin Data-card for the next part of our cruise was blank and
contained no data. Garmin insisted that it be returned to the UK
before any substitute could be issued; this was time consuming,
and it was almost three weeks later that it finally caught up with
us in Estonia.

Without the GPS we were now navigating with paper charts
again, and had some great fun exploring off-channel narrow
passages through the islands. We came upon a delightful
secluded nature harbour, but just as we were about to tie up we
were informed that it was a private harbour, and reserved for
members of some exclusive Finnish yacht club. Another time
we anchored off an island, and although we were a long way
from any dwelling, a guy came off in a small rowboat and
insisted that we move, as our presence might upset his
neighbour! We anchored further along the shore, only to have
him follow us and demand we move again. I was a bit pissed
off with him at this stage, and asked him to suggest an
acceptable location. We were informed that we needed to move
200 metres, and that we would know ourselves where to go. At
this stage I pressed him and insisted he be more informative,
and finally he relented and invited us to anchor in his own
"private waters" - so much for Allemansr~itten.

At Helsinki the lads left to return to Ireland and I spent a few
days pottering around the city. I enjoyed a Russian Orthodox
wedding ceremony in the cathedral, a visit to the technical
museum in the old town area, also the Suomenlinna sea-fortress
which has some pontoon berths where one can moor while
visiting, but the main sights are quickly seen. A few days later
Mary arrived accompanied by her brother Gerard and his wife
M~iire.

The first day with the new crew brought us back southwest
to Porkala, which was to be our departure point for the short
30-mile passage to Estonia. We crossed to Tallinn in a light
following wind and good sunshine, and made our way to Pirita
Harbour, about 5km from the city centre. There is a regular bus
service so getting into the centre is not difficult. We spent
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several days ashore here exploring and seeing the sights. One
day while rambling off the beaten track, I visited a former
Soviet prison now open to the public. Nearby is the Estonian
Maritime Museum which has the submarine Lembit, a pre-war
relic (WWII!), a steam-powered icebreaker, also a mine-
sweeper and some patrol craft, afloat in a former seaplane
harbour. I had hoped that our Garmin data-card would have
caught up with us by now. but I was out of luck. We decided to
continue on, and I planned to return later by bus to collect it
when it arrived.

Soviet submarine base
The fine weather continued and we ghosted along the north
coast of Estonia. Next we passed Paldiski peninsula - this was
a former Soviet submarine base and was occupied by the
Russians up to 1995. I was amazed by the number of ship-
wrecks shown on the chart in a nearby bay; later enquiries
revealed that they were derelict ships, which had been bombed
by the Russians for target practice. We took a route inside the
islands of Suur and Vaike, but it didn’t work out for us. The
chart showed sufficient water to get through the sound; as we
approached we spotted a Finnish yacht also attempting the
passage, but despite our combined efforts and information-
sharing we both had to turn back. We spent the night at anchor
in a nearby cove, and next morning headed south again (outside
the islands!), bound for Haapsalu. There is a small marina here,
run by the shoreside hotel, and no charge is made for its use.
From here I took a bus to Tallinn to collect our Garmin Card;
this was a major odyssey, as local buses in Estonia have to
observe an 80km speed limit. I returned to find the crew in
great order with lots of new bar-friends from the other visiting
craft.

Now we continued on south, passing through Muhu Sound
and then along the southern shore of Saaremaa Island. There is
a yacht harbour shown on the chart at Koiguste, and as the wind
was freshening and heading us, we decided to stop-over for the
night. We came round the spit, entered a reed-filled lagoon and
found the place deserted. The only evidence of a marina was a
few abandoned pontoons and mooring buoys. No sooner had
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Natural harbour anchorage.

we anchored than there was a terrible electrical storm with
lightning and thunder and loads of heavy rain. followed by a
gale of wind.

Next morning we ventured out hopin~ to    ~oet to Kuressaare,
some 30 miles west, which had better shelter and facilities. The
wind was dead on the nose, and still very fresh, throwing tip a
most unpleasant short Baltic chop. We returned to our funk hole
and anchored agam. Later in the day with the wind gusting over
50 knots at times we dragged. What a mess! Anchor tip, deck
covered in nlud and reeds there was so much grass we could
have baled it tk~r silage, everything
we touched was rotten. Determined
that this was going to be a once-off
experience we lel go to two anchors
and sat the gale out.

The pilot book recommends the
harbour at Roomassaare, but I opted
for Kuressaare, which is nearer the
town and would save lots of unnec-
essary walking. We entered through a
narrow, dredged channel and found a
really nice, well-managed, modern
marina, with excellent facilities at
very reasonable cost.

Kuressaare was lovely, a quaint
town with a very interesting nmseum
in the castle. The marina manager
told us we were the first Irish yacht to
visit, and had a reporter and
photographer from the local paper to
do a story!                               Tight fit!

Mfiire and Gerard had to leave from here. Mary wasn’t
feeling well and paid a visit the hospital, where we found the
staff most helpful and she was well looked after. We rested for a
few days to give her a chance to recover.

By now the fine weather had returned, and a few days later
we were bound for Ventspils in Latvia. This was a 70-mile
passage and we left Kuressaare at 05.00, so that we would
complete the passage in daylight. The course is almost parallel
to the shore until the most southern point of Estonia is reached
at Sorve, then a short hop of 25 miles to Ovisi, the most
northwestern point of Latvia. Here, following the Russian
withdrawal in 1994, two spy radio telescopes were discovered
in a military zone in the forest. Supposedly, these are now
converted lk~r "’astronomical use".

Ventspils is a real Soviet sort of place, we moored opposite
the "Yacht Club’" in a corner of a commercial fish dock, which
was downwind of a noisy plant with smoking chimneys and
evaporators which sent white dust all over the place. If 1 were
to return 1 would go up river closer to the town centre - which
is quite attractive - and moor alongside the south quay wall.
There might be a problem with the wash of passing craft, bul it
would be worth a t,y and would also save the long walk into
town from the dock. A yacht pontoon near the town centre
would really make this an attractive place to visit.

The coast here is very monotonous - from Ovisi to the
German/Polish border it is one long sandy beach, backed with
coniferous trees growmg on sand dunes. We had another long
day’s sail to get to Liepaja. Like Ventspils this is another large,
semi-derelict, commercial port, which in lk)rmer times was used
by the Russian as an ice-free access to the Baltic. There is a
huge railhead at the port, which probably connects all the way
to Vladivostok. At the limit of navigation, just by the bridge,
there are a number of yacht pontoons with really good shore
facilities nearby.

Our plan now was to visit Klaipeda in Lithuania, again a
long day passage along the same type of monotonous coast.
This is a very big harbour, through which the Curonian Lagoon
can be accessed. There is a yacht marina on the southern shore,
but we had been advised to avoid this, as we would have to take
the ferry across the harbour to visit the town. The best berth is
in a basin with a very narrow entrance, just to starboard off the
channel leading to the north ferry terminal, however one has to
be quick, and also be certain no ferries are moving, belk~re
entering or leaving. Approaching the harbour, Lithuanian
Border Control called us on VHF requesting details of ship and
crew. 1 was told later that they do this to give the impression
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they are busy, in the hope of avoiding being made
redundant. Two modern buildings dominate the
skyline - the K and D towers, and when viewed
from different angles they look like letters K and
D and eventually merge with each other and
appear as one. We took a day off, crossed on the
ferry to the Curonion Spit, and travelled south to
Nida right on the Russian border. There are some
fantastic sand dunes here, up to 50 metres high,
and part of the area resembles a desert landscape.
We climbed the highest dune and looked down
across the border into Russia.

Now we had to cross the Kalingrad corridor
before we would enter Polish waters. As we
didn’t have a Russian visa, the advice given
differed, depending on its source. The Germans
and Finns were adamant that one should be
outside territorial waters, and even as much as 15-
20 miles offshore. Others cited cases of yachts
being detained and fined C20k/£30k before being
released. We decided to take our chances on a

Dona], Kieran and Alex at Napoleonviken.

direct course, which would put us 7 miles offshore at its closest
point - we figured on talking our way out of it somehow, if
there was a problem. We departed Klaipeda in fiat calm and
motored southwest bound for Gdansk in Poland, a passage of
about 130 miles. Just inside Russian waters there was a bang on
the hull, we had hit a large waterlogged log under the surface. It
rolled out under the transom and surfaced momentarily before
assuming ambush position again. A quick check ascertained we
were not catastrophically holed, and 1 monitored the bilge for a
long time after. By now we could see the coast clearly, and even
picked up a signal from a phone mast, which I used to contact
friends at home. I have not yet been billed for these calls.

During the night we had a massive electrical storm, during
which the lightning was so bright it destroyed my night vision
and I was blinded for several minutes after each flash. As the
frequency increased we were almost running blind, and we had
to reduce speed during the height of the storm. Our AIS system
was really useful here, and we could identify all the large
vessels in the area. There was still a risk of collision, but it

Capacity locking at Kiel.
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would only be with a yacht the same size as ourselves,
and given that most yachts were terrified of the
Russians, I figured that on this night we had the place to
ourselves. There were deluges of rain, and later the

wind really freshened, and we were well reefed-down
before dawn.

I have experienced electrical storms accompanied by
heavy rain and wind several times in the Baltic, and
believe it is something that goes with the territory.
Normally harmless, they are an interesting sideshow,
especially when viewed from a distance!

The Polish coast was a welcome sight after such a
horrible night, and the rain stopped as we approached
Gdansk. There was lots of wind forecast and we spent
several pleasant days in Gdansk visiting the sights.
Although there is plenty of work going on, the shipyard
famous for the birth of Solidarity is apparently no
longer viable. People are busy here but there is a huge



Gerard, Mary and Maire at Kurressarre.

level of duplication at work a cross harbour ferry 8m long,
crossing 100m of water, has a captain to steel" and navigate, a
ticket seller, and also a rope-man to tie up[ Some times there
are more crew than passengers. All public toilets have
attendants all the time. The refuse truck has a driver, a man on
the truck, and at least two collectors on the roadway.

Up to now our course had been mainly southerly, now we
were headed west along the north coast of Poland.
Wladyslawowo, a large fishing harbour, has some dedicated
yacht pontoons and despite the traffic we had an undisturbed
night. As we logged 3000 uniles since leaving Dungarvan, we
also passed Rozewie, the most northerly point on the Polish
coast, and then overnighted at Leba. Yachts are well catered tk)r
here and it was a pleasant stopover. Further west we called to
Darlowo; yachts must wait for a recently-constructed
pedestrian bridge to open, to gain access to the harbour, and
although berthing is akmgside the quay wall, all the usual shore
facilities are available. As I mentioned earlier, the coast here is
one long beach and all the harbours we visited were resort-type
places. We had to run the gauntlet of tourist anglers on the pier-
head: each cast of their hook was a form of Russian roulette -
your eye, the sail, or maybe the sea? All had fast-food outlets,
beach hotels, amusements, and passenger craft often in the
guise of a galleon, which did a circuit of the harbour.

Mary really wasn’t feeling well all this time, and when we
reached Kolobrzeg she visited the local hospital, and as the.’e
was little that could be done for her, we decided that she would
return to Ireland. We sailed to Swinoujscie on the
Polish/German border and arranged flights from Szczecin
"International" Airport to Dublin. Brendan was returning to
Ireland via Germany in a few days time and agreed to sail the
boat back to Ireland with me.

It was going to be a fast passage back home, but we did
allow ourselves a little time to take the inshore route through
the Szczecin Lagoon. In pre-EU times there was a marine
gateway with customs and border control in the middle of the
lagoon, renmants of the buoys marking the frontier still exist.
We were now inside the Island of Usedom on which the WWII
V1/V2 rocket research facility was located at Peenemtinde.
Standing forlornly in mid-channel are the remains of the lifting
section of the bridge which once connected the island to the
mainland and was bombed during the war, and afterwards

abandoned. The passage through here is very narrow and
should be carefully observed on account of debris still
remaining on the seabed.

There are two lift-bridges on this route, and I was surprised
by how few openings are made each day - they are definitely
biased in favour of land transport. At Peenemtinde we stopped
and visited the interpretive centre at the test-facility location,
which was both interesting and challenging. Later that day we
travelled through Rtigen lsland sound, and having passed
through the lift bridge at Stralsund, anchored off the island for
the night, l enjoyed this area, especially around Riigen, as there
are some lovely channels and anchorages to be explored here.

We were away early next morning, and covered nearly 60
miles before stopping in Gedser the nnost southerly point of
Denmark. Another long passage brought us to Kiel, where we
overnighted at Kieler Yachtclub in Dtisternbrooker, just south
of the entry-locks to the canal. Eamonn, who had been on the
very first crew in Sweden, ,joined ship again for what was to be
the passage back to Ireland. Next morning there was dense fog,
foghorns could be heard all over the place. We were at the lock
by 06.00 but had to wait tour hours before we were allowed
into the canal. By then almost fifty yachts were waiting and the
lock was close to capacity. Then there was the usual scramble
to lead the pack out of the lock, but all in vain - a few
kilometres along the canal the fog closed in again, all lights
turned red - all stop.

We needed supplies and stopped at Rendsburg, but on
account of it being a Sunday, everywhere was shut. There
wasn’t even a convenience store or petrol station outlet open. It
was pointless hanging about; we spent the night sixteen miles
further along the canal at Gieselau. Next morning it was still
dark when we left - small craft navigation is permitted from
03.00 during early August - by leaving early we could catch the
ebb at Brunsbtittle and make it to Cuxhaven before the flood set
in. With the ebbing Elbe we covered the 16 miles to Cuxhaven
in just two hours.

The intention was to remain overnight in Cuxhaven, but the
forecast was for freshening westerlies in the coming days.
From our previous experience it was pointless visiting any of
the Friesian Island harbours, on account of the dead legs that
had be transited to reach them. So we left Cuxhaven again that
afternoon, thinking we would reach Harlingen or Den Helder
before the wind freshened.

It was weird to be back in the North Sea after a year in the
Baltic. Now we had to consider tidal heights and tidal streams
in our passage plans. There was a spring in our step: as we
carried the ebb again and exiting the Elbe estuary our speed
over ground was over 8 knots at times. By mid-morning next
day we were off the Dutch coast and really headed by a
freshening wind. This passage could take another fifteen or
even twenty hours depending on the weather. Looking at the
chart, an option that I hadn’t considered,jumped out at me - use
the canal! With eased sheets, we were now bound for the sea
lock at Lauwersoog, which connects by canal to Harlingen and

is part of the ’stande maaste’ route. We made great progress; we
reckoned that the canal option would only add a few hours to
our journey time, and came with the benefit of being a much
more comfortable passage. At Leeuwarden that night I visited
one of the local pubs. The publican, Rob, whose acquaintance 1
made in 2008, welcomed us immediately saying he
"remembered me by my shirt"?

News from Ireland was not so good, and I felt I needed to
return to be with Mary. The forecast was for continuing
westerly wind, which would be difficult Ibr a quick channel
dash and onward passage to Dungarvan. Rather abruptly, the
end of the cruise had come - we were out of time, and decided
to leave Lady Kate in the Netherlands and return home.
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The adventures of Yoshi in 2009

Dan Cross

y oshi’s cruise this year from Crosshaven was to take in

Galica, The Azores Rally and back to base in Crosshaven.

I left Crosshaven at 22.30 on l lth June, on board with
Eleanor Cudmore, Rear Commodore South, and Brian
Cudmore, Bill Brady, the most-photographed guy on the ICC
web site, and Mike Hodder, one of Eddie Nicholson’s Arc crew.
We had a rough first night and then a lot of motoring; we ate
well, had a great laugh and learnt how to save on the washing
up of tea-spoons i.e. back wash, a tip from our female crew! We
made landfall in Camarinas, Galicia at midnight three days
later. The next day we sailed to Muros, and tied up to the wall
before having to go to anchor for the night, as it got too bouncy.
We had a lovely sail to Caraminal, where we met my wife, Jill,
who arrived by bus and was in a panic. She had left her
handbag with all its accoutrements including passport, cards
etc. etc. in the bus. So, the two of us chased after it in a taxi
with no English and nearly no Spanish, and after a very
stressful thirty minutes, we found the bus and the bag!!

The next day we sailed to lslas Ons in thick fog which
eventually cleared. The crew went ashore while I prepared yet
another feast which was very nearly stolen by a very saucy
seagull. We anchored that night in Isla Cies. The following day
we had Colin and Freda Hayes of Saoirse, David and Meta
Tucker and their crew, the Heaslips from Intrigue aboard for
refreshments, which was good fun. The Cudmores and Bill had
not been to Galicia before and were very impressed. The
weather was really nice and Brian was happy as there was
plenty to look at through the binoculars!

On the Thursday night we went into Bayona and met up as
usual with the Woodwards and new residents of Bayona, the
Rohans. We ate at Nieves (Antonio’s Refugio) which has been
re-located and upgraded. The following day our daughter
Cathy arrived and we all sailed up to Vigo. After a great week,
our "Cork" crew left for the airport and home, and daughter
Jane arrived. We had a lovely time for the next week; sailing,
walking, swimming, visiting the islands, Combarro etc. and
ending the week back up in Caraminal. We find it a very good
transfer port with an excellent bus service to Santiago. On Jane
and Cathy’s last night, we celebrated by having dinner in guess
where (?) O. Lagar with Colin and Freda, a wonderful evening.

Jane and Cathy departed and Sue Gibson arrived for a week.
We rafted up with Sham Riordan and David Hennessy of
Crosshaven in Isla da Arosa. We spent a night in Sanxenxo
where tapas ashore including wine was (~30 for the three of us.

A fiesta was on, so we had music ’til 05.00, boom, boom!!
Peter Hayden will remember a similar night a few years ago.
We left Sanxenxo and had a superb sail to Isla Ons and picked
up a mooring. It was blowing 20+ knots and not exactly
sheltered, so we headed for Ria Aldan. Then "I told you so"
happened. Normally 1 am so careful about having the outboard
on deck, but this time the dinghy flipped over with the outboard
on its transom, so we had some job righting it, as we were
honking along, off the wind. We lost the oars and ended up
going back into Sanxenxo to get the outboard flushed out and to
buy temporary paddles. Lesson learned!

I spent the rest of that week tool-boxing and getting ready
for the big trip to the Azores, while Jill and Sue took the sun,
looked after figures, and power-walked in the 22°C water. One

evening in Bayona we watched, with a huge crowd, as the
police forces, with a helicopter and boats, demonstrated a beach
landing and how to catch drug runners; most entertaining. We
finished off the evening having dinner with Ray Lovett and the
Woodwards from Moshulu in the beautiful Club House.

Sue left early Saturday July 4th, and Stuart Musgrave, with
Declan Tiernan, a Baltimore friend, arrived. We spent a few
days pottering before we sailed 70 miles south to Leixous at the
entrance to Oporto. On the way I called up Dave Cush, a friend
from Cork who is working on the big wave-generating project
off the coast, north of Oporto. Unfortunately he had just landed
in Cork starting time-off! It was one of the best sails Jill and I

have had in Yoshi, blue skies, warm, wind abaft the beam. We
arrived in Leixous, on to a very small and short pontoon,
broadside to the now 30 knot wind.

On Wednesday 8th Jill departed to Lisbon to meet up with
Judy Dunstan, our Australian friend, while her husband Jimmy
arrived in Leixous to join us for the sail to the Azores. We cast
off at 21.00 and we had a fantastic sail having to reef-down as
wind increased to 30-40 knots. Yoshi has a furler-boom which
works so well when reefing in these rough conditions. The
cooker jumped out of the gimbals, not the first time this has
happened!! (last time was off Ushant in 2006) We did 175 miles
in the first 24 hours. The rest of the trip was a mixed bag of
weather, from glassy calm to headwinds, and we anchored off
Villa Franca on the island of Sao Miguel five days later, and
motored on to Ponta Delgada the following morning. On the
way, as usual, we had a great laugh, ate from Jill’s well-stocked
galley, saw loads of dolphin and a few whales.

Jill and Judy were in Ponto Delgada to meet us where we
stayed for four nights. The first Rally function was here; I will
not go into details of the Rally as there are already reports on it;
suffice to say it was a wonderful outing. We visited five of the
nine Islands and they were all absolutely beautiful. The green
fertile land, the heights with magnificent views, the colours, the
hydrangeas, terraced vineyards, tea plantations, hot springs,
benign craters, the volcanic coastlines, the peaceful anchorages,
the calderas and the lovely towns with their uniquely paved
streets. We were amazed at how good the road and transport
system was. and the huge investment in the marinas, which
were so well run. It also brought home to us the fact that the
Portuguese are a seafaring nation, and had made great
discoveries in their day. Their boatmanship while pursuing
whales, which was the principle industry up until 1982-84, was
awesome. The people, could not have been nicer and no
language problems. In secondary school, English and French
are part of their studies. Their hospitality was fabulous and they
were so keen to promote their islands. We met friends of Stuart
who had done the Blue-Water Round the World Rally a few
years ago. One of them, Carlos, a theatre director and local TV
actor, had us to his house for lunch of tuna and vegetables,
cooked in a traditional oven heated by wood, which was most
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enjoyable. This was all washed down with his home-grown and
home-made wine and the inevitable Sao Miguel pineapple. His
garden is lull of vegetables, fruit and grape vines, chickens and
turkeys, and in one garden-house he has a distillery! Another
day we sailed, and anchored off the caldera outside Villa
Franca, and had an amazing swim m the crater. Declan had to
leave us the next day, and I later got a most amusing email from
him. He got to the airport so early he asked to gel on an earlier
flight to Lisbon. He was silting in the plane for quite a while
until a steward asked him to get off as it was going to Boston.
He then missed the flight he had booked, and when he
evenlually arrived in Lisbon, there was his bag waiting for him,
the only one on the carousel. His airport purchases went to
Boston never to be seen again!

On 19th July we sailed to Santa Maria and lied up to the new
marina in Vila do Porto. The welcome was amazing and great
fun. Imagine that Christopher Columbus stopped here on his
way back from America so that his crew could go to mass. We
did visit a lot of churches on the cruise, and all were wonder-
fully and richly decorated. Jimmy and Judy left on 23rd July,
flying from Santa Maria to Sao Miguel, Lisbon, lstanbul,
Dubai, Singapore and Sydney over three days. Some travelling!
As usual they were great and easy-going company.

;ii

Dan, Torsten, Sheena, Stuart and Gerry in Castletownbere, Susie
just visiting.

The female crew with Nell Hegarty did a superb painting on
the new Vila do Porto pier wall, of the Baltimore Beacon, BSC
and ICC burgees and the boat names, Shellduck (NeWs) and
Yoshi. This was a great bonus as the crew of Yoshi did not have
to buy a load of turps to clean their hands! The girls did the
same in Horta as is the old tradition. We took lots of photos of
it, and also with three Past Commodores of Baltimore Sailing
Club, Nell, Stuart and me.

With three of us left on board Jill, Stuart Musgrave and 1 left
for the island of Fatal 190 miles away, and had a nice overnight
sail for a while, and as usual the wind went on the nose and
died, so had to motor a good bit. We had sperm whales quite

close to us. We passed the island of Pico on our starboard side
with the almost 9000 foot peak majestic above the clouds. We
arrived in Horta in the evening of 24th July and were lucky to
get a nice sheltered marina berth, right beside the marina office.
What a thrill to be in a place that we have all read so much
about. My return crew for Cork arrived, Gerry Donovan and
Sheena Jolley. We did the necessary in Pete’s Bar, and bought
the T-shirts next door. We met other Rally crews, even though it

Eleanor, Brian, Bill and Mike on way to Galicia.

was not an "’official" meeting-place. One of the highlights was
a visit by taxi to the western side of the island, which was
lengthened by two kilometres during the volcanic eruption in
1957. The sheer power of the devastation was impressive, as
was the magnificent interpretative centre sited underground
nearby. We visited Pico by ferry fiom Horta and when we
arrived there, my filth crew for the home passage, Torsten
Marten was waiting for us, having flown in from Lisbon early
that morning: I could not have planned it better.

On 24th July we had a fairly windless and very hot sail to the
island of Terceira. On the way we picked up a very fine net on

the prop. It was no problem to Torsten who freed it, and we all
ended up having a swim to cool down. Torsten had forgotten
his camera so he kept borrowing mine and taking photos of
himself! These were then emailed to his new love in Rio,
needless to say his Portuguese is very good and was useful.

We tied tip in Angra Do Heroismo for our third and last
Rally venue, another beautiful place and a World Heritage Site.
We had a wonderful time here, again mingling with other rally
crews, and dancing in the square at night. A highlight for me
was meeting Katie, who was on board Frank Ranalow’s Shady

Maid. Katie is a nurse in Southampton General Hospital and
knows my nephew Ben who was, at the time, in a critical
condition having had complications after a bone marrow

Dan, lane, lill and Cathy in O.Lagar.
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transplant. On our last night, after a Rally reception and dinner,
we went to the sailing club across the harbour. There was a live
band that looked to be in their 70s, and could they play; we
rocked the night away to 60s music, what a way to end a
wonderful Azorean cruise. I would strongly recommend the
islands as a holiday venue; they were wonderful.

We said goodbye to Jill, Terceira and the Azores on 30th July
at 15.10. The first night out I realised the Mastervolt alternator
was not charging the 24 volt system, and the following
morning, after a long inspection I found a broken wire, so there
was relief all round when I replaced it. On the way we saw
three whales breaching in the distance, which was an incredible
sight. Sheena who is a wildlife photographer missed them but
she did spend a lot of time in the cockpit with her camera and
its paparazzi lens. The sail home was a mixed bag of weather,
but always with plenty of wind which was on the beam or abaft;
for the last 60 hours it was between 25 and 35 knots with big
seas. Yoshi was a dream in these conditions and very dry. It was
great to have the continuity and the company of a good friend
and fine crew, Stuart Musgrave, for the greater part of the
cruise, to Portugal, Azores and back to Ireland. He now knows
Yoshi as well as I do.

We arrived into Castletownbere on 6th August, on a really
nice warm day, the trip having taken seven days and two hours.
There, to welcome us was Jill, Susie my springer, and the
Cudmores on Ann Again. After lunch and drinks in McCarthy’s
bar my crew departed in Jill’s car.

For the next few days, Jill, Susie and I joined the very

Baltimore locals Neil, Dan and Stuart, Past Commodores Baltimore
SC.

enjoyable ICC get-together on Bere Island. We sailed to
Baltimore to see my Mum and got thoroughly soaked in the
worst rain we had all summer! Then we took Yoshi back to
Crosshaven.

The whole trip, 299] miles, was a great and enjoyable
experience and having the rally in the Azores gave us a great
incentive to go.

Brenda Kelliher "~our years ago a friend, a marine

writes of Lark’s .L surveyor and Chair of the
Chase Creek/Pines on the Severn

story Beach and Boating Committee, put
an appeal out to the community.

Everyone was familiar with a sad, rainwater-filled, old
Alberg classic in our moorings. We all knew the owner, who
had a stroke some years before. From time to time we would
row out to her with buckets and pumps, and empty out the
rainwater reaching over her seats, half way up the mahogany
doors to the little cabin. We knew her hull and deck to be very
stoutly built by Pearson’s, no balsa, but almost half an inch
thick solid fiberglass.
In a moment of weakness, I volunteered to take on the rescue
mission, and spent an afternoon on board, listing all the
obvious work needed, counting the number of holes in the
deck letting in rainwater, burrowing in the bilges to find old
battens, shackles, blocks, pieces of teak and mahogany,
floating and waterlogged.
The owner showed me the trove of sails, gear and outboard
motor in his home, and with his wife’s encouragement,
signed the 22.5 foot Ensign over to me, for the sum of $1.
The Maryland Dept of Natural Resources, who license all
boats, waived the transfer tax on seeing the list of work and
the photographs.
The boat had not been hauled for many years, and one-inch
and bigger barnacles were growing well up her once Awl-
gripped topsides. Another friend in the community gave me a
tow 4 miles up the Severn to Smith’s Marina, where she was
hauled, and my work began.
Six long weeks of early morning and late evening work with
a sharp chisel, and I got every barnacle "foot" removed. Then
I ground off the Awlgrip to the sound gelcoat. I found the
Pearson hull number, which showed she had been built,
extremely soundly, in 1964. Across America there are many
of the various Pearson/Alberg boats being lovingly restored.

International Paints were a fund of advice for the topsides -
in the end I used an etch, a primer (2 coats) 3 undercoats and
4 coats of Brightside yacht lacquer, a deep navy blue.
The bottom, once I sanded off all sorts of old coats of anti-
fouling, was amazingly free of osmosis. The mahogany
rudder was like the curate’s egg - good in places, so I rebuilt
it with epoxy around the bronze rudder shaft. ($1,000 dollars
to buy a replacement fiberglass Ensign rudder)
I learned more about Ensigns - a very successful design by
Carl Alberg - Swedish week-ender style, with a deep large
cockpit with mahogany seats, cabin with mahogany doors
and two berths (the original heads had been removed). They
are very popular in competitive racing fleets in Long Island
Sound, on the Great Lakes, and in San Francisco Bay, and are
now built all in fiberglass. They are usually raced hard with
five, and have hiking straps as well as 500 lbs of lead
encapsulated in the long 3 foot keel.
Lark as I have named my now beautiful evening-sailboat,
will not be raced again. I continue to improve her condition.
Although her rigging is excellent, I replaced the original
small bronze Merriman jib winches. (They turned in different
directions on the starboard and port sides - a feature
nowadays on the America’s Cup boats!) Another Alberg
restorer snapped them up for authenticity! The original
Tufnol jam cleats still work fine.
The joy of sailing on Lark with friends now is to row out to
her moorings, climb on board, hoist the sails, and glide gently
out of Valentine Creek onto Round Bay, ospreys circling
overhead, crickets loud on shore, the high green trees hiding
the many pretty waterfront homes ... easy sailing, with
maybe a youngster learning to steer, while the adults relax on
the long mahogany seats, a picnic cooler with delicious food
and drinks, enjoying the uncrowded Severn River far above
the bustle of Annapolis. Lightly drifting home in the evening
flood, tidying up in the twilight as the sun sets .... classic
sailing on a classic boat.
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Greenland’s warmest island

Brian Black

As we moved the boat into unknown waters, the mountains

rose straight from the sea, towering above us. Thick fog
swept down off the glaciers, lifting occasionally to reveal a
landscape that was breath-taking in its beauty. Every nerve was

taut, there was no chit-chat amongst the crew as we worked our
way around ice-bergs that littered the fjord, and listened tkw the
crack and roar of calving glaciers. This was life on the edge,
three hundred and lk)rty miles north of the Arctic Circle on a
stretch of the East Greenland coast known as Liverpool Land
where no small boat had been before. All we had to go on were
charts not much better than those made by the whalers who
sailed these waters back in the 1700s, some land-maps, and a
few satellite photographs. Although incomplete, this informa-
tion was vital, as in these waters there is no room for mistakes,
and rescue is out of the question. For company we had only
seabirds, occasional whales, and the polar bears that roam the
shore. The nearest humans were at least a hundred miles away
and we had no means of contacting them if something went
wrong.

That was where we were on August 14th which is assumed
to be around the optimum time for getting through the pack-ice
and up to the coast of Greenland. In fact, there was no pack-ice
this year, it simply didn’t happen, which meant we had
unprecedented access to a shoreline that had given us problems
since we first tried to get close, back in 1999.

The crew on this passage to Greenland were: myself as
skipper, Davy McAughey, David Demmick, and Geoff
Dougan. In Greenland my crew were Eric Degerland. Andy
Genovese, and the return passage from Iceland was skippered
by Eric Bann, with Chris Cassidy, Sara Robinson. and Selwyn
Killough as crew.

Our objective was to reach and explore the first island in the
world known to have been created by global warming. In most
other places the land is disappearing as sea levels rise; up here
glaciers are melting at frightening speed - twice the rate of ten
years ago, and as the ice retreats more land is exposed,
revealing for the first time in perhaps ten thousand years a
shoreline that was covered, when the last ice-age had this part
of the earth in its frozen grip. Until very recently Kap
Gladstone had been a peninsula at the end of Liverpool Land’s
long stretch of mountains and glaciers. But in 2002, satellite
observations revealed the ice shelves to be retreating rapidly
along this complex coastline with the prospects of a strait of
open water between the peninsula and the mainland.

More satellite analysis by the American scientist Dennis

Schmitt in 2005 confirmed it. The ice bridge between the
mainland glacier and Kap Gladstone had melted thus creating
what is now known to the outside world as Warming Island.

Cdelan is a thirty six foot Cheoy Lee ketch built in 1973 and
modified for extended high latitude voyaging. Since I bought
the boat in Poole in 1996, I have cruised Arctic waters ranging
from Svalbard to East Greenland eight times, sometimes
making TV documentaries about pollution problems in the

area, and more recently, films about the impact of climate
change. So when 1 heard about Warming Island, I just had to go

there and see for myself the latest evidence of man’s impact on
this frozen wilderness.

Attempts to get north of Scoresbysund in recent years had
been abandoned due to ice concentrations along the coast
preventing a small boat getting close. I remember well our
sense of frustration in 1999 when we sat three miles off the
coast confronted by an impenetrable band of ice. Maybe if I
had waited for the south-going current to create an opening, we
could have got through, but prudence dictated a retreat to a sale
harbour in Iceland, which later turned out to be a good move
when a strong gale set in. In 2005 we had been beset by pack-
ice in the sound itself, two years later in 2007 there was
noticeably less ice in early August, but it was still suMcient to
discourage exploring the fjords north of Scoresby. Pack-ice
varies from year to year, and until now we had observed the the
conventional wisdom of waiting until the first week in August,
before trying to get further up the coast. The problem with this
is that the return trip south frequently meets with the
depressions that start over in Labrador, and gain energy and
violence as they swing round Cape Farewell and up the
Denmark Straight. This year the shore ice had gone by early
June and except |or the bigger bergs and growlers, the coast
was clear, providing yet more evidence of global warming.

As we sailed on, we felt the ghosts of the seamen who gave
their names to the places around us, their hardships and perils
all too apparent to a modern vessel equipped with satellite
navigation, an efficient engine, and a crew snug in thermal
clothing. We had made our way north in temperatures not far
above zero, finding and charting previously undiscovered
anchorages where we could reach shelter if conditions
deteriorated, as they can do within hours.

Rounding the first of many capes - Kap Hodgson - the sun
dipped behind the mountains and with the wind creating a
slight chop, it was hard to tell the difference between waves and
small bits of ice, so the wise course of action was to anchor.
That was the first problem to overcome. Few of the ~]ords had
been sounded in detail and those that had showed depths
ranging from a couple of hundred to a thousand metres and
more. Careful study of the land-maps however, suggested
places close up to the shore where glaciers might have left
moraine debris behind as they retreated, and based on the
experience of previous years, 1 knew there was a good chance
of finding a spot shallow enough to let us anchor.

The 0ord itself ran northwest-southeast, so the setting sun
gave us enough light to go right up to the shore, and that was
how we found the spot I named as ’Caelan’s Havn’ (70°34’W
21°36’N), claiming it for Quoile Yacht Club. I’m not sure what
standing this has in international law, but if you happen to be
passing that way, there is a stash of long-life food under the

third rock from the left so please help yourself.
Next morning I spent an hour or so on the binoculars

sweeping the shore on the look-out for polar bears. Now that
the ice is going, the seals which are their main source of food
are getting scarce as well, so the bears are hungry and 1 had no
desire to become breakfast for the top predator in the Arctic.
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Tramping over patches of snow and the rubble left behind by
the glaciers, we often came across concentrations of beautiful
little Alpine flowers and big clumps of dense vivid green
mosses. The snow itself was interesting, frequently coloured by
a pink tinge caused by bacteria which grow on the surface
during the short but intense summer.

The scale of this land is immense, and the feeling that we
were probably the first humans to spend time exploring this
part of it from the deck of a small boat, took away any sense of
urgency so we moved slowly, sometimes stopping simply to
admire the view, taking photographs while allowing the
spectacle to fill our senses.

Fog
Fog came, went, and came again, so that by the end of the
afternoon I decided to find another spot to anchor. Checking the
land-map and trying to get the chart-plotter to correspond, I
picked out what appeared to be an isthmus between the head-
land of Kap Hoegh and the mainland. I reasoned that this could
well provide shallow soundings, and although we went in blind
due to the fog, the depth-sounder eventually found bottom
close to the shore. The fog lifted and sure enough, there was the
land, a gravel spit which ran into the water giving us good
holding. The anchorage (70°43’N 21°35’W) would provide
shelter from the north, and if the wind shifted south, then all we
had to do was round the headland and anchor on the opposite
side.

There was a trapper’s hut on the shore, one of around three
hundred in northeast Greenland, which was probably
abandoned when hunting became uneconomical back in the
1930s. It was well preserved in the dry air, giving a sense of the

incredible loneliness that must have faced the men who over-
wintered in places like this, while hunting Arctic fox, bear and
seal year after year.

We used what was by now the tried and tested technique, to
find another anchorage further north, just inside of Kap Gregg
(70°56N 21°42W) but later, when we went ashore for a walk,
we spotted a much more appealing bay on the other side of the
hill, so it was back to the boat and round the corner to tuck in,
with shelter on all sides although I suspect that in a strong
northerly there could be a problem with scend piling in.

As we approached the Warming Island area however, it was
calm and we had time to marvel at the high peaks that rose
almost vertically from sea-level until they blocked the daylight.
In direct sunshine the air felt warm, but once in the shadow of
the rock turrets soaring two thousand feet above us, it was
bone-numbingly cold. Massive glaciers swept down from the
Greenland ice-cap, their moraines showing elegant lines of
rock and gravel that converged at the snout where the ice-bergs
calved.

Up ahead we thought we could see the end of the fjord that
had once been blocked by ice thirty metres deep. Now there
appeared to be a passage between Kap Gladstone and the
mainland although at our angle of approach it seemed clogged
with bergs. If a route could be found, could we really stake a
claim at being the first yacht ever to sail through these waters?

As I tried, and initially failed, to pick out a safe way through,
my immediate reaction was one of relief. If we couldn’t go any
further, at least we would avoid the ever-present risk of
collapsing glaciers. But, as we edged forward, I could see a
clear line opening between the mainland shore and the island.
The snag now was that we had no idea of the depths that lay
ahead, nor of any hidden dangers in our path. Well aware of the
added risks produced by our remoteness, I stopped the boat to
think it through.

To get to where we were was an achievement in itself. To
press on might be foolhardy - but how could we say afterwards

that we ’nearly did it’? We took a collective deep breath, cast
aside all those years of ’what ifs and maybe’s and agreed we
would give it a go.

Slowly at first, and then with increasing confidence we
pressed forward. The big uncertainty now was what would
happen if the vast ice wall on the mainland shore collapsed,
hurling several hundred tons of ice across the narrow gap
between it and the new island. In the still Arctic air you could
hear the creaks and groans of the glacier preparing to calve
another berg, threatening serious damage to a tiny boat, far
from its home in the tranquil waters of Strangford Lough. But
by now we were committed, the glacier snout on the mainland
just a few metres away, Warming Island and its rocks on the
other side of the boat. I felt an inner urge to speed up, to shorten
our time in this hazardous area, but stronger feelings held me
back - I might never again get this chance to actually
experience a world in the process of change. Beneath the hull,
the depth readings were decreasing, decreasing. The worry was
that a hidden pile of rock from the moraine might be just below
the surface, that’s what happened further south in Mikis Fjord
in 2005, when we unexpectedly struck bottom. But the depth
held steady at just over thirty metres then deepened again, and
we knew we were through.

There was plenty of daylight left, and we were in no hurry to
press on, so the next move was to get somewhere to anchor for
the night. That meant finding a spot that was out of the way of
bergs drifting through the passage towards the open sea, and at
the same time offering shelter if a wind picked up.

I nosed the boat around a long pile of boulders that swept off
the mainland and into the fjord, the soundings were erratic,
suggesting an uneven bottom where the anchor could easily
foul amongst big stones, so clearly this spot was not going to be
for us.

Then around a corner I saw a shingle beach. This was more
encouraging, as a shore like this often tails gently into the fjord,
and sure enough, we found soundings and gradually picked our
place in about 10 metres depth, that gave plenty of swinging
room but at the same time offered a fair degree of shelter
(71 °28’N 21 °59’W).

Anchor in - whiskey out*.
With the anchor in and the whiskey out, I made a sat-phonecall
home to announce our news. ’Very good,’ came the reply from
my wife, pleased at our news but anxious at what she knew was
about to happen, ’but have you seen the weather chart?’ Up to
this point we had been reassured by the calm conditions
predicted by the weather-watchers we had spoken to back in
Ittoqqoortmiit. The next call was to ICC member Bob Brown
who had sailed with me on previous expeditions but
unfortunately couldn’t make it this year. His words sent a chill
through me. He had been following our track from his home
above Dundrum Bay and trying to match it against the various
met sites we use for weather information. ’There’s a deep
depression to the north of you,’ he announced after studying the
weather pattern. ’And once it sets in you’ll have gales to begin
with, and then strong winds for several days.’ That was not
what I wanted to hear. Add wind to a mix of uncharted waters,
fog and ice, and you have a bad combination. So I decided to
head back south, passing our newly-charted anchorages en-
route knowing that we could possibly ride out bad weather if
need be, but not really wanting to prove it.

Our aim was to make Ittoqqoortmiit in Scoresbysund, the
only settlement in nearly a thousand miles of coast, where we
expected to find shelter from a northerly blow, and then re-fuel,
ready for the leg back to Iceland when conditions were right.

Next morning we set off to complete the circumnavigation,
hut by the time the anchor was stowed and the boat made ready
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Caelan at anchor in CaelanHavn.

Ik~r sea, the fog had closed in, a real pea-souper. Progress
around the island to rejoin our outbound track had everyone on
deck, eyes strained on the look-out |\~r ice. The bigger bergs
were few and far between, but there was always the risk of
growlers or bergy bits, which can do a lot of damage - and none
of these would show on CaekHz iv radar.

Eventually the fog lifted, and we re-,ioined our outbound

Liverpool Land, E. Greenland. Track shows (aelan’s pasage from lttoggoorlmiit, Scoresby Sund
Io ’Warming Island’ and back.

Caelan approaching mainland side of Warming Island passage.

track, raised a cheer then pressed on at lull speed under engine,
with the new 43hp Beta installed last year giving around 6.5
knots in cahn water.

By the following evening we had anchored ,just below the
settlement of lttoqqoortmiit and the wind was on us. I was
checking the GPS to set an depth-alert when suddenly the
latitude-hmgitude figures started spinning. The anchor was

dragging and we were moving
rapidly out into open water, across
a procession of big tabular bergs
heading      seawards      along
Scoresbysund. We got the anchor
up and tried for shelter in Amdrup
Havn, under a bluff around the
corner but that was even worse.
The wind was screaming off the
hill, sending williwaws across the
bay that knocked us hard over
when they hit. Eventually we
found another cove called Fox’s
Havn a mile or so south,
surrounded by low gravel banks
which kept the seas down. The
entrance seemed shallow, but we
never had less than one and a halt:
metres under the keel, which
gradually deepened to four metres
in the centre of the bay, allowing us
to hook for the night. I set an
anchor watch but the new Fortress
anchor did its business and we
stayed where we were while the
gale blew itself out.

Having got our Arctic ’first’, it
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Fog bank rolling in.

was now pay-back time. That gale was only the beginning of a
series of depressions that have become the pattern of late
August and September in the north Atlantic. We still had the
Denmark Straight to cross with two hundred and fifty miles
ahead to reach Iceland, where 1 had arranged to hand Caelan
over to Eric Bann from Carrickfergus and his crew, who would
bring her back into home waters. Careful study of the wind
charts on Ugrib indicated a
window which, if the predictions
were right, would allow us to cover
most of the passage betbre the next
big blow. Once again I called Bob
on the sat-phone to talk things
through, with the last gale still
flesh in mind. I was uneasy about
local knowledge for the passage
across the Denmark Strait.

It was mid-afternoon on Friday
2lst August when we were ready
to depart. I decided to go for it, and
sailed with a fine reaching wind on
a course of 170° true,that dealt
with the first hundred miles or so.
All day Saturday we continued to
make good progress south, but then
a swell set in and shortly steep seas
started building as the barometer
[ell and the blow piped up. By
06.00 on Sunday it was evident
things were going to deteriorate. I
thought about heaving-to to rest
and prepare some warm food but
that would mean riding out a rising
gale, which can be a really serious

Skipper at the wheel.

proposition in these waters, and in any case with only around
80 miles to run we were now within shouting distance of
shelter. Andy was sick and out of action, so after talking things
over with Eric Degerland, who has sailed with me for many

years, I decided to press on. We shared the wheel taking it hour
about, falling into the lee of the dog-house after each trick, too
tired to do anything else but try and get some energy back into

A tense Eric and Andy as we approach Warming Island Passage.
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Warming Island passge looking south.

cold and aching limbs. So it became a slugging match against a
southeasterly force 7 to reach a tiny port on the island of
Grimsey just thirty miles north of Iceland, where we would
rendezvous with the new crew. By late afternoon we had
reached sale harbour, tired and wet. Dry clothes, the boat on tin
even keel, and some warm food restored us enough to knock
back a few drams of the single malt, left on board for just such
an occasion, by Davy McAughey who crewed on the Scotland-
Iceland leg. Whiskey never tasted so good.

When the wind fell away two days later, we headed for the
splendid Icelandic mainland port of Husavic, renowned for its
whale-watching safaris, and the hospitality of a town that
depends on tourism to boost its economy, while the Icelandic
government looks for a way out of its CUiTent financial crisis.
When they heard 1 was from Ireland, the local wags asked the
question - "What’s the difference between Iceland and
Ireland’?’ The answer, which I’d heard time and again, is - "One
letter and six months.’ Funny perhaps the first time, but after a
while one has to force the lips into a polite grin, so as not to
offend the rare Icelandic attempt at humour.

On previous trips Eric Bann from Carrickfergus had
skippered Caelan home so 1 had no reservations about leaving
the boat in his capable hands. Even so, there is always a
moment when you feel guilty at handing over to someone else,
knowing that the weather could easily turn bad - and so it did.

Once back in Strangford it was my turn to study the weather
charts. With growing unease l watched one depression after
another cross the two hundred and fifty mile gap between
Iceland and the Faroes.

Eric took his window and had a rough passage, but managed
to reach Leirvik at the south-east end of Eysturoy before
another gale set in. His next port was to be the capital of the
Faroes, Thorsavn, less than a day’s sail away. That passage was
marked by forty knots of wind right on the nose, as they
approached the harbour wall. The plan had been to explore the
islands, and to make that the main part of the three weeks they
had set aside for the return journey. In the event, bad weather

confined them to port for intich of the time they had allocated
for the Faroes, forcing them to stay near the boat in case of
accident, which led to many an anchor-watch from vantage
points in local hotel bars - there was even talk about an
exchange of good Irish whiskey in return for large quantities of
nasty local beer, slower to drink and with fewer after-effects. In
case this account is read by any revenue officials, I need to state
that any bartering of bonded stores was done without my
knowledge, indeed I absolutely forbid it. So there.

The next opportunity to make a southing got them as far as

Sandoy, where they were well placed for the passage to Cape
Wrath. Once again the internet met sites were studied and when
the opportunity came, they were away, fetching up in
Kinlochbervie as the first port of call on the Scottish mainland.

One week later I was re-united with Caelan in Carrickfergus,

and next day I got her home to Quoile Yacht Club, completing a
round trip of just over two thousand two hundred miles, which
began in early June when I left Strangford Lough, bound first
for my daughter’s wedding in the Kyles of Bute, then away for a
memorable sailing holiday with my wife Les in wonderful
weather, which got us to Arisaig and then finally off on what
was to become the Arctic trip to beat all.

Afterthoughts

Heading back towards the developed world, away from the
remote and brutal beauty of the Arctic regions, I was very
conscious of the contradictions inherent in our exploration. For
us, as in past trips, the over-riding impression was of the
enormous scale of this wilderness, the crystal clear air, the vivid
blue ice and the apparently unpolluted seas.

However, as an environmental programme-maker, I know
that this is tar from the truth. The High Arctic is contaminated,
not just by carbon dioxide discharges from our chimneys, but
by the industrial pollutants that come from the developed world
far to the south. Over the decades, the manufacture of motor
cars, furniture, computers - the so-called essentials of our way
of life - has produced a cocktail of toxic discharges, both
atmospheric and water-borne pollution. The entire eco-system
is affected, from the plankton in the ocean depths to the polar
bears at the top of the food chain. The pollutants these animals
absorb affect their genetic make-up causing all sorts of
problems such as falling cub numbers and shorter life
expectancy. The accelerating ice-melt also leads to hunger as
seals, the bears’ major food source, are ever harder to find.

And this raises the question of what we as individuals can do
about it all? Put simply, every action counts and for me, the
guidelines of the RYA’s Green Blue campaign form the basis of
a personal code that is rigidly adhered to aboard Caelan. It may
not be enough as yet, but at least it goes a little way to
recognising that it is our life-style down south that is having

such a dramatic impact on the Arctic, one of the last great
wildernesses on earth.

Notes: Fuel is generally available at most of the ports in Faroe
and Iceland, best to speak to locals and ask advice. The only
provisioning point in northeast Greenland is Ittoqqortoormiit
(formerly known as Scoresby). Fuel by arrangement, travel
advice and general information through Martin and Karina at
Nanu Travel - nanu@ greennet.gl ph + 299991215

Both Admiralty and Danish charts were of limited value as
most places were not sounded with small boats in mind. We
found the land maps issued by Sagamaps in the Viking Polar
Cruise series very good and accurate. Available through
Stanfords in London.

Eric Bann reports that a good port of refuge in the Faroes is
Skalavik on Sandoy - recently dredged with a least depth of 2.5
metres in the inner harbour, friendly with a community centre
for toilets etc but no showers.

Cruise details:

Strangford - Thorshavn, Faroes
Faroes - Iceland, Seydisfjordur
Iceland - Greenland, Ittoqqortoormiit
Ittoqqortoormiit - Warming Island
Total distance for voyage
Total time under engine and motor sailing

Total Distances (miles)

400
320
4OO
100

2230 approx
510 hours
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Kilmore Quay to Aran Islands

Ivan Sutton

On June 3rd Mary and I set sail from Kilmore Quay in our
34ft Seastream Ketch Muscadet accompanied by

Bumbalash a 33ft Nauticat owned by Brian and Sheila Murphy.
As it was a beautiful summer’s day, we had to use our bimini
for part of the journey. The winds were light and our destination
was Ballycotton. When we arrived, the sea was rolling in, and
the visitors’ moorings did not look inviting. However, as we
had booked a meal in Ballymaloe House, we headed ashore to
enjoy its delights. On arriving back to the harbour, we could see
that the boats were bobbing up and down like corks. As there
were no metal hooks on the visitors’ moorings, we decided to
leave and head for Kinsale. On inspection of the mooring lines,
we discovered that they were well chafed. We arrived in
Kinsale at 03.30 and tied up safely. Had we stayed, both boats
would have broken their moorings and been wrecked on the
nearby rocky Ballycotton shore.

We stayed in Kinsale for four nights, as there were small
craft warnings in operation. As Brian and Sheila had only a
short time left, they returned to Kilmore Quay the next day.

Our next port of call was Castletownsend. We enjoyed the
craic in Mary Ann’s pub and Art Gallery. Discussions with our
host and gallery owner Fergus O’Mahony were part of the
agenda. Next morning dawned bright and sunny; we went for a
long walk, chatting to locals on the way, and visited the
Summerville and Ross House museum. Well worth a visit.
After lunch on board Muscadet we headed for Baltimore in
good weather. The marina was undergoing refurbishment, and
did not have electricity or water. We also discovered that there
was only one restaurant open, usually there were four or five.
We met David Greer of ’Sailing Ireland’, Kilmore Quay. He
was returning from the Volvo race in Galway. We also met the
famous musicians Dick Hogan and Jimmy Crowley, and
enjoyed their session.

Next day, Thursday l lth June, we dropped anchor in the
south harbour of Cape Clear Island, in fine weather, and spent a
lovely day exploring the island and chatting to the locals. We
sailed to Crookhaven in the evening. A noticeable aspect of our
cruise was the reduced number of boats on the move. This
summer there were always free moorings and good berthing.

After rounding the Mizzen on a slack tide, we arrived in
Bantry where we took a visitor’s mooring opposite Bantry
House. We explored the area on foot next morning, and hired a
taxi to take us to the Mizzen Lighthouse in the afternoon.
Having seen it by sea on many occasions, we decided to see it
by land, and it was most interesting. We ate in Dinny
O’Connor’s that night - one of our best meals. We set sail for
Glengarriff at 12.00 and moored opposite the Eccles Hotel,
where the inaugural meeting founding the I.C.C. took place.

Derrynane

Monday June 15th saw us dropping an anchor in Derrynane,
with calm seas and fine weather. As part of our constitutional
walk, we included a visit to Daniel O’Connell’s ancestral home,
Derrynane House. It was lovely to have time to view at our

leisure and we had lunch in the caf6 garden in continental style
weather.

The plan was a visit to Sneem, but having listened to the
marine forecast, we headed for Cahirciveen. The forecast was
for force 6 plus for the next tour days. There is a new marina in
the process of being constructed in Knightstown Harbour; the
main part broke away from land last winter and there is a
dispute now as to who is responsible. The waves were washing
over it as we passed up to Cahirciveen. As it stands it does not
seem inviting in foul weather.

We spent the first day in Cahirciveen doing housekeeping,
including getting fuel from the local fuel merchant, Michael
Murphy of Kerry Petroleum Ltd., very pleasant and obliging.
We were invited for drinks aboard Waxwing owned by Peter
and Susan Grey, members of the I.C.C who have circum-
navigated the globe. Waxwing is kept in Cahirciveen, so Peter
and Susan were able to inform us of safe mooring locations in
the area, albeit in fine weather. It is lovely to meet people with
similar interests and great fun can be had comparing adventures
at sea. Their stories were better than ours!

Next day friends invited us to their home in Killarney. We
took the bus, and after a lovely lunch in their home, were
shown the sights in Killarney, which included the Europa
Hotel, which won awards for its modern design. We had dinner
in the Malton Hotel, formerly The Great Southern Hotel. We
then enjoyed the County finals of Ceoltais Ceoltairi na
hEireann in the function room. Our friends drove us back to
Cahirciveen the following evening. We spent another day
walking and relaxing in the town.

We headed for Dingle next day. Always a nice town to visit
and a great welcome from the harbour-constable Billy, they
remember us from year to year. We watched the Lions Tour
game in John Benny Moriarity’s pub. Our son Ian and his
family, who have a holiday home in Castlegregory, joined us
for dinner that evening.

There was a heavy mist next day so we went for a long walk
waiting for it to lift. At about 14.00 we decided to leave for
Fenit Harbour. As we approached the Blasket Sound the fog
descended, so our GPS was on overdrive. We arrived in Fenit
about 20.00. We ate in the West End restaurant and had a long
chat with the owner, Dan O’Keeffe, and his son David, the
chef. The harbour office was closed, and we were very lucky
that Mr. O’Keeffe was able to organise a customer to give us
his key to the marina. Otherwise we would have been locked
out! We also met a fellow I.C.C. member Paddy McGlade,
owner of Sabrone who helped to tie us up. Paddy was circum-
navigating Ireland; we also met him again on the Aran Islands.

Next day we left for the Aran Islands at 09.00; a sunny day
passing Loop Head, with lovely views of the Clare coast. At
16.00 we encountered the Irish Naval vessel L.E. Ciara. They
were engaged in a shooting target practise on our course. They
headed towards us and checked out our identity and
destination. Quite a number of personal questions.

We spent a week on the Aran Islands, and had fine weather
for the duration. I organised six men to launch two currachs and
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Muscadet moored at Kilronan, Aran Mor.

I was able to get some lovely photographs fl)r painting. Having
explored the main island by bicycle, we headed for lnis Mean
where we moored at New Pier and tied up to a Galway Hooker
The Morning Star, owned by Johnny Healion, who is a famous
Galway Hooker builder. It was a one hour walk to the nearest
village, through unspoih scenery. As it was St. John’s Day, the
locals consider this a bank holiday and do not work. We
departed Inis Mean at 15.00 arriving at lnis Oil at 16.00. We
dropped anchor and used the dinghy to go ashore to the beach.
We took a horse-drawn carriage to view the island. We found
the pre-Christian church and burial
ground very interesting, as the land
around it has risen by up to twenty
feet with centuries of blowing " "" ~

sand. We discovered that there was
a bodrain festival on for the week. l
went for a swim - in very cold
Atlantic water. Back to Inis Mdr
for the night.

Next day we set sail for Round-
stone and picked up a visitor’s
mooring. Next morning, on the
high tide, we were able to tie up to
the pier in Roundstone and fill up
with diesel from the local petrol
station, only 50 yards away. As it
was time to recharge the batteries,
we booked into Cashel House
Hotel, our favourite hotel. The
gardens were in full bloom and
they have delightful walks. We
enjoyed a lovely dinner and were
refreshed to continue cruising.

A tour hour sail back to lnis
M6r in a northwest force 4 on a
sunny day, was a delightful
experience. Currach and Galway
Hooker races were organised on
Sunday and I wanted to record
history by taking photographs of

the events, which l intend to paint.
Sunday was a misty day. None-
theless it was something to behold,
as each Galway Hooker arrived
under full sail. We went by dinghy
to the harbour beach, where we
punctured the dingy on the usual
harbour debris - here on the beach!
A dash back to the yacht, in a
rapidly deflating dingy to repair
the damage, and we were back in
the water within the hour. 1 was
able to take great photographs
from the dinghy and the yacht,
which, at some future date will be
turned into art. I met Paddy
Mulligan, retired coxwain R.N.L.I.
Killronan, and chatted about
former local rescues. He carried his
shotgun to start the Currach race.

Majestic Cliffs of Moher
Monday June 29th we left
Kilmnan at 06.00; it was a warm
sunny day. We motor-sailed with

rolling seas behind us. We could not imagine a better day with
the majestic Cliffs of Moher, Moneypoint Stacks, the mouth of
the Shannon and Mount Brandan for scenery to port. Through
the Blasket Sound was a doddle. After we turned for Dingle
with a north force 5, we had a great sail. Peter, harbour-
constable, welcomed us at the marina and settled us into a
comfortable berth. The forecast was force 6 and small-craft
warning. We spent two nights in Dingle. As Fungi the dolphin
is getting old, we only saw him twice in all our comings and
goings. He did not seem to be obliging the tour boats either.

We headed to Caherciveen on Wednesday July 1st and once
again arranged with Michael Murphy, to have a fuel delivery.

Galway Hooker FestivaL, Kilronan.
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As our daughter Yvonne and family were on their way to their
holiday home on Valentia Island, they joined us for dinner in
QC’s Restaurant. We went for a walk after dinner and came
across an old fashioned traditional Irish pub, Mutt O’Driscoll’s,
opposite the church. We enjoyed traditional Irish music and
singing.

We headed to Knightstown on Thursday July 2nd to meet
our daughter Yvonne and her family. We spent the day with
them and her in-laws. On returning to Muscadet we observed a
38-foot Sun Odyssey Janus moored next door. The owner was
Dr. Ed Walsh, past-president of the University of Limerick, and
his wife Stephanie, with whom I served on the Hunt Museum
committee. He invited us to join them for some port and cheese,
and I brought him a present of my book. We had lived in
Limerick for 19 years and had lots to chat about.

Friday July 3rd we went back to Dingle, to meet our son Ian
and his family. We all enjoyed dinner in the Charthouse. Ian
and his two daughters Cliona and Aoife slept on board
Muscadet - a very exciting event for the girls. A trip to the
Blasket Islands was on the agenda for Saturday, with Ian and
his family. We had permission from Susan Callery, who had
instructed her boatman to allow us to use their mooring and
show us around, but alas it was not to be. There was a force 6
blowing and it is not advisable to go ashore in bad weather, as
landing can be difficult. We brought the girls to the mouth of
the harbour to see Fungi and he did not appear.

On Sunday July 5th we were ready to head home, but it was
blowing a gale. Chatting to our fellow sailors, nobody was
moving that day. Noel Fitzgibbon invited me on board his large

cruiser Deanta in Dingle and we discussed his forthcoming
cruise to Scotland.

On Tuesday 7th July, at 06.00 in a northwest Force 6 and
with a small-craft warning in operation, we left Knightstown,
destination depending on stamina. Once we got around Bray
Head, we had the wind behind us, and the tide with us. It was a
pleasant day. We had the option to head into Castletownbere or
continue. We checked the tides and decided to continue round
the Mizzen. We rounded the Mizzen about two miles off and
arrived in Baltimore at 19.30. We rafted beside George Barry,
Royal Cork Yacht Club on his large Moody. There was still no
electricity or water in Baltimore. At least another restaurant had
opened, where we enjoyed a well-deserved meal. As we
returned to Muscadet, Morgan O’Driscoll, art auctioneer from
Skibbereen was tending his boat in preparation for a weekend
cruise. We invited him and his wife on board for a drink to
catch up on sailing and art gossip.

Wednesday July 8th was less windy and we enjoyed the
scenery as we passed the Stags, on our way to Kinsale. Paul
Murphy, marina-manager, was there to take our shorelines and
provide us with a good berth.

After a 06.00 start, we set our course for Kilmore Quay, our
homeport. We had a northwest force 4, calm seas and fine
weather. Having motor-sailed all the way, we arrived in
Kilmore Quay at 18.00. The weather deteriorated for the
remainder of July and we were very happy to have enjoyed
such a wonderful cruise; in total we spent five weeks and one
day on our cruise.

Ann Woulfe-Flanagan
writes of Beowulf
cruising the Lycian
coast of Turkey

Following Beowulf’ s

Bernard Corbally and I had
thought about cruising the

coast of Turkey for a while. Terry
Johnston gave us a lot of
encouragement as he had found
it a lovely place.

May cruise from Kalamata in
Peloponnesus to Marmaris in Turkey, described in Bernard
Corballys log, Beowulf was left for July and August in Netsel
Marmaris Marina about 27 miles north of Rhodes. Brian and
Eleanor Cudmore (rear Commodore South) ICC, Gall Varian,
Peter Pearson, Geoffrey Sarratt and I arrived on Saturday
29th August, for two weeks, via a charter flight from Dublin
to Dalaman Airport, which is a 1.5 hour taxi to the Marina.

Our first stop was the beautiful Kumlu Btikii which is 12
miles west of Marmaris. There are red buoys in the middle
belonging to Marls Beach Restaurant. There is also at the
south end a ’T’ concrete pier for 35 yachts belonging to the
lovely Turunc Kumlubiikti Buku Yacht Club and restaurant,
set among trees.

The next stop was after 17 miles, to anchor behind
Delikada, an island just off the entrance to the Koycegiz
river, which leads up to the ancient ruins of Caunos, a town
built over many centuries. The stone tombs high above
Dalayan Town look like small temples, cut out of the rock by
the Carian people in the 4th century B.C. for their King.

Ekin~ik Limani is 2 miles to the northwest, and from here
we took an enjoyable small boat excursion from My Marina
restaurant at the southeast corner.

Baba Adasi is a pleasant lunch-time stop, before heading
for the narrow Domuz channel between Domuz Adasi and the
mainland, into Skopea Limani, a marvellous inland sea area
with many bays for safe anchoring. We anchored in 20 metres
in Wall Bay, with a line ashore to a red bollard set in

concrete, (one could be prosecuted if found tying to a tree).
Gail’s remark of ’swimming in silken tepid water’ was very
apt for the whole trip, 32.9° one day. Kapi Creek and Sarsala
KOyu are also lovely.

G(iqek is a pleasant town for shopping and ship services.
Gail and Geoffrey had a marvellous Turkish Bath in Fethiye.

Gemliler Adasi is worth a visit, to walk through the ruins
of a Byzantine settlement. It is said that pilgrims stopped here
on the way to Jerusalem.

We anchored on three occasions in the lovely Karaca6ren
bay to the southwest of Gemliler. Excellent dinners were
served in the delightful solar-powered restaurant on stilts,
following brisk up-hill walks to see the restaurateur’s father’s
garden, and admire the views.

Bernard rejoined Beowulf in Kas. From here we continued
east to Kekova Roads and then to Kalcan to visit the sites of
Patara (birthplace of St. Nicolas) and Xanthos before
returning to Marmaris. We agree with Terry Johnston - this is
a wonderful cruising area.

Useful notes on cruising in Turkey
When one arrives it is best to employ an Agent to get the
relevant paperwork and obtain the Transit Log. When leaving
the boat it has to be placed in the hands of the customs with
the accompanying paperwork arranged through the Marina
office.

Before leaving remember to retrieve the transit log and
employ an agent to enter the new crew (~.50). One does not
need to show it anywhere but there could be a fine if the
names are not on it.

Most of the small anchorages have a restaurant with a
private pontoon, usually with lazy lines, available to visiting
yachts on a pay or eat basis.
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